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INTRODUCTION

1. PROJECT SPONSORS

1.1 This pilot regional development project has been jointly sponsored by a regional and a
national body.

Yorkshire & Humberside Association for Further & Higher Education

1.2 Regionally the work has been commissioned and supported by the Yorkshire and
Humberside Association for Further aid Higher Education (YHAFHE). This is an organitation with
a focus upon staff anc curriculum development, assessment and accreditation, research and
consultancy in the field of Further and Higher Education. It offers a regional forum providing a wide
range of services, which include support for practitioners in terms of information, professional
development and networking, and opportunities for organisations to move practice forward by
identifying leading edge information on change and development regionally, nationally and
internationally. Issues of equal opportunity have always been high on YHAFHE's agenda and in the
tate 1980's it sponsored two conferences about education and training opportunities for offenders in
the community and an ongoing working group.

pridgebuilders National Development Unit

1.3 Bridgebuilders National Development Unit is a recently established project funded by the
Home Office in partnership with Bridgebuilders. (Bridgebuilders is the national association for those
concerned with the promotion and provision of education, training and guidance in the community to
offenders and ex-offenders). The remit of this Unit includes the promotion of education, training
and guidance for offenders in the community underpinned by relevant research and liaison with
policy makers and significant organisations, and also the support and professional development of
existing practitioners. The Unit's staff include a Development Officer, and a Research and
Administrative Officer, and the officer responsible for ibis project has worked closely with both in the
design and delivery of this work.

2. TARGET/SUPPORT/CLIENT GROUP

larget Group

2.1 However, the provision of education, training and guidance for offenders in the community -
wherever it happens in the country, may involve several of a range of organisations. Since
Probation Services have the responsibility for offenders receiving sentences in the community, they
clearly have a central position in relation to the Nclienr, but Local Education Authorities (LEAs),
Training and Enterprise Councils (TECs), Careers and Guidance Services, Further Education (FE)
Colleges, voluntary organisations and private companies may well be involved too in thq delivery of.
education, training and guidance services within a supervision programme. Sinca prisoo
establishments return offenders/ex-offenders to the community, (and increasingly to a further period
of Probation suponfision) they too have a significant role to play. The project addressed its
enquiries to seven of these organisations. The role of private business and industry in providing
WO* training under AT/YT schemes was fully recognised. However it was decided that for the
following reasons they would not be included: some concern that such contact might not be helpful
to clients; concern that a lot of work might result in very small returns because trainers might not
know (or record) numbers of Probation Service referrals; recognition that the projectwas already
overloaded.
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2.2 The seven organisations below have then provided the project with its Import group, and
managers and practitioners representing these various agencies (and, to some extent, the regional
spread) have been brought together to form a Steering Committee, as follows

a Probation Service (West Yorkshire) ,

a Local Education Authority (Humberside)
a Further Education College (West Yorkshire)
a Careers Service (Doncaster)
a Voluntary Organisation (SOVA)
a Training and Enterprise Council (Sheffield)
Penal Establishments in the North of England

Client Group

Rosemary Heal
Penny Robson
Wendy Pawson
Karen Morgan
Gary Smelt
Michelle Gill
David Poole.

2.3 Moreover these agencies might also be deemed to be the clientele for the woric of this
project and its findings will be made known to them, via a report or/and dissemination to all these
interested parties.

3. AIMS OF THE PROJECT

3.1 The aims of this project included

S. To promote education, training and guidance for offenders and ex-offenders in the
community who are over 16.

To support practitioners in this wort(

These directly reflect Bridgebuilders' own statement of principle

"that education, training and guidance (for offenders and ex-offenders) contributes to

positive change in the individual
reducing offending/re-offending
widening opportunities.

Supporting workers who provide education, training and guidance enhances their
ffectiveness".

3.2 The third intention was to examine the usefulness of the project as a pilot, with potentially
transferable elements to other regions recognising that the Association and the Unit have national
responsibilities.

4. RATIONALE

A. The invortance of education and training for offenders

4.1 Since the major aim of this project is to "promote education, training and guidance for
offenders/ex-offenders in the community" some rationale for this approach is required. Why is
education/training (or guidance towards those services), of any special importance for "adult"
offenders?

4.2 Forst of all because there is an association between poor educational achievement and the
risk of offenoing. A number of recent surveys and studies of ex-offenders have pointed to the fact
that "they tended, by and large to display a more uniform pattern of social and educational
disadvantage than a similar sized group of students taken from a mainstream College
course". (Specific Educational Needs of Offenders : Tim Evans, Further Education Unit (FEU)/
Bridgebuilders 1991).
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"72% of the offenders questioned had not gained state qualifications upon leaving school ...
49% felt they needed to improve their reading and writing skills". (Identifying the Education
Needs of Offenders : Uverpool Educational Opportunities Initiative 1993).

"Comparison of the above offender-related data with national school leaving data Is stark.
Nationally only 10% of boys and 7% of girls lift school with no graded qualifications
whatever in 1989-90. In the same year 55.7% of 16 year olds stayed on for some form of
post-compulsory education". (Social Circumstances of Young Offenders under Supervision :
ACOP 1993).

4.3 Parallel to this is the recognition that lack of employment is also a risk factor associated with
offending, and clearly those with no educational or vocational achievements stand less chance in
today's (and especially tomorrow's) job market, even before they disclose a criminal record.

4.4 Unemployment amongst offenders under Probation supervision in March 1993 was
estimated at 65% - 75%, and 90% for offenders leaving prison. Research has confirmed Probation
officer's experience that unemployment was "sure to lead to more crime" ("Offenders out of
Work", cfiscussion paper for Association of Chief Officers of Probation (ACOP) Employment
Committee 1992), and "changes in the Criminal Justice system are bringing into Probation
supervision increasing numbers of serious offenders who are chronically unemployed,
untrained, unskilled and 'unsuitable' people" (Peter Towler, Chief Probation Officer (CPO),
addresskIg "Offenders out of Work Conference" March 1993). The ACOP Employment Committee
of the Probation Service has itself called for "work with clients on employment, training and
educational issues ... of central importance in addressing their offending behaviour"
(Prepare and Provide - guidelines ACOP Employment Committee 1992). Nevertheless there have
been no Home Office policy statements or guidelines on ETE since 1990. New guidelines are
currently expected and Bridgebuilders has contributed to the consultative processes.

4.5 Finally one must turn from this deficit account to the positives offered by education and
training. Some of these have long been recognised as of value to a whole range of students who
share many of the characteristics of this offender group:- characteristics such as long term
unemployment, low basic or/and vocational skills, poor first experiences of education/training,
consequential loss of setf esteem, confidence and motivation. Many innovative and successful
schemes were pioneered via the REPLAN funding which provided a new focus on the needs of
unemployed people in the recession of the 1980's and made appropriate provision.

4.6 In addition, in the last decade, a slow growth of projects has developed addressed
specifically to the educational and training needs of offenders, every one of which could illustrate by
case-study, monitoring or anecdote the value of this "plank in the bridge to resettlement"
(National Association for the Care and Resettlement of Offenders (NACRO) "Education and
Training' 1989). In the introduction to the Replrin Reachout newsletter in the summer of 1990,
which focussed on education and training work with offenders and ex-offenders in this region,
Michael Hensman, (HMI Probation), wrote "Education Is a powerful means of giving
experiences of success and improving self image, confidence and motivation, all important
factors in the rehabilitation of offenders. Education may give access to new worlds - of
employment, interest and achievement".

4.7 Hensman's emphasis on education is even more significant now than when he wrote. The
current emphasis on employment and employability, necessary though they are, may neglect the
equal necessity to provide offenders with the tools for growth and change which the content and
processes of learning can provide - for other life-roles as well as work.

B. The importance of Offenders as a potential market for education and training organisations

4.8 However, this is not a one-sided issue. Offende.s - whether sentenced to a community
penalty or returning to the community after a custodial sentence may also be "useful" to providers,
who are looking to increase their participant numbers.

4.9 Two of the four Probation Services in the region provided relevant statistics which illustrate
this. (The first figures from Service R, the second from Service P).
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5649/1736 people were sentenced to a community penalty supervised by these Probation Services
in the year ending March 1993. As many as 75% of these clients are likely to be unemployedas
inciated above (4.4). All will have a supervision 'programme' (either voluntary or compulsory) which
may include wolic by specialist agencies to tackle clients' needs such as homelessness, social skills,
drug addition, unemployment etc. and so reduce the risk of re-offencing. This dearly provides a
window of opportunity for providers - (as well as dients).

4.10 'These Probation Services also know of 17961798 further people who went into prison in the
year in question, and of these 1132/468 inmates who came out to statutory supervision. All young
offenders receive post-custody supervision and they made up 732/336 of the release figures given
above. A Probation Officer suggested that "Prison is the biggest training organisation in the
country". A prison education manager pointed to the potentiality of an inmate leaving prison with
the greater part of a National Vocational Qualification (NVQ) already achieved, which could then be
completed at little cost but with full financial advantage to the training organisation (or employer).
NACRO (1989) noted that "A far greater proportion of the prison population undertakes some
edudation and training than does the general population". As many as 90% of those recently
released from prison will be unemployed. Here again there is potential as well as need.

4.11 If education and training providers are to effect the expansion required often it will be
essential to draw in significant numbers of non-tracfitional participants. Offenders are clearly an
important segment in that non-traditional market.

5. CONTEXT

5.1 The context-for this project is complex and unstable. There had been, over the last decade
a slow growth of provision of education, training and educational guidance for offenders and ex-
offenders in the community, and this has accelerated recently as a resultof some Probation
Services focus on employment for offenders.

5.2 These developments had led to some exploration of the issues so raised, for agencies and
their workers including two detailed studies of the specific educational needs of offenders', and a
parallel recognition that such interagency work might require special training, staff development, and
support for the staff involved as Colin Thomas noted in his foreword to the Hensman report 1988.
That report also noted the dearth of hard information about this provision and the "lack of
conceptual framework that would enable such work to be taken forward systematically".
Indeed it may be that from just such a view of the lay-of-the-land the Home Office agreed, in 1991,
to fund the Bridgebuilder National Development Unit.

It was therefore decided that this enquiry should examine the provision in this one region to provide
some such (non-qualitative) data and perhaps contribute to the understanding of issues.

5.3 However, in enquiring of the many agencies which may contribute to this work as to what is
currently on offer, and/or what plans they have for further developments there can be no
presumption of organic or/and rational building on what has gone before. The radical (and
sometimes seemingly chaotic) changes in public sector services have been affecting policy and
practice to some extent in all the relevant organisations.

The resulting lault-lines' have had varying effects, some negative, some potentially positive, with
intended and unintended consequences of central policies sometimes in conflict. This project may
be able to identify some of the impact of these changes in the region as well as "putting down a
marker" as to "where we're at" now.

6. CURRENT ISSUES FOR THE ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED

The following paragraphs attempt to highlight major recent developments within or impinging upon
each of the organisations identified and the resulting critical issues so that readers may understand
more of where other agencies are "coming from" in terms of current concerns for policy and practice,
some of which will have implications for the education, training and guidance of offenders.

'See Bibliography
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6.1 forProbation Services the major concern is the resource planning needed to manage the
knpact of cash-limited budgets on core tasks for the Service, and especially on those aspects of
Service delivery required or emphasised by the 1991 Criminal Justice Act. Elements of major
importance in that Act which have implications for education, training and guidance developments
are

(a) the pre-sentence reports identifying client need and offering to the courts a relevant
supervision pr ramme, (addressing community safety, offending behaviour and reducing future
offending)

(b) the provision of a range of options (including programmes developed through inter-agency
partnerships) for increased community penalties and a reduction of custodial sentences

(c) supportive through-care programmes for those now completing their custodial sentence
under statutory supervision in the community.

Probation Services have, of necessity, devoted substantial resources to the implementation of this
Criminal Justice Act andthe government-set National Standards for its operation. The near
certainty of further substantial amendments to the Act is viewed with considerable dismay. For
Probation Service Officers there may be additional concerns for the nature of their professional role
in view of the increasing responsibility put upon them by the Act for community punishment and
surveillance and the resulting erosion of the original welfare-related support for offenders.

6.2 Further Education Colleges are also faced with a range of issues arising largely from their
incorporation under the Further and Higher Education Act, others are the result of central
government policies, of new directions agreed with industry lead bodie,Xx of the ever thickening
maze to funding sources. Providing a relevant, accessible, supportive and accreditable education
and training system for post-16 learners is the core business of Further Education. In these
concerns curriculum development, human resource management and new funding arrangements
are inextricably linked.

But such a focus will be equally necessary for the 25% increase in student participation required by
the government's new National Education and Training Target Standards (NETTS); for identifying
outreach and student support needs and for maximising positive outcomes and improved retention-
rates to secure Further Education Fuming Council (FEFC) funding; and for identifying funding or
income-generating opportunities now needed if colleges are to survive. A further facet of concerns
centres around developing the human resources to provide the new (business) management teams;
to support quality assurance and customer and staff care, and to give the thrust to marketing and
financial planning essential to take the colleges forward. Many of these issues are clearly important
to the interagency work on which this report focuses.

6.3 In recent years many Careers Services have diversified their work in their local community
by utilising funds from other sources (i.e. European Social Fund (ESF), Employment Services,
TECs). Resulting in provision for adults, targetting groups i.e. 16-25 unemployed, initiatives for
school non-attendets and so on.

The Careers Service has yet to incur the major organisational and structural changes which have
affected many other services. However many are anticipating major changes as a result of the new
legislation contained in the Trade Union Reform and Employment Rights Act.

In order to meet these anticipated changes Careers Services are currently:-

(a) closely reviewing their statutory and non-statutory obligations

(b) consolidating partnerships with the local LEAs and TECs.

The experiences of the 13 Pathways pilots will be watched closely over the next two years and will
act as pointers to where the Careers Service will move post 1994.
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6.4 For TECs, rising from the ashes of the Manpower Services Commission (MSC) only two
years ago critical issues may rtill be related to core concerns - e.g. developing partnerships with
employers, erfablishing NVQs and General National Vocational Qualifications (GNVQs), helping
businesses to survive the recession, and attracting and using European funding.

In terms of work with offenders the concerns may be seen

(a) from an Equal Oppodunities perspective - e.g. increasing employer commitment to the
Rehabilitation of Offenders; addressing the low take-up of TEC training by ethnic minorities (who
are over represented in the criminal justice system),
or
(b) as a busjness prospect: e.g. recognising the need for links to and between training for
those, (especially young people) moving through the criminal justice system, or the potential
difficulties in achieving appropriate outputs (and related funding) with this particular group.

6.5 If the issues for Colleges are in part to do with expansion and development, for many USW
Education AUthorities they arise more from a contraction of staff and services.

LEAs have had to decide and design their arrangements for non-Schedule 2 provision for those over
16, and for any Schedule 2 work (i.e. accredited courses) in which they wished to be involved. (If
the LEA was previously directly responsible for Adult Education this will have meant assigning the
greater pad of that service to the college or colleges - (or to private contractors) or seeking co-
operative arrangements with colleges to forward LEA bids to the FEFC to deliver Schedule 2 work).

The 1991 Education Act which initiated local management of schools and the Further and Higher
Education Act (1992) which brought about the incorporation of the FE colleges, have also both
impacted financially on local authorities and on their central administration, and may jeoparcise their
ability to sustain their concessionary fee and discretionary awards policies.

Authorities are also well awp...e, that, given the Central government's attitude to local government,
the local government re-organisation is likely to curb their powers and activities even further.

6.6 for Prison Educators the last year has been dominated by the process of competitive
tendering and its continuing consequeno6s. With the confusion over "acquired rights", the request
for judicial review, and an unrealistic time scheme anyway, the awarding of contracts has been a
long-protracted process, resulting in months of stress and demoralisation for workers involved.

Under the new arrangements the Head of Inmate Activity (HIA) (not the College, as before)
manages the contract on behalf of the Prison Governor - a specification previously negotiated and
constantly changing in relation to regime needs.

In the context prison Education Officers - now Co-ordinators -.are exploring their new relationship to
the regime, and the often-reduced team of full-time workers have even less time for the essential
individual support to inmates and inevitable paperwork. The new contrgctual arrangements and the
introduction of TEC or employment services funding may have implications for the future of some
cross-regime and multi-disciplinary activities. There are concerns too that present government
plans to require contractors to re-tender may cause further disruption to the work.

More positive issues in this sector may be seen as

(a) the growing development of modular and accredited NVQ training schemes using cross-
regime facilities and expertise

(b) the introduction of a standardised curriculum linked to National Records of Achievement and
sentence plans for inmates, together with plans to monitor the exit services provided by the new
contractors.

6
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6.7 Vohmtary Organisations too are facing difficult issues. Whilst funding from central
government may increase an organisation's opportunities to work with its 'focus group' there are
fears that such acceptance may impinge on the ethos of the organisation. There are concerns, too,
about taking on what might be considered state responsibilities and the level and short term nature
of the funding so offered; about partnership or contractualisation as the appropriate 'business'
relationship, and about the lack of core funding to maintain the organisation.

These concerns 'knock-on' to those associated with the voluntaryganisation's local dimension: its
capacity to network and be consutted, its access to information and its credibility with statutory
agencies (and potential partners). Internally these issues in turn lead to concerns for staff
confidence and motivation.

7. THE OBJECTIVES

7.1 The framework of the project has been rrovided by its two basic objectives:

7.1.1 To provide intelligence of current policy and practice within this region.

7.1.2 To identify what support strategies, including networks, are available or may be
required by workers.

7.2 Whilst its approach has been informed by those remaining:

7.2.1 To promote and develop good practice in accordance with BBNDU guidelines.

7.2.2 To raise awareness of the role of Bridgebuilders Association, the National
Development Unit, YHAFHE and other potential resources.

7.2.3 To encourage membership of Bridgebuilders and participation in national activities if
appropriate.

7.3 Objective 3 is "to analyse project result's for transferable elements in terms of content and
methodologies, recognising that Bridgebuilders Association, and the Unit has national
responsibilities*.

8. METHODOLOGY

8.1 For objective 1 the project has been attempting to survey current policy and practice in the
provision, or/and facilitation of guidance, education and training (for offenders/ex-offenders whoare
in the community) from the organisations in this region. This has included questions about
measurable levels of activity in the last year as well as plans for, or perceived changes in, activity in
the future. The result is of course an illustration rather than a comprehensive map. Issues of
quality and effectiveness have not come within the sope of this work.

Such information has been gained largely from questionnaire responses supplemented by some
structured individual and group interviews.

See Section 6 of the Report for these findings.

8.2 For objective the project has attempted to illustrate

(a) the met and unmet training and staff development needs of practitioners in relation
to this area of their work, from interviews with sample groups or individuals from agencies,

and

(b) agency or organisational practice in making such provision, from questionnaires or/
and interviews.

(See Section 4 of the report).
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8.3.1 The third objective "to analyse project resutts for transferable elements" is, in Part, beyond
the remit of this report. While it is possible to comment on the methodology of the project in terms
of its ability to deliver the two information-seeking objectives (7.1.1 and 7.1... above), its results in
terms of the remaining three objectives are, at this stage, essentially problematic. There is
however, as might be expected, some interesting evidence of the positive effects of simply asking
questions. These are referred to in the text.

9. THE REPORT

9.1 it is the intention of the Report

(a) to record the findings:- in a way which allows, you, the reader to hear the
contributors' voices and the full range of the Material.

(b) to point to just some of the significant issues. I acknowledge gratefully the
contributions o; the regional Steering Committee and the National Unit to my
understandings. However these comments are essentially my own, subjective and
impressionistic, perhaps sometimes simplistic but offered in a spirit of enquiry, commitment,
and, I believe, empathy to further your discussion.

(c) to suggest some "directions for further work" given the promotional viewpoint of the
project as a whole, but resisting "recommendations" as too suggestive of solutions.

10. ARE YOU RECEIVING ME?

10.1 In his report on Education and The Probation Service in 1988 Michael Hensman wrote that
"a major finding was the difficutty experienced by both professions in understanding each
other's concepts and assumptions". He might have added "and language'. But this problem is
not unique to Probation and Education Services. Experience asa practitioner, and now in
conducting this project suggests to the writer that there are at least two quite distinct difficulties
when different agencies try to communicate.

10.2 What Hensman calls "assumptions" is the first - most damaging because least accessible.
This is where as workers in different agencies we use the same words (a "common language") and
believe we have common understandings. "Support" "assessment" "guidance'"progress' and
particularly "education' are words in this category, because to each we bring a range of personal
and professional experience and values -. Unfortunately our different understandings sometimes
come to light only when they have caused problems. The word *education' itself is particularly
bedevilled in that it is used to denote a public system as well as a professional approach, as a
gather-all title (which may equally include work related training (e.g. FE College) and as a synonym
for "learning".

10.3 The second language problem, is of course our use of jargon. "Organisation-speak" is
probably a feature of every profession, embodying something of what is distinctive in its culture,
systems, skills and knowledge - but also conferring internal street-cred and external mystique on the
worker. It Is often not a good tool for communication!

10.4 With the help of Steering Committee members the Project Officer has unashamedly
"dropped into the jargon" (and so "dressed" the questions into the appropriate language foreach
specific organisation) - if that has made acceptance, and therefore answers, more likely! NOW,
communicating with all organisations at once may reveal the Emperor's clothesl However, this
problem can be addressed and the Report will try

to avoid specialist terms and in-house jargon
to spell out each abbreviation and acronym fully at its first appearance
and provide a glossary at Appendix 3.

A selective bibliography is also included at Appendix 4.
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ABSTRACT

1.1 This project was intended to take a set of "snapshots' of the views and activities of some of the
organisations involved in education, training and guidance for-offenders and ex-offenders in the community
in mid 1993. The organisations induded in the frame were Probation Services and Penal Education
departments; Further Education Colleges, Local Education Authorities and Careers Services; voluntary
organisations and TECs. Youth Training and Adult Training Schemes, though recognised as relevant were
not approached for the reasons explained in the Introduction.

1.2 It was not within the scope of this project to look at quality issues, and this precluded examination of
the Equal Opportunities dimension to this wort( in terms of its recognition of the needs of women offenders,
offenders from ethnic minority groups, dsabled offenders etc. Where 'Equal Opportunities" issues are
identified this relates to the debate as to whether offenders aa.a..yibida should be specifically recognised.

2. Over a hundted organisations were approached, and sixty three provided amreffectiore of their work
in this area. The resulting pictures_are characterised first and foremost by their immense diversity, not only
between different organisations (which was to be expected) but between ihose of a kind (and even within
organisations).

3.1 These organisations present an immense variety:- of views, policies and strategies (inducing
conflicting interpretations of "Equal Opportunities" in respect of offenders). There are more than twenty
projects or programmes jn the community in the region, with several more planned, especially linking to
prisons.

3.2 There is wide variation in the composition of interagency groups, and so in the range of expertise
and opportunities available. (LEAs and FE Colleges are least likely and TECs and Careers Services more
likely to be involved).

3.3 Aknost every TEC, LEA, FE College and Careers Service which responded had a different internal
arrangement (and nomenclature) for responsibility for work with offenders; the levels of interagency contact
ranged from zero to active working relationships, associated of course, with a parallel variation in provis:on
positively facilitated for offenders. (Though it is recognised that offenders may well use such provision
independently and that such use would not be monitored).

3.4 Organisations contracted to, in partnerships or/and co-operating with Probation Services seem to
have differing experiences of that relationship.

3.5 Staff development provision relating to this area of work varies widely - in terms of quantity and
content and this provision does not match the expressed needs of the (admittedly very small) sample of
practitioners questioned here. Even with one group of organisations (e.g. Probation Services) opportunities
range from nothing to a highly structured programme.

3.6 There is also some evidence that the views of policy-makers and practitioners are divergent in terms
of perceived needs, appropriate stratagems, and monitoring and evaluation procedures.

3.7 Finally - as far as figures have been provided, there appears to be a great diversity - and inequity - in
terms of numbers of offenders having access to or making use of ETE provision of any kind. It must also
be noted that whilst someone given a custodial sentence, is likely to be offered access to education and
training, there is no parity of provision for offenders given a community sentence.

4. however, dversity also has its own great advantages in that within the region there am many
creative initiatives, bringing together various interests and areas of expertise, and these could provide a fund
of information, experience and understanding to inform other developments.
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5.1 There is then, this great organisational diversity. But there are also several elements in common.
Most of the grgjscia initiated by a criminal justice organisation offer access skills and madame towards
employment, training and education provided by another agency. This is true in prisons and in the
community. In some of the Ammunity-based projects there is also basic skills teaching (only one provided
occupational skills for offenders).

5.2 Present partnership projects have been funded extensively either through Home Office Supervision
Grants - which may be incorporated into new partnership arrangements, or, increasingly via TEC or
Employment SOIVICes funding. Both the latter create boundaries to opportunities - one in terms of the
geographical eligibility of clients, the other in terms of required outcomes and reduced Basic Skills support

5.3 There appears also to be a very broad understanding of offenders' needs and the difficutties which
they may experience in entering training and education - although the potential contribution of teaming
processes to empowerment confidence building and skills for living (whether written structures anignalad as
education, or training, or in other scenarios) seems to be somewhat misunderstood and undervalued.

5.4 None of the pre-service courses (for Probation Officers or for trainers or teachers in this sector)
systematically addressed these matters.

5.5 It is also quite clear that education, guidance and training for offenders in the community are not a
priority concern nor a core activity for any organisation but there is a welcome growth of recognition, focus
and activity from Probation Services in particular, and within existing penal establishment departments.
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CURRENT POLICY AND PRACTICE - A SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS AND SOME
ISSUES ARISING

PROBATION SERVICES

, 1. Readers are asked to remember that the project focus is on education and training. But the
Probation Services in this region with a policy for this work designate itas "Employment, Training and
Education". The Introduction has attempted to peel backsome of the complex relationships wrapped up in
this ETE package (and to underline the role and value of the final E in particular)but the information received
is about the total parcel.

2. The material produced by the four services is not of course directly comparable. Because Services
0 and R are at a different stage of development from Service P they havemore to record and in more detail.
Because Service S offered a practitioner perspective and a less structured frameworktheir contribution
reflects the day by day reality for client and "bridgebuilders".

With these reservations acknowledged

3. Two services already have ETE policies (and are already redrafting them in the light of experience).
One is at first draft stage. One has none. Having an ETE policy doesseem to be important.

4. It would seem that Policy predicates implementation. Implementation strategies may bring
resources and require action, these in themselves are likely to increase demand. (Conversely why identify,
perhaps encourage demand if there is no means to meet it'?)

5. For the two services in the region the implementation of policy has clearly had strategic implications
resulting in the designation of base-line budget to the work, the allocation of senior management time, the
appointment of specialist staff and the acquisition of additional funding for thispurpose. This has enabled
both services, in very different ways, to provide an ETE facility for a large number of clients.

6. Only Service R provided the range of statistics which allows for some kind of quantification. It
indicated that in one of its four divisions 520 people that year made use of the ETE provision. Presuming
that this division also dealt with a quarter of Service R's total of 5649 supervisees (i.e. 1412 clients) this
would mean that 37% of those clients were involved. Service S on the other hand (without a policy) also
provided ETE oppoetunities, but tor about 5%-10% of the client group, one officer suggested.

7. This is ngl of course a simplistic equation that more better : QED. But it does raise a number of
issues. For one thing the figures have been arrived at in very different ways and may count dfferent things.
Hensman quotes Probation Officers as suggesting "that 15% to 30% of their caseload had some sort of
educational need". Given the particular nature of the ETE provision is Service R recording just this:- that
37% of clients thought they might have "some need" and at least got as far as an initial discussion. (Though
some certainly also took part in Basic Skills work or Job Search Seminars). Given the client characteristics
so clearly described by Service S many ingni clients of Service R then see this provision as at least worth
trying than Service S has experienced. But can Service S be "counting' the "same thing' as Service R?
Presumably not, since it does not have the same facilities - Service S is perhaps looking at and "counting"
what would be "outcomes' for Service R, that is clients maw in training/education progression. Service
R indicates that this is the nag stage of its monitoring. Lack of comparable figures bedevils any survey.

8. But to return to the policy issue. Further evidence is provided by Service P that in conjunction with
or as a result of its new policy it is developing two ETE proiects - so presumably it did not offer such
provision before. Would there be a higher demand/encouragement for ETE provision in Service S if them
were a policy to be implemented which brought additional resources and a requkement to monitor that use?
(Or might the cynic say that demand in Service R has been artificiallyraised to justify resources?)
Whatever the answers the current situation raises concerns about equity of provision for clients of Probation
Services across this region. They do not seem to have equivalentchances.

9. If the possession of ETE policy appears to have generally positive implications, the golsoi shapes
ensuing strategies. Thus, whilst Service 0 relates its ETE work to the core of Probation function *to reduce
re-offencing". Service R has associated ETE with less central concerns (see Probation § 3.5 and 3.6).
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The strategies subsequently designed reflect this difference. If ETE is a 'central feature 60 supervision"for
Service 0 then its conskilerd development across the service seems a logical consequence and the ACPO
was required to ensure implementation of a common strategy. This has largely resulted in creating a
common pattern for practice. In Service R, on the other hand, ETE work seems to have been accorded a
role supportive to core concerns, with "policy developing from actMly rather than imposingon it". Service R
strategies have then developed ETE provision in a variety of ways across their area.

10. Each of these situations raises interesting issues. For example does the affirmation of ETE
centrality and the associated (apparently top-down) ETE developments in Service 0 givea different
message to POs in that service from the one given to Service R Probation Officers? Consistency of
approach may be seen to have certain benefits - it offers equity of opportunity for clients within this Probation
area, it offers a coherent structure and value set to brokerage or contractual partners, it provides easy
comparability for monitoring effectiveness and flexibility for utilising staff expertise. On the other hand one
might ask why this model was chosen and then replicated before it had been evaluated in tenns of the policy
intention (§ 15.2).

11. The diversity of approach of Service R raises some of these issues in reverse:- can such diversity
produce equity for the client? Does it make difficulties for the coherent implementation of policy. Where
methods and approaches are so diverse does it make evaluation more problematic?

12. Diversity may also be seen as having particular advantages - encouraging initiative within the
cfivisions and, a response to local need; fostering divisional and individual expertise which can feed into the
whole, piloting new approaches, ngl Ving ETE into offence-reduction criteria.

Some of these issues will reappear as more of the information provided is examined.

13. Before leaving the area of policy and policy implementation however, two other issues must be
noted:

(1) The Home Office has issued no pcmcy guidelines since 1990.

(2) All three services providing written evidence indicated that ETE programmes would not be
"recommended as a Schedule 1A condition of a Probation Order"- in common parlance clients
would not be attencfing `compulsorily".

it was therefore a matter of puzzlement to note contracktions to this stated policy in that one current and
one planned divisional project for which Service R provided information indicated that attendance ras by
Court Orderl and other services working with this Probation Service also perceived this to be the case in
other projects in which they were involved. If this is the case land not a consequence of
misunderstandings) it would clearly be of great interest to compare outcomes from these two approaches.

14. To turn then from policy to practice - and what Probation Services offer in response to the ETE
needs of their clients. Only one project (identified by Service R) actually =Wed occupational training, but
Services 0, R (and &informally) all offer some form of Literacy/Communication Skills/Basic Education.
This "sheltered* initial contact development corresponds with what is recognisedas good practice elsewhere
(Aubrey 1993) and Hensman's observation that "Probation Services should develop some sort of in-
house provision, particularly for basic education" "coupled with a planned - and often physically
accompanied 'move on' to mainstream courses".

15. However the activity which all ETE provision of all Probation Services has in common is that it offers
-guidance' and theaccessing of clients into opportunities provided by another agency.

16. This focus and the structure which supports it together with other aspects of ETE work combine
together to highlight certain issues:-

i. the place - or absence, of ETE concerns as a systematic element in PSRs

the key role of the Probation Officer as "first cause* in what is essentially a two-tier referral
system
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iii. the influence of funding on expected outcomes and the potential impacton the impartial
stance of the "guider"

iv. the importance of communication with those "other agencies" to whom the client is referred
and the whole business of interagency liaison

v. the role of the Probation Officer (and the other workers) in the potential quadrilateral
relationship (including the ongoing support of clients)

vi. the monitoring, and evaluating, of this work - within the Probation Service, with other
providers - with clients.

Some of these issues will be looked at in more detail in conjunction ,*th the evidence from which they
spring.

17. Guidance essentially involves "assessing' i.e. "defining clients' current levels of skills,
knowledge and experience, by formal or informal methods in order to help them set appropriate
goals" but the information given indicates that ETE issues are not generally addressed at PSR stage by the
Probation Officer, nor is there evidence here of ETE assessment by the Service 'specialists' at this stage (as
sometimes happens elsewhere, nationally). Probation Services explain that National Standards may require
officers to focus only on issues and measures related to chanaing offending behaviour, butas Evans
characterises it 'Offenders) may want to opt out of offending, but what do they opt into".

18. It is at the next stage then where the Probation Officer may be determining a useful 'supervision
programme' with the client, that ETE options may be discussed, so that the PO can encourage and 'refer on'
the client to the Service specialist, or (less often) directly to the training or educational provider.

19. The model presented by all four Services in some form or other seems to be a "two-stage-two-
gerssan" referral process, in which the PO refers the client to the "specialist" liaison worker, and the
"specialist" (after further work with the client, and at an appropriate time) enables the client contact with the
employer, the training or educational agency. The Probation Officer therefore has a key-role as "prime
mover" in this process.

20. In such a structure however Probation Officers may be at a disadvantage in doing this. They are
not likely to be at the immediate receiving end of information about the content or processes of the education
or/and training opportunities available to their dients. This goes to their appointed *specialists". Because
there may be 'specialists' they (the P0s) are unlikely to have received training in educational assessment
and may well feel "diffident in what appears to be focussing again on failure" or "Insetting up the
client for another failure" as an ACPO from the West Mkfland said recently toa Bridgebuilder conference.

Their own experiences of education and training may not have been all that good and there is little evidence
that pre-service or in-service training addresses these issues although Harris writes that "Education is a
Leitmotif of contemporary probation practice". Faced then with a client wanting a 'real job' or not
having the motivation for anything at all it may well be that, "the Probation Officer cannot give positive
feedback to offenders about the skills h already has, or can improve on, or can gain" and cannot
inspire confidence in what may be on offer. How can this immensely difficult task be facilitated?

21. Clients then are referred to, and perhaps attend an ETE "Centre", Job Club etc. This provision is
not always funded by the Home Office (either cfirectly, or through the Supervision Grants Scheme and the
partnerships it makes possible). Some funding, particularly recently, seems to be coming from Employment
Services or/and TECs and thus raises questions about the "stance" of the guiders. This is not, in itself, a
question about their professional expertise in terms of employment, 'raining and education, but about their
brief. Where fundino comes from may influence outcomes, and external constraints associated with
Employment Services or TEC money have to be recognised. In this context the "supported" Job Club
model of Service R, or its twinned Education/Employment Officers may be useful structures, as the ACPO
underlined, to ensure that the service is dient-centredand impartial. Home Office funding on the other
hand presumably does not have such restraints, so it is difficult to understand why Service P,apparently
using SUGS money, anticipates outcomes only in ET and employment terms (g 14.1).
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ETE provision in all these 4 services then is very much about enabling clients to make good use of what
gler agencies provide.

22. Probation Services have recorded three models of interagency liaison structures - one a "standing
fora', with identified organisations meeting regularly and purposefully (Service 0). The second model is
rather of `task force' groups where organisations have been brought together for a short period for a special
purpose (Service R and P). The third has no formal structures (See Service S, § 27) 'no-one fepresent
the College"and depends largely on individuals. It is as unlikely that there is a *single solution" here as in
any other aspect of this work. However this interagency work is obviously crucial and at both manager and
practitioner level. Such contacts may promote ideas for new work, ensure information flow, develop funding
proposals, provide support for client/student/trainee and share expertise (See for example § 10.1 in this
section and § 8 in FE Section).

How important is it to ensure that this collaboration extends beyond the planning and establishment stages?

It is a matter of fact that few of the other agencies asked about interagency liaison could record much in the
way of such contact with Probation Service& Perhaps there is opportunity for further exploration here to
gain access to and make use of the relevant expertise of all agencies.

23. The 'brokerage' role of Probation Officers was touched on in a number of responses. The Shorter
Oxford dictionary defines the broker as "the go-between, the middleman and the matchmaker" for
example. This seems more likely to be the ETE specialist worker in many of the arrangements describe
and yet the Probation Officer has the lead responsibility. Service Q wrote Of concern that "POs might still
not see ETE work as routine ... were qUite happy for this to be 'hived off' to others". It reported that POs
were vaceutaged (my italics) to maintain client support by receiving feedback on clients' progress".
Service R was considering the possibility of bringing ETE work fulti (my italics) into Probation monitoring.

24. However when the PO in these two services "hands over" the ETE work with a client to the Service's
grainiesa this might be said to keep it "within the Probation family"where functions, goals and value bases
could be expected to be known and shared. A comfortable/familiar triangle?

client

ETE specialist Probation Officer

25. But what of the fourth dimension? It was notable that in a series of questions to Services P, 0 and
R which al referred to interaoency mechanisms (for client support, monitoring and evaluation) none of these
services mentioned other than its gin workers' work.

26. Is the `other agency" simply a resource for the client? Would a truly quadrilateral relationship be
more helpful in supporting the client, and in contributing to evaluation (to name but two) even though this
might be less comfortable and more demanding?

the present position?

ETE specialist

client

Probation Officer

"other" agency providing ETE
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27. The three Services responding to the questionnaire were aN concerned for ongoing support for
clients when they took up opportunities : wort, training, education. All four Services recognised the
problems that arose - lack of money, personal difficulties, obstacles to progress etc. All four Services
identified actual or potential strategies Attliejr_ownhald foe dealing with them. The matching schemes"
for example (§ 13.2 and 31). tio Service seemed to expect or record reciprocal support for the client who
was someone else's student, trainee, employee. Yet, for example FE Colleges would seem to offer this .

(See FE § 2.2, 10.2).

28. Prthation Services have very different views and practices in relation to ETE monitoring and
evaluation (See Probation Service § 14 and § 15).

Service P appears to set its limits at the point of entry to the Service of the "other organisation". Service S
points to the ethical difficulties it sees in seeking feedback when this contact may, in effect, deny the client
the opportunity to move away from the negative label - but also admits that it doesn't want the additional
paperwork.

29. Services 0 and R are both planning ways to increase ETE monitoring and bring ETE issues more
centrally into the mainframe of Probation Service purposes - e.g. "the changes resulting from ETE work"
"ETE projects were being asked about the re-offending rate". Can this be achieved without the involvement
of those organisations providing training and education?

30. Hensman wrote (1988) of "Impressionistic evidence that an educational element in the work of
the Probation Service with a further number of offenders was making a significant contribution to
the containment of those offending and the modification of their behaviour" through "the confidence
It brought and the doors It opened". But Williams (2) quotes MacLean as asking "how ethical is It It)
evaluate the work of teaching history, anthropology or Canadian literature by thelr capacity to
change a person's perspectiv towards criminal activity". Does this equally apply to "the work of
training someone in the competencies of computer programming or catering (on the job or in the
college?) etc.". These are difficult issues.

Will those monitoring and evaluation initiatives proceed quite separately in each Service or might they look
together at common issues?

31. To some extent the influence of recent criminal justice developments can be seen in these current
activities:- the impact of National Standards, the focus on offender- related issues, the need to affirm that
the Probation Service could still offer the 'support warmth and counselling needed by so many clients".

32. Perhaps too these changes affect attitudes to interagency work /and not only for Probation
Services). Robert Harris commented that "Multi-professional work Is easier when both sides are
secure in their roles and identities". (The Probation/Education Interface : address to Braietey Grange
Conference 1990).

33. New requirements for Probation Services to provide more post-custody supervision had some
reflection in planned developments - several of which focussed on "bridging' activities for prison inmates (§
7.6 and § 8.6) and the HELP project outlined by Service 6 (§ 32). However the range of funding available
may be drawing developments in a rather narrower direction.

FE COLLEGES

34. Thirteen of the region's 33 Further Education Colleges responded to the project's questionnaire,
perhaps a remarkably positive response, given the range of crucial issues colleges were facing in June
1993. And although less than half of them recorded any measurable activity in this area of work responses
stressed the facilitative policies and strategies in place, and indicated recognition of need. Three
"uninvolved" colleges expressed interest in making moves in this direction, and another hoped for "more
Several however wrote - or implied - that this was "not a priority".

35. The recognition of offender-issues should be set in a broader context. In the last decade Further
Education institutions (including Adult and Continuing Education and training organisations) have been
reviewing and modifying all aspects of their policies and practice to improve opportunities for access and
progress for manY identifiable groups within their communities and particularly for the "non-traditional"
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lewner or trainee. In this there has been the intention to integrate Equal Opportunities concerns inio aN
aspects of the College. In this context then, the needs of many oppressed or/and dsadvantagedgroups
have begun to be recognised:- women, black people, wheelchair users, people with teaming difficulties -
people who have not "traditionally" felt able to make use of these resources.

36. Many offenders share many characteristics with "non-traditional learners" since offendersare indeed
also women, black people, people with learning difficulties etc. However offenders may also have needs
and experience difficulties which are spacific to them. But because offenders are not *visible' (as some
other groups are), because they are (for obvious reasons), not a vocal grcup, because (and the circular
effects of this are very plain), they are not a large group, these specific needs are often ngd acknowledged
and nsg addressed by educationalists.

37. Most of the Colleges answering this questionnaire would probably recognise this. By and large
"offenders", by name, do not appear in their policies, mission statements, equal opportunitiesprovision, and
staff liaison or outreach work appointments, and there is some denial that there are anx speeific issues (3.2).
But if specific needs are not actually articulated, no-one would deny the relevance to offenders, (as part of
that non-traditional group) of the general aims and general supportive structures offered by the Colleges as
described in § 2.1-2.6 and § 10.2 and the description given of needs and barriers (§ 3.4).

,Much of what is offered:or perceived as required would match exactly the concerns expressed by the
Probation practitioners

e.g.

etc.

the financial difficulties exPerienced (§ 4.1)
the need for supported learning (§ 2.2 and § 10.2)
the avoidance of stigma (§ 2.1 and § 2.4)
the need for flexible, accessible entry (§ 10.2)
the problems of peer group culture and lack of confidence (§ 4.2)

38. Of course offenders are not a homogenous group and there is some danger that in recognising the
needs of the majority al are stereotyped. (For further exploration of Equal Opportunities implications see
the summary to Careers Service responses).

39. Fees policies would also seem to set out to be 'helpful'. However the lack of common structures for
concessions added to the different rates which colleges charged anyway, makes this an intimidating area for
the adviser, let alone for his/her student.

40. Some of the same (and some new) issLas arise in examining the responses about staff
responsibilities in that, again, there is cause for bewilderment (for those seeking information for example) in
the diverse range of job titles and levels of opportunity for this work across the organisations. (It is also of
course the case that, in over half the responding colleges, staff with criminal justice liaison responsibilities
had not, apparently, taken any action - though one acknowledges that it takes two to tango).

41. In this there is also another less obvious issue to tease out. Whilst the allocation of, fOr example,
criminal justice liaison responsibilities to an Assistant Principal or Senior Manager (as recorded here) might
appear to underline its importance, (and can indeed be useful), in practice, one suspects that it is only too
easy for such woric to be marginal, 'not a priority"amongst all the other core concerns which the postholder
has to deal with.

42. On the other hand there may be problems too, where work on the College/Probation Service
margins falls to isolated workers with low" status. Some College practitioners (interviewed primarily about
staff development issues) illustrated these situations:-

a worker whose "fingers were rappedlor taking the initiative, and then whose tack was
slapped"congratulatorily - for the same activity
a P/T and very experienced worker given no opportunity to give feedback to the
organisations between whom she worked
a P/T tutor isolated amongst equally `marginal" Probation employees who did not
understand his role.
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These are all examples of people trying to manage the compatibility of work on the margins of their own
organisation with work on the margins of other organisations.

At least within the College this marginal worker is still tutor or lecturer. Cnty one of the Probation Services'
designated ETE workers was also a maingrade Probation Officer. What messages do these situations give
to both marginal and mainstream workers about the value of this work?

43. Five only of the eleven Colleges responding fully indicate substantial involvement with offenders and
with Probation Services or/and penal establishments. These Colleges are engaged in a cluster of
interagency activities. They all make provision for offenders either exclusively or with special targeting.
They all affirm interagency liaison, and are likely to be involved in less formal links too, such aithe sharing
of information and visits from individual POs and dients. Two both monitor and evaluate the work.

44. An obvious point here perhaps is the positive correlation between liaison and provision. Both the
Colleges making provision exclusively for offenders had formal and active links with criminal justice
agencies, so did two of the three encouraging use by offenders. It is surely significant that the one College
without such links records of its special provision: "only one student so far but we would welcome an
increase in involvemenr (However it is also ibis College which recoPied the contribution it made about
records of achievement to some Probation workers training. This presumably required just such liaison,
which has not been recorded).

45. An anatysis of these meetings show that whilst information exchange and 'networking'were common
outcomes, meetings were also seen as having organisational implications. These responses also
demonstrate what was noticed in relation to Probation Services' own returns, that interagency co-operation
seems to focus on the initiation and immediate contexts for working together, but there is less evidence that
this remains a shared concern. This is underlined by some apparent discrepancies, where services do not
seem clear (or quite to agree) on what they are providing for or with each other.

For example whilst College 31 describes what is dearly an innovative development in three Probation
Centres (9.1), the Probation Service concerned, with whom this is "jointly offered*, does not mention it- only
the general guidance service provided by the Educational Support worker with ex-offenders. Neither the
College (6) nor the relevant Probation Service refer to the shared working which the local LEA respondent
believes they were involved in.

46. Whilst some of the liaison described referred only two meetings in the year those in which College
31 seems to have been involved reflect an ongoing relationship in the case of the Probation/College
Practitioner team meetings, and a continuing focus on the work within the Collage itself. This seems to be a
noticeably integrated and purposeful relationship.

47. How is it that interesting and innovative developments pioneered by whatever organisation- are not
disseminated and examined? How can we make progress effectively when there is insufficient opportunity
to evaluate and build on shared experience?

48. The wide range of responses recorded in § 12 may be seen as further evidence that services (and
not just Colleges) develop and perhaps reserve all kinds of expertise which, with more openness and
structural opportunities; could be shared. This may be particularly true of, for example, some staff
development issues, including the recognition and accreditation of competencies (NVQs) now common to all
organisations.

49. tt would be difficult to interpret closely how far these responses reverberate to the crucial issues for
Colleges identified in the Introduction. But there are some echoes. One of these is the colleges'
recognition of the non-traditional learner as an important "market segment* and part of the student body.
The immense diversity of responses from different colleges to the same question perhaps illustrates
something of the autonomy consequential upon Incorporation - Colleges Will be going very much their own
indvidual way. That these 'ways' are by no means set is Indicated by the possibilities opened up in the
response to the final question. Perhaps colleges, too, are wondering whether they will be eligible for
partnership arrangements with Probation Services. Colleges represent a vast range of resources and
expertise and it Would seem goodwill - there is both useful experience and opportunity here, to explore
open;nn them up further for Probation clients.
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CAREERS SERVIcEz

50. The response rate from Careers Services was the highest of all the agencies questioned: 82%.
This may well be because the project shared the rosy glow of credibility from its Careers Service
representabye. Information has therefore come from every type of area - large rural mixed 'town and
country, large cities.

51. Careers services vary widely in their provision for offenders and in a way which illustrates well the
two, opposing Equal Opportunities, perspectives on this work. Aspects of this potential debate have already
appeared in the responses of FE colleges (See § 18./20) and appear again in (§ 12) about the TECs but It is
here in relation to Careers Services that the two views and their very different consequences are most
dearly presented.

52. Where offenders/ex-offenders are viewed as part of the overall community for which the agency
provides a service, the consequence is that there are no "designated" posts and no offender-specific
services. Ciearly such agencies do provide a service for some offenders, but it is probably impossible to
demonstrate this, as some TECs have come to realise in trying to monitor offender useage of "generar
schemes. Issues of confidentiality and disclosure may prevent tracking ina way that might be done with
other groups.

53. On the other hand where offenders/ex offenders are seen as in need of 'special services', posts are
designated or/and 'specific service delivery' identified and work can be delivered, monitored and
demonstrated. [Such a view might be supported by the argument that, since offenders (though by no
means a homogeneous group) indude many with a range of social educational and economic disadvantages
such as positive provision is a necessary compensatory mechanism.).

54. Careers Serviad experience as reported to this Project correlates exactly with these two views. The
three Services expressing the former view have no record of work with offender:4 (though the YES/NO
answers indicate their willingness and belief that this is done). Perhaps self-evionntly where services
designate inclividuals or post(s) with such responsibilities in line with the second view identifiable work with
offenders is carried out.

55. As with the responses from FE Colleges those services who did aav work of this kind had a
substantial involvement, in particular Service 4 (and to some extent 9) working in Young.Offender
Institutions, and Services 3,46 and 9 which all offered Careers Guidance to Offenders in the community.

56. The wealth of numerical monitoring information provided by careers Services is a feature of these
returns. Unfortunately - as previously noted in relation to Probation Services, - it is not clear whether all are
*counting the same thing - for e.g. whether ''clients" means clients of the Probation Serviceor the Careers
Service (§ 5.6).

57. However, this is not an issue in examining responses about work in prisons. Clients counted in
prisons are prisoners. Careers Services have a statutory responsibility for those under the age of 21 so
there is good reason for them to focus on inmates of Young Offenders Institutions. In terms of age
eligibility. However it is understood that, unless Careers Services are bought in with a special remit,
Careers Services. like TECs, are limited to working with clients from the "home* locality. Services to two
are reported here and to two others in the chapter on TECs - but there are seven Young Offenders
Institutions in he region. So again the question of equity arises -

for young prisoners in the YOls not provided with Careers Guidance
for young prisoners in these institutions from areas not served by the Careers guidance
for adult prisoners compared with young prisoners
for offenders with community sentences as distinct from those with custodial ones.

58. The constraints of the existing questionnaire lett several matters unexplored, but it is evident that
some Careers Services are already well versed in partnership initiatives with criminal justice agencies:- for
example the multi-agency Youth Justice project (also referred to by Probation Service Q and by th4e
relevant TEC) involving Service 9; the TEC funded 'Project Challenge (also described by other agencies) of
Service 3, and; the work in YOls of Service 4 - with prison education funding. Their experience might be
usefully shared.
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59. For similar reasons it was not possible to investigate the interagency finks in which Careers Services
are engaged, beyond the simple enquiry about their participation in Local Offender Employment Forums.
Three Services affirmed this, Service I indicating recent involvement. Services 4 and 9, the other Services
involved with such fora, are the most active of all in this area of work. All three of these Careers Services
work with the same Probation Service however, other Probation areas have not developed this paiticular
interagency focus, and there is no information about aftemative interagency mechanisms in which the other
Careers Services active in this work (that is 3 and 6), might have been involved, so it is difficult to assess the
importance of this.

60. Key issues in future Careers Service guidance facilities for offenders/ex-offenders are identifiedas
the continuing absence of a remit to provide adult guidance and, the possibilities of charging for services.
Two other issues (which have arisen elsewhere) are the difficulties of outcome-related funding in relation to
offenders, and the potential challenge to the traditional impartiality and disinterested professional advice of
guidance work implicit in certain government schemes and models.

61. Given.the relevance and the dominance of the *guidance" model for "front-line" ETE provision
Careers Servioes obviously have a lot to offer, both in cirect services for Probation clients and in terms of
staff development. However Careers Service contracts have still to be "bid for" (and present workers clearly
feel threatened). The market experiences of the Prison Education Service would suggest that there may be
painful unheaval ahead here too. It is to be hoped that the good initiatives will not be lost, or useful
experience be sunk without trace, as seems to have happened to other work in such situations.

PROVISION BY TECS

62. All TECs responding to this questionnaire had mechanisms for addressing offender/ex-offender
issues somewhere in their organisation; but TECs are by no means equally active beyond that point. There
was great diversity among the TECs as to which Group should be concerned. The Equal Opportunity
Group was named by three TECs but inlact all five TECs found it appropriate that other groups should have
this responsibility as well, (or in one case, instead). It is difficult to know whether this represents a lot of
opportunities for "a bite of the cheny" - a benefit; or a dilution and confusion of focus:- a disadvantage.

63. In conjunction with subsequent findings it underlines yet again the ambivalence of/and varying
attitudes taken by organisations in considering offenders from an Equal Opportunities perspeciive. For
example while, as we have seen, offenders' needs do come to Equal Opportunities Groups in TECs, it also
appears that Equal Opportunities policies prevent TEC from involvement in provision exclusively for
community-based offenders (§ 4.1), but this does not appear to be a problem in making provision in prisons.
Would-be bidders for TEC funding and potential partners would seem to have to tread the maze carefully to
arrive at the doorstep with a "welcome" on the mat.

.64. However, two TECs had some involvement in community-based work with offenders - one working
directly with clients - another with the referring, training and employing organisations. Future developments
agreed or under chscussion intended two guidance initiatives, and research evaluation of previous work -
these irivolved two TECs - one newly considering work in this area.

65. However, all TECs indicated some links to prisons. Three were providing direct services (Job
search skills. guidance, "action planning' etc) two appeared to be involved rather in outreach and course
preparation.) WM* with prisons also dominated the plans for future developments and involved four of the
TECs who responded. Two had, or were looking for TEED funding. The two schemes deicribed in detail
seem to illustrate TEC's growing recognition of the problems fac.ad by inmates in "getting and keeping
suitable employment and training".

66. The schemes themselves raise a number of questions - many identified before in this report. The
one issue specific to TECs, (which would seem to make such work highly problematic for them) is their
"boundary' restriction. Both of the two TECs working substantially with YOl inmates indicated that these
services were exclusively for prisoners who would be returning to that TEC's own area. One understands
the reasons for this - but the Young Offenders will come from many areas. This apparent inequity of
opportunity is perhaps handled in ways not described or available to the project.

(TEED funded work - from national development sources is not bounded in this way.)
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67. Another issue, also touched on elsewhere (Summary § 21 and Appendix 2) relates to the
independence and impartiality seen as the hallmark of guidance by, for example, the Institute of Careers
Guidance. The author may haVe misunderstood L3ine of the details provided about the feasibility project,
but it would appear that the same organisation is involved both in the guidance and the provision of the YT
training which the "guidee" might take up as a result of that process. Whilst this is not a unique situation
there are very real difficulties here where there is well-recognised pressure for certain outcomes to ensure
funding continuity.

68. Again, the information given may be incomplete, but it would seem that the Education Departments
in these YOls were not involved in these developments - which otherwise bring together a wide multi-agency
interest, both inside and outside the prison. If that is so it is difficult to understand why that expertise and
those resources are excluded and raises particular concern for the "client". Since the strength of this
initiative might seem to be in its intention to provide a continuous 'bridge' between prison and community,
and to promote immediate and supported access into training (or/and education) it would seem wasteful if
opportunities for continuity of work begun during imprisonment were miesed. The YT wolk-experience in
the community is clearly of enormous value (and attraction) to these young men, is it totally divorced from
the NVO learning, IT practice and basic skills development (for example) gained inside?

69. Both this and many other schemes reported here are distinguished by their multi-agency approach -
in communitY as well as prison work. The "research and evaluation" focus (§ 7.2) on one such project
suggests that TECs may have useful experience of all stages of "working together". How might this be
shared?.

70. Altogether TECs reported 16 current, Planned or *under discussion' projects with, or relating to
offenders. Of these, nine, (all in prisons) had *guiding and accessing" into training or/and employment as
their focal activity. Guidance, referral, and advice is (has been or will be) offered somewhere by everY kind
of organisation responding to this survey. A similar perception led Paul Davies at Lancaster University, to
write, in a recent article un "Careers Guidance Today" "the guidance scene suddenly looks vry
cluttered and It is little wonder that TECs have recently been issued with guidelines on how to map
guidance provision In their areas". Cluttered? Complementaty? or in Competition?. How do services
manage these boundaries and share expertise and experience?

LEAS RESPONSES

71. The response rate from Local Authorities was the lowest of all the agencies questioned, three out of
the eleven possible, replied, or 27.3%. This must surely reflect the negative changes of role, depletion of
staff, and limitation of responsibility for post 16 learners indicated by these three respondents as well as the
new priorities involved in reskucturing, and continuing concerns for pre-16 education, as a 'result of the
incorporation of the FE colleges?

72. The immediate impression from reading these replies was that here was a response quite different
in kind from the others. In interviews people often show their feelings. Respondents toquestionnaires less
so. The sub-texts of many of the practitioner interviews about staff development - with teachers, voluntary
organisation works, prison education co-ordinators, was their passionate commitment to and belief in
education and training for offenders.

73. Probation practitioners spoke in scorn and despair of their personal experiences of some responses
from some educationalists. Here the accusation and the pessimism are directed towards the Probation
Service. Again this is strongly personal experience. It is perhaps a relevant reminder of what most of us
will have observed at some time or other: that innovative, marginal wait of any kind is often pushed forward
and dependent on an individual in one place, at one time. Hensman also wrote "Much that Is or Is not
done appears to be the result of personal Interest of staff in ducation and/or probation fields". So,
when things seem to be going wrong the individual feels that keenly too.

74. A strange aspect of this is that the College referred to and involved by the LEA in the work, also
responded to the FE questionnaire, and presents a very positive image of active work and relationship.
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75. Officers from all three authorities have previously been involved in regional activity, but perhaps the
willingness to respond to this questionnaire reflects the fact that each authority has been involved in
exclusively comnitting resources to provision for offenders. Not that theywere the only LEAs to have done
so. The LEA in the region with a past reputation for such work did not reply to the questionnaire and
information from the relevant division of Probation Service R refers only to present activities. However that
authority's Biidging the Gap project js referred to both in the FE College and Prison Education responses.
Similarly the contribution of the local LEA to an ETE project is recorded by Probation Service 0. What
characterises all these responses and perhaps lies behind the silences, is Authority's anxieties about, or
declining ability to make, a substantial contribution to this work - whatever their goodwill.

76. The responses have several other features in common. In all three authorities the provision made
for offenders consisted of

adult basic education, and/or job search skills and some guidance. (No details are given for the
Residential Centre in which Authority As is involved).

77. All three authorities also demonstrate recognition of the specific/additional learning needs of
otfenders - not only in their response to the direct question, but also by describing facilitative aspects of
other services they provide (including concessionary fees) . Again these perceptionematch closely with
those of Probation Officers interviewed for he project.

78. Two of the three authorities will continue to deliver Schedule 2 wort - at community-based centres
and community colleges - but it is also likely that where this responsibility is now with an FE College, that
College may also make use of other, accessible, premises, if it feels that this will be more effective.

79. Beyond this these are perhaps significant differences. Only Authority A reports on joint systematic
monitoring (C records monitoring as "casual", B does not respond). Only A therefore was able to indcate
numbers of users, for example.

80. Whilst all three authorities indicate some practical links with criminal justice agencies (for example
provision of information about "post 16 provision" to Services and to. individual Officers, "open days", informal
links) only Authority A recorded past or potential involvement in a mutti-agency forum CTEC and other
voluntary agencies, Probation Service") with a future view to "identify further funding".

81. Only A recorded either making a staff development contribution to Probation Services, or providing
any kind of staff development related to criminal justice issues to its own staff. Only Authority A responded
as a multi-agency team.

82. it may be that these factors are associated with Authority A's relatively upbeat assessment of its
future activity in this area, where, in spite of having to record "reduced input" from the Senior Officer
concerned; loss of Urban Programme funding, it has staff of "its ownyin the post-16 sector, it can still write
of positive developments at the residential centre and the "potentiallor inter agency links and partnership
funding.

83. Clearly the officer completing the report for Authority B is pressed for time; and depressed by the
experiences he is recording. it would be unwise to assume therefore that all the blank answers mean "No"
or "None". Whatever may, or may not have been provided, offered or promoted "the response from the
Probation Service has been poor". Whilst this may be interpreted as a poor use of the provision, i.e. lack of
referrals by Probation Officers; other answers (see § 2.2 and § 7.1) might suggest a lack of Probation co-
operation in the making of the provision or of poor interest in what is provided. The result is that there is no
will to engage in "what next". This too contrasts strongly with the coffege perception and plans. Authority C
records similar consequences "limited in ability ... to contributewbut links this firmly to the new organisational
and funding position for the authority "our present financial position means we have scant resources for
anything other than a minimal level of involvement in Post 16 education and my time is fully spoken for in
delivering thar (See also § 13.6).

84. The responses in this section indicate that the implementation of the Further and higher Education
Act is likely to have negative consequences in terms of an LEA's ability to make provision specifically for
offenders, or to give such concerns much focus. However good past shared experiences clearly encourage
the pursuh of further involvement.
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VOLUNTARY ORGANISATION

85. Voluntary organisations are very closely involved with Probation Services in delivering ETE Services
to clients. In particular they seem - (in prisons and in the community) to be responsible for the guidance
and access element of work which then enables clients to make use of what other organisations provide -
employers, training agents, colleges etc. They therefore have an essential role in the ETE delivery - and,
(particularly in prisons) share this role with many other agencies - Prison Education Departments, Careers
Services, Bridging Guidance Workers etc.

.86. Workers have very varied experiences of and views on partnership. Many positive aspects of such
partnerships are indicated for client and worker. However, there is clearly great concern, that, whilst
partnerships may have great potential often in practice insufficient time and consideration is given to their
planning and especiaffy to their ongoing support, and the equality implicit in the term "partnership" is not
always a structural part.

87. Some see new or revised funding arrangements as a particular threat. Theseconcerns are very
understandable at a time when even the charitable stattis of voluntary organisations is being called into
question. The perceived difficulties (and advantages) of partnerships are not ofcourse exdusive to
voluntary organisations, but have been recognised throughout this report.

PRISON EDUCATION DEPARTMENTS

Introduction

88. The provision of education in penal establishments began in 1823 so that prisoners could be taught
to read their Bibles. Since then there has been a wide array of arguments offered to justify its place in penal
systems. These range from prisoners' own views. "Prisons take away your dignity and your pride.
it's the courses which give you back your confidence" (Judith Ward 'quoted in Guardian Education). "I
only really started taking art seriously In prison.... I hope going to College will keep me out of
trouble" (Shane Wakelin quoted in TES). A recent Radio 4 programme "Selling Snow to Eskimos*
reinforced the way in which education and training in prison can improve offenders already slim chances of
employment. Responses to this project, from prisons and elsewhere, reflect the view that education may at
least be a better option that idleness.

89. Prison Education, funded by the Home Office - has been the responsibility of Local Education
Authorities since 1944. In practice it has been largely provided through Further Education Colleges
providing (or supporting) a very wide range of opportunities. In the 1991 National Prisoner Survey of 4000
inmates, 95% were aware that the prison offered education and training facilities (not a narrow definition).
Of these 47% attended such classes (with higher proportions of women and young offenders). Nearly half
of those not attending said they would like to. A current small study by Goldsmiths College into Ex-
Offenders Perceptions of Prison Education is likely to replicate this latter finding and record i recognitionby
90% of that sample that education across the whole range of provision was important (82%) or very
important (58%) for them as offenders.

90. Education in prison has very positive attractions which may have little to do with its overt purposes -
providing an opportunity to get out of the cell, to be with other prisoners or have contact with outsiders;
providing mental or practical material to take back to the cell, provicing the opportunity to be with women.
Whatever the original motivation many prisoners clearly come to enjoy and value their actual educational
experience and achievements. Continuing education or training "on the our however is highly problematic
without support, when the ex-prisoner is already often faced with a cluster of practical, social and personal
problems for example and when the sources of information about courses, training agents, grants etc. may
be a hundred miles away.

91. All this is essential background to the assumption that lies behind this aspect of Bridgebuilding V/Ofi(
(and therefore this par1 of the project). That where offenders have already been motivated, have had
positive experiences and gained recognisable achievements in education and training in prisons, there
should be transitional and supportive strategies to bridge from prisons into the community andenable
continuity and progression where this can be useful. Hensman writes "The videnceappears to be that
educational progress In prison is rarely carried on outside unless such process" (i.e. bridging) "la
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embarked on. Where it is ... perhaps on. third of prisoners benefiting from education inside can be
'hooked' and enabled to continue on release".

92.1 What then are the views about, and the activities to provide this bridge, in the region.

The initial recognition is of the extent to which the category of the prison/prisoner determines these
arrangements, and this would seem an inevitable restraint. Thus an 'open' prison can allow its inmates to
use the computer guidance facilities at a local careers centre (A), a high security unit dearly cannot (C). A
high security, long term prison is unlikety to discharge prisoners to their homes, but toa lower security prison
to prepare for release, so it will not provide "pre-release" courses (C and F).

92.2 But in some cases two similar establishments seem to have very different patterns. For example
Establishments B and L are both YOls, but while the HIA of Establishment B indicated little car for
guidance on education and training provision post-custody, the Education Depattment of EstablishmentL
had recently appointed a Careers Officer for this task for one day per week. The HIA of Prison B felt that
accreditation might "spark interesrbut reported that there were no NVOcourses and that such courses
were not suitable for a short-stay population. Establishnient L already has one course (in Industrial
Cleaning) and two others are being prepared (Motor Mechanics and Welding). Is this a true difference of
provision, or does it reflect the source of information? In one case the HIA and in the other the providing
college and Prison Education Department? [But HIAs are taking over responsibility for the delivery of the
education contract].

92.3 An attempt was made to check from the information provided whether other establishments within
the same category were giving similar, or different, replies when they come from different sources. The
result is inconclusive since there is only one other category of prison for which informationcomes from these
two diverse sources. In the case of the long-term prisons (C and F) the responses appear to be congruent.

93. The overall impact of these responses is however, yet -again, of enormous diversity. Where the
above restraints allow almost all establishments are involved in the full range of transitional activities, but this
commonality is almost buried under the differences in terms of

availability to inmates

the degree of education department involvement or/and responsibility

the funding sources and community organisations involved.

94. Sentence planning, is the first exempt() of this. Some departments were involved in week-tong
induction programmes associated with which sentence plan, for another a Sentence Planning Board, for
another "brief interviewing'. One prison does not seem to address education at all in the sentence plan, one
prison is said "not yet to be intesentence planning. Criteria maldng sentence-planning part of an inmate's
prison experience seem to vary arbitrarily.

The resulting plans, where education is concerned may be very specific "a contracted timetable" for
example, with built in reviews. However, (apart from such negotiated changes) although the inmate is
expected to conform to this plan (or be penalised) for the prison establishment it is a "compact* which can be
changed if circumstances demand'.

Probation Officers (Probation: § 22) and Co-ordinators spoke of the directly and indirectly destructive effects
of such changes where prisoners are moved off to another prison without any regard for this compact and
the positive ongoing work

95. Pre-release and inmate development courses are dearly an area of conflict as well as co-operation -
with departments speaking of "running"thenf, or "multi-disdplinary team deliveryand of specialised input to
them, but also of anxieties about the role of Prison Officers (§ 7.2) or in one case of their possessiveness
(§ 17.1). However by whatever involvement education and training issues do figure inmost courses of
these kinds.
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Whilst figures gWen for the number of-such courses in a year may seem to indicate the inequity of
opportunity so often noticed throughout this project, they may in this case be more the resutt of differing
release figures for these establishments.

There are interesting references here to joint Probation/Education working on offending behaviour - a useful
reminder that learning processes may be useful beyond easily recognisable 'STE provision.

96. Opportunities for inmates day-parole to attend courses are understandably linked to risk categories,
but, beyond that the availability of this particular facility as a "normar thing seems to depend on custom and
practice of individual Co-ordinators, and DM, the departments' abilities topay the fees. Both these
situations also relate to Governor's past or present support to such activities. The authors of "Unlocking
Potent lar suggest regular meetings between students/inmates and governors as a way of creating
involvement and understanding.

"See bibliography

Some departments seem to have found external funcfing support for inmate students (A and G), most paid,
but could only *afford" this for limited numbers, although more prisoners might be eligibleand able (D,M,E).
A matter for concern is the withdrawal of fee waivers for prisoners, when these same people would quality
for fee waivers and concessions on release. An alternative view is that the "Horne Officeshould
undertake to pay all college fees at the full rate once an inmate is accepted at an outside College.
Without this it will be impossible to enrol inmates because of the recent changes In funding to the
Colleges" (TMUnlocking Potential").

97. Establishment practice again varied widely in the provision of guidance fadlities for education and
training post custody.

Some education departments had well-structured internal arrangements e.g. The Careers Officer now
attached to all three establishments J and K and L funded by the education department. Others had long-
standing links to external services - for example the Bridging the Gap service. In two establishments this
was the major provider of such services, other departments made occasional use. Two departments made
use of non-statutory organisations (H and G) in one case funded by the department - the other source of
funding unclear. One department was able to make use of community resources (A). Other evidence to
this project shows the contribution of TECs and Employment Services funded partnerships. There was also
considerable eVdence that Education Co-ordinators and staff played a very important role in facilitating and
supporting these guidance activities - often with extensive referral networks of their own.

98. Job clubs and cfirectly employment related courses and schemes were seen as relevant where
prisons released prisoners to the communitif. In Establishment H there would be education department
funding and partnership with Employment Services, K and J indicate co-operation with Prison Officers.
Several services had such facilities planned. It was not dear how closely such employment-related and
education and training guidance schemes woriced together.

99. In the introduction to this section, and in issues raised by other agencies (notably Probation (§ 12
and § 13). FE Colleges (§ 10.2), TEC (§ 8.2 and § 8.3)) ffrire has been recognition of the importance of
support for offenders or ex-prisoners who are engaged in education andor training activities, and especially
in the immediate post-custody period. Education, training and especially guidance workers can offer
specialist support but Probation Officers also have a very significant role and information provided by
education or training departments in prisons might seem to offer positive material for further won( to the
Probation Officer in drawing up formal supervision plans or even in informal discussion.

100. This role for Probation Officers has been underlined by the 1991 Criminal Justice Act. Until that Act
the majority of prisoners would be released to voluntary Probation Supervision, since that Act Probation
Officers have responsibility for a period of statutory post-custodial supervision for anyone whose original
sentence is for twelve months imprisonment, or more. (Young offenders, those sentenced to life
imprisonment, and certain others have always been - and still are - released under such arrangements).
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101. It was a matter of some surprise then that Hensman's observations about the Probation Service/
Prison Education interface (ouild& the prison) are still true today (See Hensman § 12.4-12.6) and
encouraging that some Probation Officers (see Section III Staff Development) &tad for opportunities to
learn more about what Prison educators are doing.

102. Whilst education, training and regime officers in penal establishments may all be concerned to
develop instruction and work-place practice for the achievement of NV() competences it would appear that
some inmates and some Probation Officers have no faith in their currency or credibility. Is this partly that
both may "deny the good of any part of the custodial experience"? (Hensman 12.5) or are there other
causes for concern about the quality of training, the validity of competences or employer attitudes to what
seems a most positive development?

103. The working lives and practices of prison educators have been affected in the last year, perhaps
more than those of any other agency in this survey.

Some of those changes are seen as potentially beneficial - the closer involvement of 'home' Probation
Officers with "'their" students under the Criminal Justice Act arrangements for more post custodial
supervision; the opportunities Employment Services money might open up; and improvements related to
developments of "positive regimes.

104. There were concerns however - In particular there was anger as well as dismay at the way in which
the needs of the regime could so arbitrarily override the needs of the prisoner. "What's the point of all this?"
(the work of the department and the transitional arrangements) 'When Allocations Unit can snuff it all out?".
The issue of continuity - from inside to outside - but equally from prison to prison, does seem to be critical.

105. Whilst there is ample evidence of good woriring relationships in the multi-agency organism which is a
prison - there were also anxieties about the role conflict (§ 7.2) about integration (§ 30) and aboutopenness
(§ 27.4).

106. However, perhaps understandably, the impact of change in their own organisation was the one most
keenly felt. There is considerable concern

about "The balince between economy and standards" (Williams 2 op cit.) and the effect of
immediate cuts to Pa staff;

about the consequences for individual inmates and for curriculum development as a Whole of their
new perceptions of insularity and necessary defensiveness;

about their changing relationship to the regime and how these relationships may best be managed.
In this context the very supportive views of HIAs are particularly important.

107. Interagency arrangements for this work would seem more complex than those identified for work in
the community. Prison Education departments though important do not have such a clear "prime" role as
the community Probation Officers in that model. Prisoners (who have already had positive experiences of
education and training) are more likely themselves to take on initiative than their less experienced
community counterparts.. They may choose to involve Prison Educators, bridging Guidance or Careers
Workers, Probation Officers, Prison Officers, Job Club workers, or Chaplains, for example, in their search for
progression or continuity on release.

ft is well recognised that this woric and these links might best be made before release to minimise time spent
unconstructively in the first weeks/months when offenders are at high risk of re-offending.

108. This survey shows that there are various agencies and strategies already providing an assessment,
information and guidance service - for some prisoners. However it is not dear how the interagency model
develops from this point. For example how it links into the Probation Service model previously, outlined and
how it can also be involved in support and evaluation as well as initial services. The difficulties for such
interagency work are of course exacerbated by the geographical distances, the uncertain "ownership*
(outcomes night be thought to be as important to regimes or prison education departments as to Probation
Services) and (again) by the diversity of organisations involved in such transitional arrangements. Prison
education changes which appear to reduce their contribution do not look helpful, unless the new
organisational arrangements and Through-Care requirements actually increase regime responsibility and
investment for these "exit services".
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OBJECTIVE 2

Staff training, staff development and support - met and unmet needs in relation to education, training and
guidance for offenders.

STARTING POINT : PROBATION SERVICES AND INITIAL TRAINING

1. First enquiries sprung from a recognition that Probation Officers havea major role to play - certainly
with offenders in the development of these opportunities. The finding in HMI Report 1992 "thatpre-
professional qualifying courses were remembered as containing little reference to unemployment"
was noted together with the subsequent recommendation that "The Home Office should enquire Into the
quality Of education about issues related to the employment and training of offenders provided on
sponsored pre-professional and in-service training courses for probation officers and seek
improvements" HMI Probation "Offenders into Work", January 1992.

2. Three regional providers of jnitjal Probation Training in the Diploma in Social Work (DipSW) were
therefore contacted. Bearing in mind the Statement of Requirements for that training, discussion was
initially focussed on three elements in these requirements which might include reference to employmentor/
and education or/and training issues. These were to do with

assessment of clients
ii making use of community resources in the development of supervision programmes
ii relationships with those resource agencies.

3. All three sources indicated that unemployment among offenders and employment/trainingeducation
issues are not programmed to appear specifically or systematically in the Dip SW course, but

(a) might come up from practice placements

(b) are, they believed, reflected in the broader elements of the training.

4.1 The tutor from Course 1 explained that their current course was now less social policy and theory
and more practice-led. Two examples of this were

and

(a) the fora in which students shared their placement experiences - (a mechanism also adopted
by Course 3).

(b) sessions from a range of external "witnesses" induded in the course either directly, or via
student interview and report back. (The author contributed in this way this autumn).

4.2 Course 2 had no such mechanisms but in common with Courses 1 and 3 required eachstudent to
cover the Dame issues wherever their placement took place. In all three courses it was felt that students on
placement would have some practical experience of employment, training and educationstrategies within a
criminal justice agency.

5.1 All three agencies felt that elements relevant to ETE for offenders rtergt tackled to some extent; in
theory, but in a "broad brush way'. From course 3 came the description of a Module on assessment skills
called `Exploring Problems" this set out the skills needed in "enabling people to Yell their storieebut the
focus was on problems.

5.2 The tutor from Course 2 explained that whilst students work extensively on these identification and
interaction skills it was to help their clients think about suitable programmes to tackle the problem of their
offending behaviour, a focus required by National Standards. Employment, education, training mio)it be
raised as just one among many issues.
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5.3 The Course 1 tutor underlined the "empowerment" implicit in the social work approach and the need
to avoid raising yet another apparent failure for the client when 'education' was assessed, and pointed out
that the Criminal Justice Act did not require POs to address these issues.

6.1 Use of community resources was a topic for all three courses. - One module on Course 3 required
students to "investigate available resources and employ them in the user's interests; and "to seek out
appropriate guidance when uncertain"(though the uncertainty was related to equal opportunities issues) -
The student was also required to "develop a wide repertoire of roles in the service of the clienrincieding
"Supporter Adviser and fducator.

6.2 Another module required the students to "define the social work task in relation to other
professionals and volunteers and explain this task clearly"and to `understand the value to the service-user
of a multi-disciplinary approach". The course tutor spoke of the intention that new Probation Officers should
recognise that they are part of a network of agencies which may offer different expertise and a different
relationship to the dient.

6.3 The tutor for Course 2 spoke of the "huge debate for a PO in deciding what is appropriate to work on
himself and what to pass on to other agencies". He surmised that therewere situations, for example with
people released from custody where reluctant clients would be best linked in to a "non-criminal justice
agency".

6.4 The Course 1 tutor wanted students to understand that they "didn't have to do everything
Themselves", and to do so wasn't best for the clients. They should be able to find the lest person to
deliver"- though this cid not mean farming everything out to another "expert": but getting the balance right.

7. The complexities of interagency relationship (ownership, contract, partnership) and the processes
(referral, brokerage "handing over") were well understood but "did not much come up". All three tutors
spoke of the course pressure to arrive at basic competences. In-service training might be the appropriate
place for ETE focussed work in 'relation to local resources and practices". Another tutor spoke of the new
Probation Officers' "resignation to the fact of offender unemployment".

SUMMARY AND COMMENT

8. Without fuller information from coUrse providers and tutors it would be impossible tocomment
comprehensively on these courses. However it would seem that unemploiment and strategies to address it
are not, as yet, =Lamm, into these courses, instead there is reliance upon placements to give
experience of unemployment issues and employment, training and education strategies. Where existing
practice is strong and positive this would seem to provide good models and a useful focus. Where practice
is less well developed there seems a danger that placement experience can perpetuate the status quo
unless there is a built-in opportunity, in the course, for students to share and evaluate their placement
experiences, especially where specialist 'invitees' can contribute as well.

9. In looking at the way the courses deal with elements in probation practice which may be important to
this work, it is well understood that the focus will have to be on the competencies required for e.g. for won( to
National Standards. This is the priority. However, from the perspective of this project, there is concern if
Probation Officers interpret "assessment' only as problem-focussed, if employment training and education
issues remain marginalised because 'not required by the Criminal Justice Act', if discussion about
interagency work is limited to the 'why' and does not explore the practicalities of 'how' or the even more
problematic interface between "own" and `other agency" values.

10. It is easy to make such queries - when one does not have the responsibility of deciding "what is to
be left out'. Perhaps the `substantial HO review" of the course mentioned by one respondent will examine
these, among other,. issues.
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EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROVIDERS

Azadita Rainiest

I 11. But those provking training for practitioners in the fields of education and training also have
responsibilities in this work, as noted in various reports: "Training for all education and Probation staff
Is essential If clients' educational needs are to be correctly assessed and appropriate referrals
made. Training should also include legislation on particular offences and the resulting restrictionsI on occupational choices". Recommendations of the Final Report "Identifying the Educational Needs of
Ex-offenders and Probationers" E01 Liverpool 1993.

"Training bodies in the education and probation services should address ... training needs both - In
the techniques of interagency work and to ovetcome some of the professional barriers". Report of
the joint Education/Probation Bromley Grange Conference 1990

12. Two organisations in the region which provided (A) In-service and (B) pre-service training for
teachers or trainers etc. in the 16+ sector gave information about their practice. Both organisations worked
with mature students, (as well as recent graduates), whose expectations of work and work experienceswere
related to Training Agencies, private training organisations, work-based training, as well as FE colleges,
Adult Education and in one case prison education.

13. In neither course were offenders or offender-issues specifically written in to the curriculum. In both
courses however a lot of attention was given to the barriers students/trainees (and would-be students and
trainees) might experience: in organisafional, cultural, social, personal etc. terms. "The issue is to change
the organisation to meet the needs of the student and not vice versa".

14. Both courses made extensive uee of their students own experiences and practice: which might or
might not contribute an offender focus. In Course B this fortuitous range of student interesVexperience was
supplemented by a Conference Week - when students elected to attend (and write up for their portfolios)
workshops and lectures etc. representing a wide range of agencies providing, using or working alongside
educational or training services:- e.g. a counselling service; a project working with unemployed adults; a
drug-addiction agency.

15. Students on Course B might also have the opportunity, via a "Working with People" approach to
develop their role, not so much as teachers of "a subject", butas workers using educational resources and
processes (whatever the subject) as a means of empowerment for individuals or groups.

16. Questioned about the inclusion of issues related to interagency work in the course curriculum, both
course directors replied affirmatively - though again doubted whether the interface between education
training and criminal justice organisations was specifically addressed. However Course A students had
examined the nature of linkages with other organisations in general and some of the effects of the
marginality which sharacterise much interagency work. Course B modularised part of its programme based
on roles that the student will take, e.g.: "the teacher or trainer as member of an organisation' - interagency
issues would arise in this context.

17. Both directors underlined that Equal Opportunities considerations were a part of every aspect of
their courses: marketing, access, quality, evaluation etc.

18. As a result of the discussions with the project the Director of Course A wanted to raise the issue with
her team, and Course B had invited a contribution to its Conference Week.

SUMMARY AND COMMENTARY

19. The general context within Further Education and training organisations has been described in in the
FE Section § 18/19. It would appear that on the whole practitioner training reflects this. Neither course
specifically programmes or assures an address to any offender issues. But both embed equal opportunity
issues throughout the course. In both there is the possibility that offenders will be specified - but this
approach has the same difficulties as identified in the Probation Training Dip SW course: it is dependent on
relevant student experience or placement. This leaves Rehabilitation of offenders and disclosure issues for
example untouched apart from whatever input may go into Course B's multiagency Conference Week.
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20. There are other additional concerns here, that because of stereo-typing, the issues related to
integrating offenders into "mainstream" education may be non-visible amongst the broader concerns for ail
non-traditional groups; equally, the development of the "Working with People* approach for the non-
traditional learner, with its focus on process and empowerment" ("whatever-the-subject") which may well be
appropriate with some offenders may not be as well understood by other professionals. It is not clear how
widely the courses tackled interagency working-practices and problems though someare mentioned.

21. There is obviously a very relevant basic curriculum here and it was heartening that the courses can
perhaps be flexible enough to take on this additional element.

IN-SERVICE TRAINING

Some organisational responses

22. Information about current in-service training and staff development was also provided in written
responses by Probation Services, FE Colleges, Careers Services and LEAs.

Esta listaBfaisas

Several questions to Probation Services touched on the need for and provision of training and staff
development for staff, relative to ETE work.

23. Since it might be considered that the development and implementation of policy in areas not
traditionally covered by Social Work Training would have implications for staff development and training.
Services were asked what they offered, or made available to any staff given new ETE responsibilities.

Service P made no response.

Service 0 had developed a comprehensive training strategy on ETE issues (see below § 24) for all relevant
personnel and Seniors with ETE responsibilities 'Would attend relevant ETE training'.

Service R explained that since, until October 1992, there had been only two officers (the Employment officer
and the Education Uaison officer) with such responsibilities "the training facilities did not provide any courses
specifically relating to ETE*. Since then, with the extension of ETE budget, and an increase of staff so
involved, the Employment officer had co-ordinated a training-needs analysis and relevant provision was
being negotiated in terms of content and budget.

24. Information was provided by each of the three Services about how it identified and met ETE related
training and staff development needs tor

(a) its own non-ETE workers or/and

(b) those involved with but not employed by the Probation Service in delivering ETE services.

24.1 Service P responded that the draft of their "Employment policy (sic) includes provision for this". The
Service would need to provide training on rinployment issues for POs - such training could be one of the
needs annually identified. So far the Service had been involved in a one-day in-house event "with the help
of NACRO, Employment Services, TEC and the Careers Service". These were the organisations the ACOP
Employment Committee had advised them to contact.

24.2 Service 0 made available a recent 3 page paper on a Draft Training Strategy, *Work with
Unemployed Offenders", and also alluded to specific issues for training in responses to other
questions (e.g. evaluation strategies).

The paper identified two strands in the Service training strategy:-

"See also Tim Evans 'The Specific Educational Needs of Ex-Offenders" p.43
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1. training for potential, existing and newly qualified POs and those working for theProbation
Service with specialist ETE functions

2. training for staff in key employment/training organisations outside the service.

Such training was necessary because "numerous enquiries/requests made regarding these issues
suggest that Probation staff are ill equipped to raise and address issues with clients, sentencers and
relevant employment/training organisations. It is also evident that key employment/training
organisations commonly do not have policies and systems which effectively take account of the
particular employment/training needs of those with an offending background or criminal record".

24.3 The paper then went on to identify in some detail the aims and objectives of proposed training and to
record what training has already taken place since 1991 for a range of workers:-

(a) outside organisations
(b) mainstream Probation staff
(c) new Probation staff
(d) potential Probation staff - input to Sheffield University DipSW course
(e) hostel staff
(f) Employment specialists (Probation staff and partnerships).

The content of these courses was not described.

Workers from this Service also attended courses provided by such national organisations in thisfield
as Bridgebuilders.

24.4 Service R reported that there was a divisional training needs analysis but that these needswere
probably not being addressed systematically yet. The ETE practitioners group had been asked to look at
this and try to establish common needs in the area of ETE work, so that these could be provided for on an .

area wide basis. The Training Officer would make'use of other organisations - such as Bridgebuilders - for
such work, where appropriate. Only workers directly employed by the Probation Service would be eligible
for these training courses, although non-Probation Service employees working with the Service mightbe
offered "Probation-service familiarisation" courses.

Probation Officers in Service S could not remember ever having had any staff development inany way
touching these issues.

FE Colleges

25. fEzdiftgel were similarly asked how they identified and met staff needs for training and staff
development in relation to offender/Criminal Justice issues. In response to this there was, from some
colleges, something of a denial that staff had any such needs.

"These needs would be fed ... would be incorporated"(College 23) my emphasis
"ff such issues arose (they would go) through the normal INSET procedures"(College 6) my
emphasis

26. Another College response reflected the stance that 'offenders/ex-offenders' raised no special issues:
"No such spedfic provision. Awareness-raising sessions on Equal Opportunities generally"College 20.
And another suggested that no specific measures were needed because therewere so few offender
students.

27. For two of the three colleges responsible for Prison Education neither the need, nor the response to
it were problematic, though in college 31 the respondent seemed largely to be thinking ofthose staff with
direct responsibilities in this area

"We have utilised the skills of staff based in penal establishments"(College 12)
'Attendance at Bridgebuilders Seminars/Workshops. Regular attendance at Probation Centres"
(College 31).

Neither of these Colleges indicated what was done.
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28. From two colleges there was perhaps acknowledgement that this might be yet another area for
change

"Currently not an issue or prioritylCollege 8) (my emphasis)

and whilst college 11 had affirmed that there was

"not significant potential clientele to warrant any specific measure"

it had added "as yer to the end of the statement (my emphasis).

College 1 asked for change

"we would be open to suggestions for staff development/awareness raising".

Three colleges cfid not answer at all.

Careers Service

29. Five of the 9 services providing information about Careers Service work with offenders indicatod
positive action in the area of training and staff development.

30.1 As work in the YOls to which she is attached developed, the Careers Adviser in Service 4 began to
identify training needs of the "home' service, specially "in relation to clarifying rights and responsibilities of
advisers and individual clients". Liaison with the local Probation Employment specialist, and a voluntary
organisation associated locally with ETE work led to their putting together a two day Training Session.
Currently the worker is producing guidelines on work with offenders, and an associated training package for

staff in her Careers Service.

30.2 Service 6 made use of various sources of expedite:

"We use resources from NACRO and other sources with individual clients. We have occasional
information sessions for all staff from agencies such as Probation.
A smaller group of officers have developed expertise as a result of their specific links/caseloads -
this is shared with colleagues both formally and informally".

30.3 Service 9 recorded

"We are working on a new policy document about working with offenders which deals with our
advice to young people on whether they shouid disclose and whether we should disclose to training
providers/employers - this is passing through the management approval stage".

30.4 The other Services (10 and 7) indicated that there were guidelines for staff on confidentiality,
disclosure of offences and the rehabilitation of offenders act, and that these were provided for all staff.

Service 10 added that

"no specific training has been requested or offered".

TECa

31. Because TECs were not seen as having a direct responsibility for practitioners, they were not asked
this question.

Las
32. Only one of the LEA respondents was involved in training or staff development relative to this area
of work.
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32.1 Authority A had been able to

1. contribute to training/staff development for Probation Service Personnel.

2. provide courses on control and restraint for teaching staff at the residential centre.

Staff at that centre "identified their own development needs and were currently undertaking a year long
course on change".

Since the implementation of the FHE Act this LEA said that it no longer had control or responsibility for any
staff of "its own" in the 161- sector.

32.2 Authority C said it had not been involved in any relevant training mat alr, and certainly would not be in
the future as "other than awards staff we have virtually no direct employees in this sector'.

Authority B did not reply.

Prison Education Departments

33. Because questions about 'transitional activities" in prisons were not directed to those departments
but to the colleges involved there is no separate institutional response about staff development in relation to
this aspect of work with offenders.

Voluntary Organisations

34. Voluntary organisations play an important part in providing training - usually in partnership with a
Probation Service, but also with Careers and TECs - for workers in their own and these organisations.
Equal opportunities, Rehabilitation of Offenders, Basic Defence, monitoring strategies, and the recruitment
and training of volunteers were all given as specific examples of this area of work by two voluntary
organisations. Some had opportunities for training provided by the statutory parnter, all had opportunities
within their own organisation, though this rid not necessarily meet their needs.

Summary

35. These returns demonstrate immense variety in organisations' perceptions of the training and staff
development needs of their staff in this area of work.

Whilst some organisations (for example some FE Colleges, some Careers Services) do not perceiveany
need for any "offender-specific" staff development, other services have highly structuredprogrammes.
Organisations within individual sectors vary from one another. Thus Probation Service P would focus on
employment issues, Probation Service R is developing provision based ona training-needs analysis,
Probation S workers had nothing on this and Service Q had a structured programme. However, whilst it
was clear that in the interests of interagency working Service 0 invited other relevant organisations (such as
colleges) to participate in its training provision it was not clear whether those organisationswere also asked
to contribute to its training.

Careers Services had most consistently recognised the staff development implications of work with
offenders - but then made very different provision.

PRACTITIONER VIEWS

Some_practitionw viewson met and unmet training, staff development and support needs in relation to
titkratigaitaillthailnd.1111idatligagLaalideM

36. The following account records views offered to the author in semi-structured interviews with
practitioners or groups of practitioners employed by colleges, Probation Services, Careers Service, voluntary
organisations and Prison Education Departments in the region In all 20 people contributed something in
this way. There is no claim whatever that they represent their organisations. But they do illustrate
something of what wads= may see as important as distinct from the organisations which train or employ
them.
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37. The views expressed, when analysed, appear to spring from three perceptions:-

'A. Workers' experience of useful training or staff staff development, or professional support
already provided, or-their gyin perceived needs.

B. Workers' views on training or staff development that dims needed.

C. Workers' views on needs for 2bated opportunities.

38. A. Needs described (or staff development already usefully received) by workers in non-criminal
justice organisations included:

gensral awareness raising abolf: offendeeneeds and offender issues - with more specificity than
general Equal Opportunities training.

This was particularly stressed from a "mainstream" college/training perspective where specific tutor
difficulties had been experienced

when a student, embarrassed into silence in an "ice breaker" exercise, later explained that
his 'interest in the suoject' had begun in prison.

when a tutor knew that a student had a Probation Officer, who had referred her and
encouraged her. But the student did not mention it to the tutor.

when a student did not want to claim examination certificates in case they evidenced his
prison experience.

However it was also noted that "offenders may be invisible - and why not"- 'We don't have enough
(offenders) to be able to give time to it".

specific training about aspects of the criminal justice system, so that woikers could understand the
language, situations and (perhaps concept) of offenders/students (and professionals) within that
system

e.g. sentencing
young offender practice and issues
Rehabilitation of Offenders Act/disclosure
special groups - e.g. Rule 43.

ii specific skills training

e.g. counselling skills
handing violence
setting boundaries etc.

There was dose overlap here between the perceptions, of workers in nsin criminal justice
organisations about their own needs and what criminal justice organisations workers wanted them to
have, although gimp (c) above was identified entirely by non criminal justice workers as "own"
needs, (met and unmet).

39. B. There was rather less common ground between the very few needs identified for
themselves by criminal justice organisations in this area of work and those ascribed to them by
others. However there were two education and training issues mentioned by both.

(a) Training/staff development about prison education : recent CLICTiCUltim developments and current
procedures/activity etc. Probation Officers felt that they had no need of similar knowledge and
overview about the work of colleges, training agencies in the community as they could make use of
a liaison person' links worker" for specifics in relation to specific clients.
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(b) Awareness raising around issues of offenders' barriers to education and training:- motivation,
assessment, support of all kinds etc. The liaison workers" in some of these settings also gave
some value in belonging to a network.

Other workers who were involved in delivering training, job search skills, guidance or education
provision, sometimes to offenders, were themselves concerned that workers in criminal justice
organisations should have greater understanding of educational processes and values.

Workers from two different agencies focussed on the processes involved in adult basic
education (communication and life skills, numeracy and survival skills). It was suggested that there
was potential for uncertainty, suspicion or even conflict where, for example Probatktn Offices, were
unaware of the "self-determining nature"of this curriculum which developed according to dienV
students' perceived needs (which might be different from what others perceived for them) and
"empowered" students in unexpected ways. One of these agencies had provided such training.

Two other workers, independently, argued a need for criminal justice woricers to have
training to enable them to see that "doing something (which doesn't give a qualification, or appear to
have direct relevance to work) but which gives the person a range of personal skills, raises all kinds
of issues, provides a group-work opportunity and improves that person's confidence can, at some
stages, be more useful than going down a narrow job-directed education or training course".

40. C. Expressed needs for opportunities to share in training, staff development and professional
support across the agencies fell very clearly into two categories.

(a) Three quarters of the contributors mentioned the usefulness of some sort of "network" or "fora".
This was seen sometimes

as basically an intelligence-sharing strategy (including telephone contact)

providing information about course availability, training agency provision, grants and
fees etc. etc. for immediate practical purposes

but most workers recognised also the usefulness of a network for

sharing experience, reviewing work in a locality, bringing in new expertise, examining
successful projects, looking at common issues, giving support (see below)

e.g. a) for prisons in dose proximity to have contact with local providers
b) for guidance workers (whether from Careers Services, Job Clubs, or educational
providers) working with offenders across the region or across a county, to share
issues.

(b) Those workers (seven in number) who came kgm three partnership projects, all focussed on the
need for training related to partnership issues. At least three different aspects were mentioned by
one or more people as needing training before action:

related to the planning stages - the importance of giving plenty of time for mutual
understanding about aims and expectations and the particular values and skills of the
agencies involved

ii related to the potential for tension or/and conflict in ongoing partnerships and how shared
training or staff development might help to avoid the problems. Some areas of such
difficulty were identified

issues of confidentiality and openness
issues of "brokerage" principles and practices
issues of worker status
issues of empowerment/control.

(See above)
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W related to the need for training and staff development on monitoring and espedally
evaluation if this was to reflect the work of both agencies.

41. In addition workers in partnerships pointed to the relative isolation or/and marginality of such work
professionally and often geographically. `The tutor is in the middle, alone if you're not careful,
between both organisations". In such situations a network or support group provided a kind of
ongoing staff development offering professional feedback, shared problem solving and the valuing of
the workers' efforts which recreate motivation and energy. It can't be stressed enough - the
difficvlties of isolation - of doing a two-hour stint which leaves you with all kinds of negative
experiences to go home alone with. It helps so much when ther(other workers 'normally' there)
"ask me in to talk about how it's going".

Networking helps morale and methods too.

-You must have optimism to believe that someone can change and that education can help. It's
easy to get disheartened and feel that nothing works. The best way to be able to keep this
optimism :-"ve is to share with other people doing similar work. There will always be some success
somewhere -'. necessary to facilitate the cross-fertilisation of ideas and avoid reinventing the
wheel, at manager and practitioner level".

Summary and Comment : Practitioner Views

42. Whilst the views and ideas presented here are purely illustrative, it is interesting to note to what
extent they reflect or underline themes already identified via agency report, and where there is a new focus.

In the responses registered here workers from criminal justice organisations rid not seem as forthcoming as
others about their training needs - although or perhaps because they had generally received very little or no
relevant training in this area of work before. Their previous lack, and lack of present, interest may both
reflect the low priority the work has, and the prevalence and demands of other training for high priority areas.
There is also the "hand-over" factor - the links person/liaison person available to all those interviewed who
had front-line responsibility for contact with education and training organisations and who were mainly
responsible for the staff development interest that was shown. This may simply reflect the small numbers
contacted here.

43. Thosit involved in education/training/guidance on the other hand showed a greater awareness of and
expressed more needs for staff development in these areas than their employer organisations acknowledge.

These practitioners' needs reflect many issues previously identified - their requests for specific
understandings of criminal justice systems and processes further confirms the perception that there are
specific issues in accessing education and training for many offenders.

These practitioners were also clearly aware of the value of networking: in facilitating work with clients, but
also in providing greater coherence, in avoiding or dealing with problems, and in maximising expertise and
experience.

44. They also see it as a potential contribution to the support they need. It is, however, in terms of
partnership issues that practitioners have contributed most to a sharpened focus. In this context workers
were asking for opportunities, through shared staff development, to examine the building blocks of
partnerships: the principles on which it was based, its purposes, processes, structures and outcomes. Two
respondents saw this as something the two agencies should work on together before beginning, otherssaw
it as art ongoing exercise, perhaps complementing experience.

Such a skein of common concerns amongst people working in partnerships laces many previous threads
together in the recognition that partnerships are no simple, single solution - no easy or to-be-taken-for-
granted strategies - as official documents seem sometimes to suggest.
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WAYS FORWARD

These findings suggest that there may be a number of issues on which future work might be fruitful.

1. Partnerships

Probation Services now have to use 5% of their budgets in partnerships. The report indicates that
managing such relationships required a pro-active approach whether in terms of aims, practical working
arrangements, mutual understanding or supporting waiters who may find themselves on their organisations'
boundaries. Home Office as well as Probation Services have an interest in ensuring success here as well
as the 'paitner' organisations, and agencies within the region seem to have concerns as well as good
experiences to share and learn from.

2. ETE development and the place of education wiAhin this spectrum

ETE work in Probation Services is currently not a priority. Will the new HO guidelines give it a more central
position amongst Probation concerns? Current developments give most weight to improving offenders'
employment and training opportunities identified as prime needs y politicians, Probation Services and clients
alike. There is a danger that education may *drop off the agenda*, particularly where new Employment-
funded project may reduce or remove complementary Basic Skills provision and narrow the range of positive
outcomes. In practical terms are there new opportunities here for Probation partnerships with FE colleges
or/and co-operative working? Is there also a need for Home Office guidelines to ensure that opportunities
for educational processes and choices are seen as complementary and not as poor alternatives.

3. Ecwal Opportunities

The project has noted the implications of the conflicting interpretations of "Equal opportunities" in relation to
designated work with offenders. These interpretations seem to have substantial consequences for the work
done, and for the monitoring of such work, (which may in any case raise ethical issues). Such different
approaches may contribute to the inequity of provision for offenders seen in the region, dependent on their
location, not their offences. It is not to be expected perhaps that organisations will agree on their
interpretations, but clarification would surely be helpful in mutual working. There is then the need to monitor
existing work and/or design and modify projects to ensure that the needs of women, black people etc. are
met.

4. Co-orcfinated work

From respondents woricing in prisons and from projects contributing to this work there was general
recognition that inmates should have opportunities to develop skills and receive guidance and structured
support to take up employment training (or education) as soon as possible on their release from prison.
Many organisations seem interested in being involved in this apparently growing area of work. It would
seem important that as schemes and projects develop al the relevant agencies involved in Penal
Establishments are brought on board so that an can contribute. This will be needed to ensure that, where
appropriate, a prisoner's weak, training or educational achievements, during sentence, can be recognised
and continued.

5. Some issues in Prisons?

Respondents have also pointed to a number of problems which can perhaps only be addressed by national
bodies. One is the long-standing difficulty associated with the prison regimes need to move prisoners about
as establishments fill or empty. The credibility of any course of study, or NVO training is likely to be in
doubt unless inmates can have some assurance of opportunities for continuity - by stability or by a common
curriculum. A newer concern appears to be that opportunities to make positive bridging arrangements for
prisoners in terms of day-parole study or vocational training in colleges are determined not by riskor
suitability but on financial grounds. Is this an issue for FEFC?
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6. fitussiinglatatdiffm

Probation Officers have described some of the difficulties they face in motivating clients towards ETE
provision, and may not, themselves, receive the information, support, or training they need to enable them to
do this knowledgeably or with confidence. Pre-service and in-service training for Probation Officers - and
for other workers in the field or 16+ training and education needs to be reviewed. Opportunities to form
regional or sub-regional networks should also be developed so that marginal wodears across various
organisations can share information and experience.

7. Guidance

A major focus of the ETE projects set up by criminal justice agencies is the provision of access skills,
guidance and information for offenders to seek work, or enter training or perhaps education. Many
organisations are involved in the different and yet related facets of this woric -. TEC is understood to be
already offering an NVO module on Adult Guidance to workers in such situations. Should there also be less
formal opportunities for workers to share experience and expertise - and to consider the guidelines for such
work (from the National Association for the Educational Guidance of Adults and the Institute of Careers
Guidance) already under consideration by CEOB?

8. Disseminating experience and good practice

The diversity, of interagency arrangements has been noted, so too have the various and innovative
approaches to ETE work with offenders, both in the community and on the prison margin. Perhaps
organisations or Probation Service areas could work on presenting and communicating information about
these initiatives in a systematic and accessible way so that those planning new work have the benefit of
previous experience, and those involved in current projects can be in touch with others in similar situations.

9. Research and evaluation

Probation Services, and some other organisations have themselves identified the evaluation of ETE work as
an issue which has not yet been fully tackled. further research-is needed here to identify what criminal
justice agencies, training organisations and educators regard as "achievement", "progress" and "success'
and to find a way of bringing these together to ensure that positive work can be demonstrated. Different
situations may require different emphases and ranges of criteria, but until there are some frameworks for
recognising effectiveness it is difficult to pursue the equally necessary exploration of comparative
interagency models, motivation, assessment and referral strategies, quality in the 'traditional' equal
opportunities issues, and other dient-centred good practice issues.
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PROBATION SERVICES

flown=
1.1 Information about three of the four Probation Services in the region has come from two sources

written completion of a questionnaire

oral replies to further questions sent with the questionnaire.

2.1 The fourth Probation Service responded by letter to the questionnaire saying that "developmental
Thinking on this issue is at such an early stage Mat we are unable to assist with the completion of the
questionnaire". However this Service has facilitated two structured discussions with Probation Officers/
Probation team intended to explore present views and practice in this Service and what practitioners might
find useful. (This is recorded later § 18-33).

Policy Strategy.

3.1 Probation Services were first asked about their policy in this area of work. Service P indicated that
its policy, which would cover employment, training and education was in draft form only at present and
therefore not available, there would be a strategic plan to implement this in due time.

3.2 Service 0 issued a policy statement on 'Work with Unemployed Offenderein January 1990 with an
associated development strategy. The policy document recognised "that assisting offenders to obtain
employment or training is a central feature of a supervision process which aims to reduce reoffendng"and
that the Service should therefore °develop and maintain existing working relationshipswith prospective
employers, those agencies providing employment and training opportunities and education establishments
regarding the educational needs of unemployed offenders".

3.3 The resulting strategies included a service-wide co-ordinating structure, including a County
Employment Forum, Local Offender Employment forums and specific responsibilities for staff (see Staffing §
4 below); and a requirement to ensure staff access to information about, and links with, agencies providing
employment, training and educational (ETE) opportunities so that these issues are addressed "in a
consistent way across the service".

3.4 This policy and associated strategy has recently been redrafted to take account of subsequent
developments including the protects now woricing in each division. This redraft is not yet in the public
domain but is understood to be more specific in terms of objectives for each division, to include requirements
for monitoring, (both referrals and outcomes) and for the provision of in-service training to include "outside"
providers working with the Service.

3.5 Service R, which published its paper `Employment, Training and Education for Offenders'in
October 1991 saw its ETE policy as furthering area objectives of

The promotion of the social integration of offenders
the promotion of equity of access to service provision."

Acknowledging that the relationship between unemployment and crime was not simple it went on to affirm
that 'legitimate economic opportunities for unemployed offenders"are less likely than for "those who can
obtain a place on an education or training course or who can get a full-time job".

3.6 Resultant strategies included the staffing arrangement outlined at § 4 below; a requirement for the
Chief Probation Officer (CPO) to make contact with Senior Managers in relevant organisations, for the
Service's Research department to include clients' employment status and education and training
achievement in measuring performance of Probation wort( and for the Training Department of the Service to
provide opportunities for ETE partnership training. Central to the strategy was the development of
'partnership arrangements with other providers"since the Service could not of itself be a 'major provider of
ETE facilities; so a responsibility was put upon each division "to identify at least one initiative to improve
access to ETE provision', together with other related tasks.
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in summary the implementation of the policy would mean "assisting some offenders to seek immediate
employment assisting some offenders to seek access to training and education opportunities which can lead
to employment, and assisting a third group to seek educational opportunities which will enhance and enrich
their lives but do not lead immediately to job opportunities".

This Service (R) also called attention to the fact that there had been no Home Office instruction on these
issues since 1990, and that although the ACOP Employment Forum had issued guidelines these could, in
practice, be followed or ignored.

Staffing

4.1 The next question sought information about staffing appointments or responsibilities specifically
related to delivering the ETE strategy. Services were developing and had developed these in very different
ways. In Service P the Senior Probation Officer (SPO) who has responsibility for ETE policy and
implementation is responsible for al partnership work (not just ETE partnerships) and this is one of
"numerous areas of responsibility". In this Service and both the others.this most senior-post does ngt have
a line management responsibility for this work. This point was made explicitly by the Assistant Chief
Probation Officer ACP0) with these responsibilities from Service R, "my role is purely advisory to the SPO
divisional line managers for ETE work. I have to be better informed than anyone else in order to be
persuasive". In this Service "policy must make sense and develop from activity, rather than impose on it".
Whereas the role for the ACPO in a similar situation in Service 0 had been to ensure that the SPOs who
had divisional line and functional responsibilities implemented the agreed Service policy and strategy for
ETE.

4.2 In all three Services these Senior Probation Officers had (or in the case of Service P were planned
to have) divisional responsibility for liaison between Probation Services and external ETE agencies.

4.3 The delivery of specialist ETE services by the Probation Service was organised very differently
within each Service. Service P would have no one directly employed for this work but planned to
subcontract it to (see § 6).

4.4 Service 0 had appointed a Probation Officer (PO) with this area of responsibility within its Social
Policies Development Unit, though this post did not involve direct client contact. In one city there were also
three Probation Service Assistants attached to a College/Probation Link project and a Probation Hostel
Assistant with the responsibility of ensuring hostel residents' access to this project and other ETE
opportunities.

4.5 The pattern of appointments and responsibilities in Service R was different again: a Principal
Employment Officer had a job description which combined four days of "practical", face-to-face ETE work in
one city with one day as lechnical/professionaf adviser"to the ACPO across divisional boundaries. There
were also 3 full-time employment officers (one temporary) in other divisions, and a Full Time Education
Liaison Probation Officer (with temporary worker support).

Budgets

5.1 Questioned about budgets Service P incficated that no base-line budget was dedicated to ETE
provision but that it was planning to use short term funding and re-contract annually.

5.2 Services 0 and R had both invested base-line budget in ETE work (see 4.4 and 4.5 above). Both
had also made use of Home Office Supervision Grants (SUGS) funding which had been on a three year
basis.

5.3 In addition to this both these Services made use of yet other funding and entered into formal
partnership or co-operative working with other organisations to provide ETE Services to clients (see § 6, 7
and 8).
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Current provision of ETE services for clients and further plane

6. Service P had no current projects but had tvgpprojects planned to begin work in the near future in
two Probation Offices in larger centres of population. These would each provide one specialist employment
worker offering 37 hours per week contact throughout the year for job search and job skills work with clients,
including referrals to Employment Training (ET). The clients for this service, who would all be on Probation,
Supervision or Community Service Orders (CSO) would be referred to the project worker by their Probation
Officers. Both projects had been set up (using Home Office supervision grants funding) in partnership with
voluntary organisations - one national, and one set up by this Probation Service for work in itsarea. It was
expected that each project would work with about 20 clients per month.

7.1 Service Q recorded six such projects - one in each of the four divisions, one associated with prisons,
and one for Young Otlenders. The four cfivisional projects, in accordance with this Service's policy for a
consistent ETE Service throughout its area, have an almost identical profile in terms of

(a) Provision (Basic Skills, Guidance and Job search skills) available for all the working hours of
the week. [In addition two of the projects offered additional broader educational opportunities].

(b) Target group - all were open to past or present clients of the Probation Service or/and those
released from prison.

(c) Mode of attendance - clients made use of this provision after referral by a Probation Officer
or other agency, or quite independently - none attended as the result of a court order.

7.2 , There were variations however in funding and management - and of course in the numbers
attending. In three of the projects in large towns Home Office Supervision Grant funding had been used to
establish partnership with a local voluntary organisation involved in the criminal justice field. The fourth
project was a co-operative relationship bringing together funding from the local education authority, the FE
college, Employment Services (ES) and a voluntary organisation. 730 people attended this Unit in a large
city last year - in the other conurbations numbers of 200, and 150 attenders per annum were recorded.

7.3 The guidance service to the three prisons in this area, described as offering similar facilities to the
divisional projects, was funded entirely by the TEC, in co-operation with NACRO and the Probation Service
and resulted in 500 Action Plans in the year.

7.4 The Youth Justice project, with specialised guidance and appraisal input to young people, involved
Careers, Social Services and Employment Service funcfing in a co-operative arrangement with the Probation
Service, providing a facility for 150 clients.

7.5 This Service's plans for next year inciuded the continuation of the three projects in partnership with
the Probation Service. For one of these an additional worker was planned with possible Employment
Services Project Development Fund funding and local TEC support. Additional resources were also
planned to facilitate the evaluation of the fourth and largest of these divisional projects.

7.6 tt was hoped that the Training. Enterprise and Education Directorate (TEED) funding currently
dedicated to Action planning in the prisons could be "reworked", together with new Probation Service funding
so that the voluntary organisation involved could link its present workers to the Careers Officer currently
employed by one of the area's prison education departments. Any plans for Youth Training (NIT) or Adult
Training (AT), further or adutt education, so developed, could then be shared with home Probation Officers
through the sentence-planning process, as well as being sent to potential providers. This would increase
the support to inmates on release and increase the likelihood of their following through the plansmade.
This project would then provide a consistent guidance facility to all three prisons in this Services' area. A
parallel development would extend the present provision of Job Search courses currently inone prison to all
three.



8.1 fiemicall provided information about its work in one of its 6 prisons, and in its 4 divisions.
Currently there was one prison-based project offering employment-related skills and guidance to 120
prisoners per year at the pre-release stage, to inform and motivate them to take up education or training
opportunities in the community. This project made use of 70% Employment Services funding with the
remainder from Home Office and from the Probation Service and involved both NACRO and APEX in the
partnership scheme.,

8.2 Provision in the four cfivisions was very varied. In the first there were two ETE opportunities for
offenders sentenced in the community. One provided by a voluntary organisation contracted to the
Probation Service offered basic and occupational skills, guidance and job search and broader educational
activities to offenders referred by Probation Officers, or on a court order (and it is noted that Arts and Music
development have been welcomed hem). This had 100% Supervision Grant funding from the Home Office
and worked with 200 offenders annually.

The second facility in this division was an Education and Training Guidance Service provided by the local
college in partnership with the Probation Service, giving 15 dedicated hours per week to clients and ex-
clients of the Probation Service. Numbers using this facility were not provided.

8.3 In the second division there were four related ETE developments all available to cunent and
previous Probation clients, and all with a specifically employment focus. The Principal Employment Officer
was based in this division.

There was a Probation-office based Job Club, providing guidance and job-related skills 37 hours per week
for 200 clients per year.

This was an 80%/20% Employment Services funded partnership. This provision was supplemented by Job
Search seminars (32 hours per month) attended by 120 further people last year and a'"Basic Skills for Job
Search workshop" 24 hours per week) used by 150 Job Club clients per year. Attendance at these two
facilities could be a requirement of a court order. The Basic Skills workshop began as an Urban
Programme funded project in partnership with the LEA and was now funded by Probation Service at least
until the end of-the financial year. Finally in this division there was a F/T (Probation) Employment
Development Officer, funded like the Job Club, and to do similar work, with 200 more clients per year.

8.4 In the Ittigi division there were two current projects. One provided a temporary early-release course
for inmates from Young Offender Institutions (prisons) (YOls). Education, occupational skills, job-search
skills, and guidance were provided by a voluntary (training) organisation contracted to the Probation Sorvice
for these 8 week long courses. [TEC provided the funding, and this is referred to in the TEC information,
although the details do not quite tally]..

The other project was a job club funded by Employment Services, offering guidance and job related skills,
with a full-time Employment Officer employed by the Probation Service. In interview the ACPO for this
Service referred to the structure of this and the other two job clubs in other divisions in this area. He
pointed out that by appointing an Employment Officer (not a Probation Service Assistant (PSA)) to each job
club to manage the Employment Services workers, but be responsible to the Probation Service, it had been
possible to offer the `support warmth and counselling"needed by so many clients and the full range of ETE
opportunities (which might be inhibited by the particular targets required of Employment Services personnel).
These "supported' Job Clubs were being evaluated.

8.5 The fourth division had yet another pattern of provision with an Education Liaison Probation Officer,
and an Employment Officer. The Education Uaison Probation Officer, had the task of accessing clients into
edueetion options in colleges and FE centres, and the Employment Officer's brief is "to maximise clients'
chances of getting jobs in the conventional labour market or through the development of links with other
organisations and agencies involved in job creation and training provision". There was also some part-lime
support for these two workers. In addition, when the ten-year partnership with the LEA had ended in 1992 a
new partnership had been established with the College taking on this responsibility. This had enabied
continued funding for educational work in various hostels, which now included an accredited Communication
Skills module and a "Parenting' course, for example. No numbers were given for attenders/users of these
services.
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8.6 Service R was planning many extensions of this existing work Thus itwas hoping to employ
another full-time tutor at least until the end of this financial year for Job-search skills and guidance in the
prison project already described (8.1). This would be funded by the Probation Service. Negotiations were
also under way to develop exactly similar facilities in two more of the six prisons in this Service's area.

8.7 An application was currently under consideration to contract TEC funding (together with a Probation
Service contribution) to provide a new facility in another town in the third of the divisions, for current
probation clients and those at risk of custody, including attendance by court order. This would offer
g iidance and job-search skills to an estimated 100 people per year.

Internal Mechanisms

9.1 Services were then asked about internal mechanisms for their managers/practitioners to meet
formally or/and as teams to discuss policy and practice issues in relation to ETE work. Service P explained
that it had a lime-limited working party, the County Employment group"which was writing the strategy.
"When the new projects are in placethere will be quarterly meetings involving the project workers (from
voluntary organisations) together with the associated Probation teams to review agreements".

9.2 Service 0 had a variety of arrangements.

(a) A County Employment Practitioners Forum met regularly to "develop resources, share good
practice ensure consistent developments"and address new requirements - for example to set up an
appropriate system of monitoring. This involved those employed directly by the Probation Service
and others too. The Probation Officer attached to the Social Issues Development Unit was
responsible for these meetings and reported to and from them to the County Employment Group.

(b) The County Employment Group brought together the SPOs with ETE divisional line
responsibility and was chaired by the ACPO with ETE responsibilities.

There were also

(c) formal mechanisms in this Service whereby ETE issues from the ETE partnership projects
and from the PO (above) were brought to mainstream workers and other units on a regular basis,
similady ETE issues from SPOs with ETE responsibilities were brought to divisional Management
meetings.

9.3 Service R brought two groups together

(a) The ETE Management Group consisted of the ACPO with ETE responsibility and the 5
SPOs who managed the ETE initiatives in the divisions. The focus of this group was on policy and
practice and it then provided briefs for the Practitioners Group to work on (for example to set up a
monitoring system, to identify training and staff development needs in this area).

(b) The Practitioner Group was chaired by the Principal Employment Officer and only induded
practitioners directly employed by Service R, to discuss and develop practice issues.

fddemal inter-agency contact

10.1 All organisations were asked, in some form, to explain the structure, composition and function of
their magnatjnieragenfamniacis and meetings.

Service P did not answer this question. Service 0 gave details of the four Offender Employment Forums
which were a feature of its ETE strategy. Each included at least 8 organisations in addition to the Probation
Service, routinely involving the voluntary organisation involved in the project for that division, Employment
Services, Careers Service, and the local TEC. Where a division had penal establishments the forum
included both Prison Education/Careers and Prison Probation representation. Other representation was
from Education, the Chamber of Commerce, Social Services and a representative from the Training
Managers' Forum. These groups, made up of middle managers and practitioners, chaired by the divisional
SPO met 4-6 times last year. Outcomes reported were the development of the Youth Justice appraisal
team, development of Careers advice work in two of the prisons, and staff training programmes.
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Service R reported on the termination of its once area-wide ETE forum which was felt to have no identifiable
purpose. Present practice sees the calling together of an appropriate local group for a particular task - not
on a "standing basis*. One division within this Service provided information about its own locality. There
the Education Liaison PO had developed formal and informal links with Colleges and FE Centres at all
levels, in order !fo obtain an easier passage for offenders tobe able to take up educational options".
Outcomes reported were "a gradual building up of shared expertise between Education and Probation
agencies" "negotiating the continuation of financial funding to allow the partnerships to continue".

10.2 Several questions to Probation Services touched on the need for and provision of iraining.Bndliatt
ditaumentiggitaff, relative to ETE work and the responses are recorded in Section III of this report.

ETE input into Pre-Sentence Reports

11.1 In an additional interview with each service respondent questions were asked about activities which
were very specific to Probation Services. The first of these asked how the Service facilitated an EIE, jam
into Pre-Sentence Reports (PSR). (This is a written report made by a Probation Officer to assist the court
in determining the most suitable method of dealing with an offender).

11.2 All three Services indicated that, generally speaking, there was no expectation or requirement of
officers beyond what was needed for National Standards : ETE issues for a client would not be relevant
unless directly related to the offence in some way [National Standards Part 2 § 15]. ETE programmes
would not be recommended as a Schedule lA condition of a Probation Order by any of the Services i.e.
clients would not be attending ETE provision by a court order.

In addition Service Q commented on a current focus on ETE issues for the under 18's provided by a
specialist Youth Justice Appraisal team. Staff training courses planned for the coming year would include
elements relevant to PSR writers and about addressing ETE issues from the start of supervision.

Inter-agency arrangements to support clients

12.1 The next enquiry focussed on interagency arrangements where clients had been "referred on" or had
"moved on" to mainstream education or/and training, asking Services what mechanisms there were for
providing support to such clients, including financial support. Service P responded that this was not
budgeted for at the moment.

12.2 Service 0 indicated that the voluntary organisation much involved in two of its projects had a bursary
budget to provide financial help with clients expenses for "fares, tools and equipment".

12.3 This problem was recognised by Service R, which had not yet fully addressed it but (bearing in mind
some of the impact of change in other organisations), Euro-funding would be investigated.

13.1 A supplementary question asked about means to -identify and overcome difficulties" expressed by
clients engaged in mainstream education or/and training.

Service P referred to a NACRO scheme to provide outreach support to clients after they had been "placed"
(in employment or training).

13.2 In Service 0 the voluntary organisation involved had a volunteer/client matching scheme to maintain
client support. but Probation Officers were also encouraged to do this by receiving feedback from the
voluntary organisation on the clients' progress etc. This was another area of planned training for POs.

13.3 Service R responded with the recognition that "whether clients are involved in a training course or in
a new job there is a critical point at three months when people are liable to drift"- this could lead to a high
turnover and unsatisfactory outcomes. This Service was investigating the possibility of some action-
research in this area to monitor what happened to clients at this critical point and in so doing to help
individuals and identify difficulties and useful strategies.
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Monitoring Outcomes

14.1 Next, Services were asked what interagency mechanisms there were for monitoring outcomes,
when clients had moved on or been referred on to external education/training providers. AN three services
referred to the monitoring required by employment projects - e.g. Job Clubs. 'Employment Services needs
to know what people are doing next (ServiCe P).

14.2. Service recognised that any such project must do this monitoring for its funding agency, but also
required projects to report back on outcomes to the SPO responsible for that division. (Whether these were
collective or individual outcomes was not clear). This Service was also concerned that POs might still not
see ETE work as a routine part of Probation supervision programme responsibilities and so, in a sense, were
quite happy for this to be "hived off"to others; ETE outcomes then became irrelevant.

14.3 Service R was also anxious to take monitoring processes beyond, for example, those outcomes
required of Job Clubs by Employment Services, and had given the practitioner group the brief to developa
monitoring system.

Evaluation

15.1 The next question moved from interagency monitoring to Probation Service own evaluation of ETE
rads. Service P responded that it regarded its ETE work as a "referral and placement activity". "If, for
example our clients get onto ET that was a positive outcome". It could not concern itself with "Ionger-term
outcomes".

15.2 Service 0 said that not much work was done on the EIE achievementS of indviduals, but that it was
asking its ETE projects about re-offending rates. Because there had been no relevant research/precedents
for this the County Practitioners Group had been discussing the possibility of a pilot scheme.

15.3 Service R reported that the New National Standards relating to the 1991 Criminal Justice Act would
require the monitoring of:-

the supervision plan
the supervision programme (of activities)
reviews of that plan and programme.

One of the routine questions in this monitoring would be about wort< on a client's ETE concerns. It might be
possible to "monitor the changes resulting from ETE work with a client and thus bring this fully into
evaluating effectiveness". ETE staff would also have to monitor their performance.

Sentencers

16.1 The next question turned to Sentencers. Probation Services were asked what information
sentencers received about ETE opportunities and how they responded.

Service P found that sentencers recognised employment as an important element in reducing the likelihood
of re-offending and they responded positively to recommendations to attend any employment scheme.

16.2 Service Odd not provide information about the response of sentencers, but indicated that they
mawd an

information sheet from each ETE project to parallel any information about the client's needs
for ETE work provided on the Pre-sentence report

input from the PO with ETE responsibilities at Magistrates' liaison meetings (but that this
tended to be preaching to the already converted).

16.3 A similar input from one of the ETE specialists in Service R was well received by magistrates and
judges. This Service felt that sentencers reacted positively when PSRs consider referral to a Job Club or to
ETE counselling and guidance, because "the devil makes work for idle hands"so it was important for
offenders to be 'usefully employed'.
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Bervice Priorities

17.1 Asked where ElExaris came in the Services priorities Service P replied "we would prefer clients to
have a proper job - that is the priority". "When clients were asked to rate on a scale of 5:1 their agreement
(5) or non-agreement (1) with the statement "Government employment schemes are just a racket to fiddle
the unemployment figures" they registered a 4.2 agreement. 'I share clients' cynicism about Er..

17.2 Service 0 acknowledged that ETE did not get mentioned in the Service statement of priorities, and
there were no practice guidelines. Nevertheless this Service demonstrated its commitment to the work
through the time given to it by the ACPO anthe divisional SPOs, by the appointments of the PO (to the
Social Issues Development Unit) and the PSAs involved in delivering ETE Services, and by the funding and
employee time made available for training courses.

17.3 For Service R also it was "not a high priority in the thinking of most managers, but not resisted, so
resources have been dedicated to it". However many regarded such work as tangential to .rearProbation
concerns. "It seems difficult to translate-objectives into action - how do you measure 're-integration' into the
community?"

The Fourth Probation Service - Responses

18. In addrtion to the questionnaire responses - information was provided about Service S by two
Probation teams during semi-structured interviews and discussions.

Questions were asked about present service policy/strategy and the teams' own experiences in relation to
employment, training and education for their dients, and what would make this aspect of their work more
effective.

19. Both teamt confirmed that there was no service policy on this issue, and that each team had a
liaison officer (of PSA status) who acted as links person/information source for this area of work, along with
many others. However the dominant theme, stressed by both teams throughout the interview session was
that their clients' perceptions of education and training, sometithes reinforced by recent experiences, made
this a very problematic area of Probation work.

20. Both teams, working in areas with high structural unemployment, ("this town falls off the bottom"
perceived cultural barriers to any client motivation towards education and training and even employment.
"They're 3rd or 4th generation unemployed, so they've no experience of what work means - family, friends,
neighbours so they can't understand the idea of "doing better" and long term benefits". "Once you use the
word education its like raising a stone wall 'it's reading and writing i'n it?' as true today as 20 years ago".

21. The teams also pointed to other personal bafflers to education and training which offenders share
with other non-tradtional learners - fear of being laughed at, little 'academic achievement', poor schooling
experiences, unwillingness to admit to any needs, a perception that "this is not for the likes of them", fear of
failure (though to one officer "failing is what they're good at, they get a kick out of failing,. Added to these
were the organisational barriers of inadequate finance, intimidating structures, rigid course programmes, lack
of support and guidance -again frequently recorded elsewhere.

22. A contributory and disturbing factor evidenced by both teams was the negative recent experiences
of those who might 'have a go' at education or training in prison, or out, compounding the other barriers.
1-1e had a course place offered and was on a real high about it. He began the course well but after six
weeks they still hadn't even told him whether he'd got a grant, let alone paid him anything. He couldn't
survive - and had to stop". Other similar letdowns were described: for example

"The walls of x prison are fined with computers and the lads get all fired up but there's nothing like
that for them when they come our,

Students begin courses but have inadequate educational support "they're not aware of the difficulties
for our clients',

Schemes built up hopes of work that were unrealistic;
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Inmates began to make progress on a prison course and were then moved quite arbitrarily to
another prison

-Employers seem unhappy with peripheral awards"and inmates saw NVOs as just "part of prison
bullshiror as part of a prison experience which was to be locked up behind them - the good with the
bad.

23. When it came to assessment and referral procedures, both teams made use of their links officers
where education and/or training were involved. For both teams such consideration would usually come only
once someone was on an order, though one officer commented wryly that "clients will show motivation at the
PSR stage - especially if They think they're going doWn - that gives a starter, even if it doesn't last long".

24. In one team the links person might provide the guidance or might try to arrange for the client to talk
with someone with specialist knowledge. A Careers Officer had offered to help in this way, but could only
come once a fortnight. Appointments had been made for him to talk on a 1:1 basis with two clients, but
when neither had turned up it had felt a great embarrassment. The alternative would be for dients to travel
to the city - this did not seem realistic.

25. In the other team the POs made an appointment for their client to see the links officer and to
prepare for this clients were asked to put information about themselves, their experience and aspirations into
a small "book". This gave the officer some idea of a client's achievements and interests, but also showed
any needs for literacy help. The Adult Careers Service had expressed willingness to give services but "they
have to wait months".

26. Both links workers had the responsibility of obtaining information about relevant courses or training
schemes and perhaps referring them on - though Probation Officers might equally do this directly.

27. Neither worker (or team) saw the local providers as dependably helpful. Individual tutors, for
example might phone saying "we've got some of your clients, we'd better get togetheror there might be
some personal cfialogue, but there was no "talking with anyone representing the college". The local Youth
Service was "good". Contacts were informal. Some support for one team came from the Job Centre
where the Careers Service was the Training Agent (TA) for 'Training for Work', so this provided some
information and guidance appointments.

28. But basically both workers had to take the initiative themselves in asking about everything. Neither
college ever sent information about its FE or Adult Education (AE) programmes to the Service, and "there's
a glossy from the TEC which says nothing". Restart gave the impression that it was "going through a paper
exercise". One of the liaison workers found college tutors reluctant to share information on their Women
Returners' course and administrative workers were cagey about providing more than one copy of a
brochure. As one PO said to her team Liaison Worker If they don't help nu how are our clients going to
feel?. They've only just come to grips with the 21 hour rule".

29. The other worker was always tiesitant about making direct client referrals to a College or Training
Organisation or indicating Probation Service interest. Many clients did not want that link revealed and local
attitudes to offenders made that very understandable:- 'Lock 'em up or deport them". 'They (the college)
think they (offenders) have got two heads".

30. Nevertheless this team had clearly made use of the more positive contacts wherever it could, and
also had a number of supportive in-house initiatives running - or planned. "Success stories' included a
woman on a high level biology course ("she's the expert there"said her PO); a lad who went to agricultural
college "and that seems to be the end of his offending", another who left prison in January, but °continued
his A level course with the college straight away".

31. Because of the problems clients had in doing anything about their literacy problems, perhaps
revealed by the liaison worker's 'Personal book" strategy, the office here had its own literacy scheme. A
volunteer with Adult Literacy qualifications and background, trained other volunteers who provided a 1:1
service in clients' homes or at the offices. In this way the Probation Service felt it was providing a bridge
into community provision.
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There was also an "employability" scheme which utilised accredited Probation Senrice volunteers, 'matching'
them to clients to provide support for someone on a training course, or starting work.

32. A further development was 'ready to go'. This was a partnership project (using Home Office
money) to work with people just released from custody. This voluntary organisation project, called HELP
would build links and support ex-offenders in the area of Housing, Employment and Leisure opportunities.

33. Neither team wanted 'feedback' from those organisations providing education or training for their
clients - the impression gained was that any such monitoring would be another bureaucratic burden and
inappropriate. One team also indicated that such feedback should come only from clients, so that
education/training organisations remained unaware of their offender status or background.

For both teams there was nothing to be gained by a Service policy or official strategy. There was a feeling
that the present system with the liaison officer to help, if wanted, worked well for what was required and that
any developments might burden them with extra work for few gains.

34. The improvements they would wish to see would be in terms of provider's perceptions or co-
operation; networks might be useful especially where they enabled contact and information at the end of the
phone; more opportunities for continuing programmes begun in penal establishments and perhaps more
structured interagency links. Though one SPO told a sad tale of the way in which, despite such an
interagency basis, a well-conceived ETE project with the local TEC and a college, fell apart when one
individual left.

35. Understandably perhaps, education and training was not a priority for either team. But whereas one
team described several education "successes" and a team member confirmed It is very important vith those
whom it works", the other team offered no good experiences in this area of work, and seemed rather to
share clients negative perceptions, officers perceptions and valuing of education and training may here be
related to the levels of referral and support, as indicated by Dixon (E0I Liverpool, § 4.56 to 59). A figure of
5%-10% was suggested as representing the proportion of the teams' dients who might benefit and make
use of education and training resources.



FURTHER EDUCATION COLLEGES

Responses

1. Questionnaires were sent to all 33 Furber Education Colleges in the region and 11 were returned
completed. There were also two letters instead of completed questionnaires. Between them these
responses provided information from a range of medium and large colleges inducting a college of Further
and Higher education. UnfoTtunately rural colleges are very under-represented, as are North Yorkshire and
Humberside.

Mission Statements andEwal Opportunity Policies

2.1 The first question asked colleges to what extent their college mission statement and/or equal
opportunities policy referred to, or covered offenders/ex-offenders? They were asked to attach any relevant
documents.

The answer to this was unanimous:

No FE College mission statement or equal opportunities policy referred to "offenders/ex-offenders".

However attention was ckawn in various ways to the colleges' intentions, for example,

and

"to offer opportunities for ail"(1)
to "encourage ... students ... across all areas of possible discrimination and disadvantage"(20)
to work "constructively with groups who ... often find themselves stigmatised" (10)

'to remove institutional and individual barriers to access including those that relate to issues of
gender, ability, age, race and social background"(12).

Mission statements or/and Equal Opportunities policy statements then stated the positivesteps colleges
would be taking under such headings as

2.2 Student Support e.g.

"provide students with personal support counselling advice and guidance"(14)
lo help the learner to cope with the learning process"(23)
'provides a student-centred environment which encourages the development of self motivationand
self discipline*(31)

2.3 Achievement. Progression e.g.

"provide opportunities for each learner to establish and develop recognised competence(s)
sufficient to provide progression into employment, higher education, other training opportunities or
other roles"(23)
-to encourage the social and personal development of students"
'to maximise individual potential"(12)

2.4 Environment e.g.

"create a safe and welcoming environment"(20)
Veal with discriminatory behaviour (which) has a destructive effect on its victims, its perpetrators
and others who live and work in the institution"(11)
"develop ... a flexible programme ... including non-September starts"(31)
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2.5 Community Involvement

"involve 'outside groups'"(11)
"be responsible to the needs of industry and the community"(20)
"Leisure-related opportunities (will) be offered which may or may not include skills and attitudes of
immediate relevance to the world of work but will ultimately enrich the life of the individual person
and if possible the community"(23)

2.6 One of the letter writers explained that non-completion of the questionnaire was

"not to be interpreted as lack of interest or concern for the issues raised"(3).

Views on offender learning needs

Colleges were then asked to explain what specific or/and additional learning needs offenders/ex-offenders
had, if any.

3.1 With respect to this question it might well have been argued that offendert/ex-offenders were niga
homogeneous group in terms of "learning needs" and that it was therefore nig possible to ascribe any
characteristics to them collectively. This point was not made.

Where there was tacit acknowledgement that there were "specific" needs it was with these comments

"diminished confidence ... need Access-type courses which by-pass conventional education.
routes 115)
"often additionill basic skills needs 111)
'perhaps a ryeater emphasis upon guidance/counselling (needed) to promote integration into the
college communityI20)
-The emphasis with this cohort, if it can be generalised is focussed at the lower end of attainment.
Many do not recognise their skills"(1 2)
"Lack of direct progression routes from penal institution to ... outside131).

3.2 it might also have been argued that where offenders/ex-offenders were recognised as having
"specific/additional" learning needs these were no different from those of many other students. This point
was made both tacitly and explicitly by respondents

"the range of needs of offenders and those in custody reflect those of other students"(12)
'We offer support to all individuals as appropriate to them(1) ... we could not necessarily know who
are ex-offenders11)

Where respondents have given no answer at all or

"no official stance16)

this largely corresponds with later information indicating that the college had little experience of work with
offenders.

Views on barriers faced by offenders

4.1 The second part of this question invited views as to the particular barriers which might be
experienced by offenders/ex-offenders returning to learning and training. Three responses identified
practical issues

'funding is often problematic114)
"cannot afford to become F/T students712)
`may experience irregular unsettled life-style - domestic and financial insecurityll 5)

and the third college recognised the need to be

'flexible to suit the availability of the offender110)
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4.2 Others pointed to less tangible baniers (in some cases indicating by reference to their equal
opportunities or mission statements that such issues were not limited to offenders)

"Peer group pressure - cycle of offending131)
"Lack of initial good education experience115)
"Barriers may be their own in terms of confidence ... would be assessed on an individual basis and
support agreed if appropriate11)
"A distinct need to re-establish self esteem and confidence on an informal friendly basis120)
"(They lose) self-image (in prison) 112)
"delayed maturity in respect of education/training aspiration115)

Again three colleges gave no, or a negative response.

Fees policies

5.1 Questioned about general concessionary fees policies five colleges indicated clearly that there would
be concessionary rates in September 1993, and whilst it might well be that the concessions they described
will continue after September two colleges left this uncertain.

One college said quite clearly that with the ending of its management of Penal Education the fee waivers to
those inmates coming to the college on release would stop. tt did not give any other information as to
general concessionary fee policies.

5.2 Amongst the remaining seven colleges five indicated that, in various prescribed situations some fees
might be waived. The situations leading to fee waiver included economic and employment circumstances, a
residential qualification, the nature of the educational course, the age of the student and certain-otherbenefit
status criteria. In some colleges it appeared that such fee remittance applied only to F/T courses, in others
to all, in most it was unclear.

5.3 Two colleges referred to "concessionary" or %reduced fees" - though it is not clear what this is from
or to one of these colleges affirmed in general terms that

"the LEA policy on concessionary fees will continue - thus allowing students suffering hardship or
claiming DSS Allowances/Benefits to become involved in or continue study at college120)

5.4 One college acknowledged that

"other (students fees) are waived after means-testing111)

- which others described the same process less overtly

"(students) on low income would have an individual assessment11)
"student services offers advocacy assistance for students wishing to claim fee waivers114)

5.5 One college which did not provide details of its general fees policy, sent leafletson three of the
provision areas fett to be particularly accessible to offenders/ex-offenders (see § 9), all thesewere free to
unemployed students (31).

Staff responsibilities for this area of worts

6.1 Nine of the colleges indicated a named post(s) in respect of jiaimn responsibilities with criminal
justice agencies (although in a subsequent question on the level of liaison activity gay four of these colleges
recorded having bed any relevant meetings in the last year). (See § 8). Only one college had a specifically
nominated post "Educational Support Worker with Ex-Offenders131).

Three of these named posts had much broader responsibilities in areas of client/student services. A Heads
of Schools(20) and a Head of Catering, Health and Social Care had this role elsewhere. In one college it
was the Assistant Principal(12), in another the Director, General Education Faculty External Relations
Executive(15) and in another there was a "generic external Liaison Officer111).
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Little information was given as to the level of post, whether it was Fir or P/T and what proportion of time
was allotted to this work. However, where information was given, this particular responsibility was taken on
by college staff at every level: 7 main grade, Senior Lecturer, by Heads of Department and others on the
management spine including the Assistant Principal.

Most colleges, then, had nominated posts for all such inter-agency jjaistgn.

6.2 Five also had a worker designated for work with offenders/ex-offenders in the community, but apart
from College 31 work with offenders was recognised only

"as part of general development work (and not specified in the job description)123)

"Offenders" appeared in only one job title = and these job titles were all different yet again.

7.1 An enquiry relating to posts with responsibility for work with offenders in penal establishments
produced seven positive responses - three from colleges with contractual links to penal establishments
where Prison Education Co-ordinators were members of staff of the college. College (31) also made use of
the Education Support Worker for contact in other prison establishments. One of the other four colleges
wrote of under-used facilities regarded as helpful to inmates

Tlexi-study tutors/co-ordinator. Tutor-supported open and flexible learning materials/programmes
are available. Only one student so far but we would welcome an increased involvementl23)

Another explained that

"vocational area specialists have linked (to Prison Education provision) on an individual basis
supported by Client Services and Counselling and Welfare Manager11)

and a third that

'all Heads of school respond to a demand as and when this occurs ... course teams are
involved120)

Four colleges indicated that no post had this responsibility.

jjaiSon with Criminal Justice Agencies

8. The next question was framed to elicit information about any structured links with criminal justice
agencies (in the community, or in penal establishments), in which the college was involved.

Only four colleges answered this question.

Interpretations of 'structured links' varied greatly, and included seminars for those involved in "bridging" from
prison to College from College 20 and "Bridgebuilder" meetings from College 31.

All four colleges also provided details of meetings with an organisational purpose:-

Practitioners from College 20 met with practitioners from a nearby Open prison - seeing increased personal
development and NVO achievements of prisoners on day release to the College as4he positive outcome.

Senior Managers from College 15 met with others from the Probation Service four times to darify
demarcation of responsibilities. .

College 31 recorded one further example of systematic, structured contact, in which twelve practitioners
from Probation Service and Colleges met to exchange updating information about each organisation and to
ensure liaison `across departments". In this College there were also six internal college meetings in the
year involving staff at all levels to improve opportunities for extending progression for ex-offenders. College
11 and the local Probation Service met together at middle manager level to establish informal liaison
networks.
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Only two of these Colleges also have Prison Education contracts.

Despite a prompt in the question format no response indicated meetings involving TECs in relationto this
work.

Provision

9. The next section of the questionnaire focussed on provision made by FE Colleges relevant to this
study. They were asked to disiinguish between provision they made which was

(a) exclusively for offenders and

(b) not exclusive to this group but with special features designed to encourage and facilitate use
by offenders/ex-offenders.

9.1 (a) Two colleges made provision exclusively for community-based offenders - both woricing in
Probation premises.

College 31 offered a three-session guidance and occupational skills taster-course in three Probation
Centres - this module could be extended and accredited through the Open College network.
Twenty four clients/students had been involved in this sjoinr initiative.

College 15 had taken over responsibility for some of the work previously done by the LEA in this city
and was supporting a range of "Basic Educational provision in Probation hostels*. No figures were
given.

(b) Five colleges affirmed provision in this category although only four indicated the "special
features" which would encourage use by offenders. The nature of this provision, as one might
expect, was varied, - though Basic Literacy and Numeracy were a common feature - together with
guidance.

College 20 was unique here in that it was recording the participation of 6 prisoners on day-release in
its vocational courses.

One of the significant aspects of these returns is the three "themes" to the *special features"; with
colleges identifying a 'pick and mix' selection stressing either the flexibility of provision, (Colleges 20,
23) or the support given (23, 31) or the financial implications (31).

Funding for these facilities came largely from mainstream FE budgets, but also made use of Home
Office grants (Colleges 11 and 20) TEC and European funding (College 31).

Most colleges have, understandably given figures for mai attendance at these facilities, not just
offenders.

Colleges handed the criminal justice agency link in relation to this provision in various ways
depending on informal liaison (Colleges 11 and 20) using a nominated worker (31) and taking direct
referrals from Probation Officers. One College had no such strategies.

Two only of these Colleges are responsible for Prison Education contracts.

Provision for non-tracitional learners

10.1 Anticipating the response 'that the range of needs of offenders ... reflect those of other students°
(College 12), a question was also asked about provision generally for the non-traditional learner, and the
targeting strategies in this work seen as particularly helpful in facilitating use and attendance by offenders.

Ten Colleges replied affirmatively to this question, six giving details of targeting strategies.
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10.2 College (1) writes

'This college is learner centred therefore every student has the opportunity for initial guidance and
an individual learning programme designed to meet their needs, including learning support - e.g.
tutor, study skills, basic education etc. as well as welfare advice/support and personal support and
counselling. The counselling and welfare support is diverse enough to encompass various modes
of support and networking to other agencies and cover emotional and behavioural difficulties".

Student counselling, guidance and support was also mentioned by other colleges (11)(14): Colleges called
attention to the importance of accessible sites and flexible modes for non-traditional learning

"flexible focus, informal seffings/location111)
"open workshops on college sites and out on community sites123)
"flexible workshop opportunities for roll-on roll-off attendance131)
`community outreach provision131)

Other significant strategies mentioned were

"Exceptional entry facility - i.e. the waiving of academic entry requirements114)
"Part-time Higher Education feeder courses114)
"Links back into the community120)
"An accreditation system 111)
"Promotion of independence using practical work-based skills within a particular vocational
sector120)
"Home visits131)

Monitoring of offender usage

11.1 Three colleges monitored usage/attendance by offenders and ex-offenders

"by annual course review114)
"using standard attendance records and progress reports on Records of Achievement action plans
(NVO)120)
"Through the Educational Support Worker131)

Six colleges did not answer this question, two record that they do not monitor.

Other arrangements

12.1 Colleges were asked to describe any other arrangements they had to work with offenders in the
community, including any links with other organisations in the criminal justice field, or other funders, not
covered by previous questions.

The replies to this question included statements concerning colleges' responses when approached by an
incfividual offender/inmate

'applications (*redly from offenders ... have always been dealt with sympathetically. Artificial
obstacles such as interviews, have been made flexible to suit the availability of the applicant110)
'Where we have been approached to assist ex-offenders we have been only too pleased to do so
where this has been relevant and appropriate13)

12.2 Four other colleges used this section to give information about very varied specific offender-
focussed involvement.

College (1) was involved in working jointly with NACRO in linking clients with the college GAPs Service
(Guidance and General Access Points).

College (23) had worked with a project training motor vehicle offenders (as an alternative to custody). The
college provided a tutor who did staff development on Records of Achievements.
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College (20) provided members of its staff to visit penal establishments in the role of Assessors/Verifiers.

College (31) had links to a local NACRO project.

Evaluation - with other agencies

13. The next questions focussed on any (shared) arrangements for evaluating outcomes where
Probation clients were known to be making use of any college provision,

One respondent wrote of using an

"inter-prison skills competition using positive/practical skills analysis as an evaluating tooll20).

College (31) identified more traditional means

'through Probation meetings attended by the Educational Support Worker - also through the Faculty
Quality Assurance mechanism131)
"Review of positive outcomes in relation to achievement of NV05120).

All other colleges indicated that they had no arrangements or did not reply.

evaluation - by the College

14. In responding to the question about college evaluation of partnershps or co-operation with other
agencies two colleges replied affirmatively

informal communications between Practitioners. Student/trainee questionnaire survey at end of
course120)
"Plans for involvement of external agency (Probation) in Appraisal interviews for Educational Support
Workerl31).

One college replied

-We do not currently get involved in this in relation to criminal agencies18).

Of the remainder one replied negatively and the other seven did not reply.

Other aspects of inter-agency liaison

15. The focus then moved on from provision, and monitoring of that provision to two dusters of
questions - one about information-giving to the Probation Service and the other about training for - or by -
Probation Staff.

Two colleges (31 and 15) routinely provided information to Probation Services about college provision
though a third indicated

"not at present but we are following up this ideall0).

Three colleges (14, 20 and 31) had provided information to individual Probation Officers and two had offered
opportunities for visits or open days to Probation Services or Probation clients. Five had received visits
from individual P.0.(s) and client(s) (12, 14, 15, 20, 31).

None of the colleges had taken part in training or staff development for Probation Service personnel, or
included them/invited them to college staff training courses.

One college had however, received contributions from the Probation Service in training/staff development for
its own staff (other than those working in Social Policy areas)(14).

Training and staff development issues are dealt with in Section 3 of the whole report.
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16. Finally Colleges were asked to describe what developments, if any, they planned in the areas of
work covered by the questionnaire.

The answers here were largely negative. Five colleges gave no answer. Two replied 'None'.

Three wrote of specifics

"A continued sharing of resources and facilities to meet students' needs generally"(20)
increase in specific provision and enhancement of 'bridging' work131)
"Release arrangements in two penal establishments (to facilitate) inmates attending college
provision 131)
"Open workshops on more community sites123) (my emphasis)

Two colleges made positive offers

"we are always prepared to consider proposals for the extension of our service to a wider audience
and would be willing to discuss our provision with appropriate agencies13)
"we would be open to any suggested liaison where gaps are identified ...11)
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CAREERS SERVICES

Responses

1.1 Information about the region's Careeri Service involvement in providing guidance for offenders/ex-
offenders in the community has come from two sources. In March Karen Morgan had sent out a
questionnaire with the very practical aim of compiling a cfirectory of relevant resources available on release
for the Y.O.I.s with whom she was woricing. Knowing that many Careers Services had recently responded
to these questions relating to their work with offenders it seemed sensible not to duplicate her and their
work, or to reduce the chances of getting information for this research. Although it would limit the range of
information available to this project Careers Services in the region were asked onty

(a) to allow this project to re-use the information already given to Karen Morgan
(b) to answer additional questions only to establish current levels of activity and future trends

2.1 There are 11 Careers Services in this region and 7 responded to the original questionnaire, all these
have made the information then given available to this project. Nine of the 11 have responded to the
second tranche of questions, including 2 which did not respond to the original questionnaire. Thus there is
some information from 9 of the 11 organisations concerned, a very wide coverage.

Staff with special responsibility for offenders

3.1 The first enquiry asked whether any staff in the Service had any spelific responsibirdy for offenders.
Quantitatively the answers were

No 3
Yes 4

and 2 Services responded 'Yes arid No'.

3.2 Both of these 'Yes and No' answers however, reflected the stance, as expressed by one of these
respondents, that,

"All customer-contact staff have a responsibility for offenders - there is no specialist as such *.(7)

Two of the organisations answering 'No' indicated a similar position

"the responsibility is shared by all staff110)
"Cases involving offenders/ex-offenders are dealt with within the general policy of the service and
the specific terms of its external contracts.15)

3.3 Of the three Services responding affirmatively two spelt out the structure of posts with these specific
responsibilities:-

Service 9 described three such posts:

one was in contact with the Juvenile team at a Probation Office,
the second was a Children's Act post dealing with many young offenders,
and the third had responbilities with black offenders and was linked to the Black Justice
forum.

This Service added that there were additional actvisers who would also be involved with young offenders
through IT centres, special schools and Y.T. and that `one person had a cross-service brief to link with
Probation".

Service 6 indicated a geographical spread over 4 areas in addition to special target clients groups, to woric
with young persons, black YPs, and adults.
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3.4 Service 3 had a Careers Officer with responsibility for work with Probation Services on Probation
premises, and a Senior Careers Officer for Special Needs.

Service 4 gave two named posts: Careers Adviser for Young Offenders, and Employment Assistant Special
Needs.

Work with penal establishments

4.1 Asked if staff were outreaching to or seconded to custodial establishments six Services provided an
unequivocal 'No'. One Service, providing input into the curriculum of a Secure Unit/detention centre for
young people seemed uncertain as to itS status and gave no further detail. Service 4 and Service 9
affirmed these activities.

4.2 Both Services were working exclusively with YOls i.e. with inmates under the age of 21. The
Careers Adviser from Service 4 visited one YOI (Penal Establishment K) every week, and had seen 163
individuals in the year encing 31st March 1993. In addition twenty three group sessions had been held,
each involving 6-12 inmates.

Service 9 had made occasional visits to this same `MI in collaboration with a Probation Officer or Social
Services Youth Justice Officer. These visits had led to work with four individuals and some input to pre-
release courses. In addition Service 9 had received referrals to its adult service from inmates using the
intermediary services of the Bridging the Gap project.

The worker from Service 4 also went to another YOI (Penal Establishment L) once a fortnight and had seen
55 inmates individually, and twelve groups of 6-12 people. Service 4's work in YOls was paid for by.the
College (now the contractor) providing the prison education service.

Work with Probation Services

5.1 The next question asked about Careers staff outreaching to or seconded to the Probation Service.
Five Services answered affirmatively and four negatively, though one of these added that

"discussions with Probation Service about developing guidance services for ex-offenders were
currently taking placelService 5).

5.2 Two Services were providing careers input to Probation Centres - Service 11 seeing individuals on
monthly visits per year, Set VICO 6 providing input to a course on 7 visits per year.

5.3 tWo Services (3) and (9) were working in Probation offices, Service 3 doing group work and
individual work during 15 visits per year - which had involved 12 people (3 under and 9 over the age of 21).

5.4 The other, Service 9, was involved with a multi-agency network co-ordinating services to "children"
and young people being sentenced by the court, and in this initiative the Careers Adviser (Children's Act
specialism) worked in an appraisal team consisting of the Youth Justice Liaison Teacher, and the Youth
Employment Development Officer. This had involved 30 young people during the last year. It is not clear
whether they fell into the 16+ age group.

5.5 This Service (9) also indicated work with the main juvenile team at a large office, providing incfividual
guidance and working on pre-release courses (no figures were given).

5.6 In addition to the work in the probation centre referred to above, Careers Service 6 provided a half
day a week for a drop-in centre sponsored by Careers, Probation and Community Development Services.
Here 184 clients were seen incividually and 147 in groups. This Service also contributed 9 days per year to
give Careers input to a pre-release scheme based on a local hostel. In all this work at all sites this Service
met 315 clients under 21 and 126 over 21.

5.7 The Employment Assistant for Special Needs from Service 4 had worked in local bail hostels with
young people in the statutory age group, developing group sessions, and indMdual interviews, and assisting
with placing in response to referrals made to the Careers Office. However this worker was on long-term
sick and no further details were available.
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5.8 Service 3 sent a report on a TEC-funded initiative called 'Project Challenge" in which it had been
involved with other agencies:-

"to work with young offenders and those at risk of offending using outdoor education as a means of
increasing motivation, confidence, personal and social skills, access to guidance and support with
employment and training". (See also TECs 4.2)

Work by Careers Services outreaching to offenders described here had largely been statutorily funded in
some way. The exception was the TEC funding for 'Project Challenge'.

Wods with adults

6.1 Careers Services were also asked whether any of their staff dealt specifically with adults. Although,
again, there was a mixture of Yes and No answers reflecting interpretations of the word "specifically", in
practice J Careers Services did some work with adults.

6.2 One Service acknowledged that

-due to staffing constraints this is not systematic".(Service 7)

Two Services (5) and (1) indicated that al workers

"have responsibility for work with adults as part of a wider case-load".

6.3 Five Services had special facilities/provision for adults. Four had adult guidance services
(6)(9)(3)(4) although 4 indicated that though there was access to facilities there was a limited service. One
had an adult team (11) and one a

"separate adult guidance section with town centre office open to the public but also interviews at
various premises throughout the districtlService 10).

6.4 In addition Service 4 had obtained ESF funding in a joint project with a local FE College. One of the
posts so established was restricted to working with younger, (unemployed) adults in the 18-25age group.
The other ESF post provided guidance to the whole adult age group on college courses. Offenders might of
course benefit from this funding.

links to local offender employment forums

7 . Services were also asked whether there was a local offender employment forum, and if the Careers
Service was represented on this. For five Services there was no local forum. One did not know whether
there was or not. Three services (1) (4) and (9) had a local forum and were represented on it, though
Service 1 indicated that this was a newly established group.

Future developments

8.1 Euturejamspeal for this work faced several difficulties accon:fing to respondents.

Two services (5) and (6) wrote of the problems which would arise for clients who

"do not fall into the statutory client group"

and would therefore not be eligible for "core services". External funding arrangements such as the
Gateways to Learning Initiative would be necessary to provide such services, for example to adults. One of
these Services felt that there were "prospects for further developmentThere. Service 4 pointed out that as
`there is no statutory remit for adult guidance, unless funds are identified (ESF, TECs etc.) it is more likely
that guidance will be 'charged for' or not available to adults"and as indicated earlier (5.1) one Service (5)
was actively engaged in such discussions.
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9.2 A third Service (10) saw two further difficulties in working with offenders:

less time 'available for liaison with other agencies"
"offenders may get less attention because we are less likely to secure a 'satisfactory outcome' as
defined by Employment Departmenr

and these 'satisfactory outcomes' will determine budgets. Another Service (4) indicated, anxieties about
quality in the future, particularly in relation to the level of guidance/professionalism/autonomy".

9.3 A devolved model of service with Careers Officers based in schools and community centres was
forecast by another Service, but no comment was made on the potential impact on work with offenders.

9.4 Maybe the four Services from which there are no views would be sharing the experiences of Service
10

'We're predominantly worried with (sic) our continuing existence rather than the effects on one client
group".

Respondents

10. There were 13 contributors to the nine Service responses and they each had a different title.

,.
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INFORMATION SEEKING FROM TECS

Responses

1.1 There are ten Training and Enterprise Councils (TECs) in the Yorkshire and Humberside region
whose major purpose is to develop opportunities for training and preparation for trainingin that area, in
conjunction with local industry and commerce and the labour market: This may be

to provide training/re-training for unemployed people
or upgrade the skills of the existing work-force.

Each TEC will discharge that purpose - within overall government guidelines, according to local decisions.

1.2 Five TECs responded to the project questionnaire, representing a useful sample of localities two
large cities, two large rural areas and one a mixture of towns and countryside.

Location of offender issues in TECs

2.1 The first question asked TECs where offender and ex-offender issues would beaddressed in their
organisation and whether criminal justice agencies (or organisations involved ki criminaljustice) were
represented on any such groups. Their answers, expressed in the following diagram and its explanation
illustrate the diversity within TECs themselves.

2.2 Offender issues would be addressed by all the TECs somewhere. In three of the TECs it would be
addressed by several groups. Although it appeared as an issue for the Equal Opportunities groups of three
TECs, four out of the five dealt with it (also) in "another

TEC TEC TEC TEC TEC
III IV V VI VII

Equal OppS. Group X X
Special Needs Group X
Task Group X
Other X V /

IX signifies that a representative from a criminal justice agency would actually be a member of the group.]

2.3 The wide response to the category of other was explained in various ways. TEC III reported
'specific teams responsible", TEC V reported that there were "ad hoc meetings to address particular issues"
and TEC VII that such issues were addressed 'internally through the Equal Opportunities Quality
Development team". FOC these three TECs these "other mechanismswere in addition to groups already
named. For TEC VI offender issues were gnly the concern of an "other the "Youth Training and Training
for Work-group.

2.4 The diagram above shows that three TECs involved a representative from criminal justice agencies
in these groups.

TEC III brought Probation Services, Youth Justice Services and Young Offender Institutions (YOls)
into a group setting up a feasibility study to provide pre-release training for young offenders in
prison.

TEC V. whose groups were "Actvisory and information providing" involved New Careers Training
NACRO and Bridging the Gap on its Equal Opportunity Group, and Probation Services and New
Careers Training NACRO on its ad hoc groups.

TEC VII, whose Task Force acted as its adviser, brought together the Probation Service, Family and
Community Services, NACRO and ex-offender specialists from Employment Services, Careers
Services and the Black community for this purpose.
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TEC representation on offender fora

3.1 The next question looked at the other side of the coin as it were, asking if TECs were themselves
represented on Offender Employment Forums or meetings. The same three TECs responded affirmatively
(that is TECs 111, V and VII), although one (TEC V), interpreted the question as relating to working with
medic projects/activities (e.g. a Y01) rather than as was intended "a general ex-offender employment
forum"

TEC provision for offenders in the community

4.1 Two TECs (III and V) indicated that they had provided specialist training targeted exdusively at
offenders/ex-offenders in the community. However the details subsequently given related in one case to
work in prisons (i.e. exclusively to offenders but am in the community) and in the other a footnote challenged
the actuality - and the possibility of such exclusivity. "Please note that all our contracted training providers
have Equal Opportunities policies and the programmes are open to ALL'. However the details provided
indicated the involvement of 10 offenders in New Careers Training which offered social and life skills and
construction (Level I) and Painting and Decorating (Level II) occupational skills.

4.2 A further question asked whether in the last year TEC had funded any initiatives targeted specifically
at offenders/ex-offenders in the community, and for explanatory detail. Two TECs gave a positive answer,
and provided information about very different initiatives. TEC III had entered into partnership with the
Youth, Community, and Community Education Departments of its local education department and Careers
Service, with additional funding from charities and commercial sponsorship "to work with young offenders
and these at risk of offending, using outdoor education as a means of increasing motivation, confidence
personal and social skills, access to guidance and support with employment and training". Ten young
people had been involved in Project Challenge and their achievements, awards and feelings were recorded
in the project report.

4.3 The other TEC (VII) pointed out that the initiative they described, though not of itself wit clients,
was certainly intended to be indirectly to their benefit. This TEC had held three seminars (all of which were
oversubscribed) for

(a) referral services
(b) training providers
(c) employers

"with the aim of increasing awareness of, and developing policies for, ex-offenders into employmenr As a
result of these 'very successfurevents a "good practice guide and training pack"had been produced. This
TEC was also funding a research initiative into the experiences of young people in care to inform future
development.

TEC initiatives in prisons

5. Only three TECs acknowledged that they had been involved in initiatives in prisons.

TEC VII managed "a regional TEED contract for NACRO to visit all prisons in the region, to action-
plan inmates before release"

TEC V had been involved in pre-release training for two prisons within its boundaries, and in visits to
a more northerly YOI to advise offenders there of opportunities for training in their home city.

TEC III had contributed to a substantial pilot project, with the voluntary organisation Share Training.
This had involved SO young off eners in two YOls, with the objective of enhancing their motivation,
skills and knowledge so that they could more readily enter training or employment post-custody.
[See § 8.2 for further details).

Information provided elsewhere in the response showed that both the other TECs had also hadsome
unacknowledged prison contact.
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TEC VI reported that it had had exploratory visits to HMP A but that these had gone no further.

TEC IV had been involved in °the promotion of NVOs"in another prison.

TEC Boundaries

6. Penal establishments will hold people from many different pads of the country. Asked if these
services provided in prisons conformed with normal practice and were exclusively for inmates returning to
the area of the providing TEC, two TECs (III) and (V) said Yes. Three said No, but the apparent
significance of this response is blurred by the fact that two of the TECs so responding (IV) and (VI) do not
appear to be woridng with individual inmates in these prisons anyway, and that the third (VII) ismanaging a
TEED project directed at d regional prisons, where the area restriction does not apply.

Future plans for initiatives with offenders

7.1 Future plans for initiatives with offenders in the community or in prison, were outlined by all but one
TEC, again showing a wide range of activity: some cfirectly Mh offenders, others developing programmes
for specific use by offenders. Thus three TECs were planning or considering new or extended services:

TEC IV "a Gateway initiative for assessment and guidance on Probation office premises"
TEC V "extension of pre-release training"
TEC VI1Part funding of two posts to "provide advice, guidance and support within a sodal work

context to
young people under supervision - including young offenders
adults referred from the Probation Service".

7.2 Four initiatives were in preparation for new services

(1) -Working with 2 HMP to establish NVOs in the prisons"(TEC IV)
(2) "Feasibility study for extending the pilot pre-release scheme for YOls to the Yorkshireand

Humberside region TTEC III) See § 8.2
(3) "continuation of 'young people in care' research and evaluation of firstyear responsesiTEC

VII).
(4) The possible 'reworking' of the TEED Action Planning project to prisons (see § 8.3) - with

additional resources.

8.1 More detailed information in both written and oral form has been received about two of these
schemes so they can be described rather more fully.

8.2 Following their pilot scheme in (See § 5) TEC III would be undertaking a feasibility study to extend
this pilot to involve al the region's TECs in work with inmates of the region's YOls.

This pilot scheme had been in operation with two of the region's YOls. It was understood that this had been
set up with the Heads of Inmate Activity in those establishments and also involved prison officers in working
with the inmates in a pre-release programme which offered employment related skills, knowledge and
motivation inside and a direct and immediate bridge into the YT/AT Training Programme gutside for those
inmates returning to the TEC's catchment area and provided by the voluntaiy organisation contracted to
deliver these services. The scheme provided additional support for the young person when released, and
monitoring arrangements, in co-operation with Probation Services. Positive outcomes included reduction of
re-offencling and "staying on" rates, as well as skills' progression within the Training Programme.

Although return to Further Education, or involvement in (for example) LEA Basic Skills provision, would also
have been regarded as a positive outcome, inmates were encouraged to take up the Training Programme
and all inmates trom this TEC area were °tracked" on release. The scheme co-ordinator reported that no
inmates on the pilot scheme had pursued any course in adult or further education and that all those who did
not go onto the Training Programme had gone back into prison.

(This scheme seems to be the same as that described by Probation Service R as the Temporary Early
Release Scheme, although the details do not tally exacily).
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8.3 Information has also been received from TEC VII, and from the voluntary organisation and from the
Probation Service concerned, about the development of another TEED funded scheme offering educational,
training and employment guidance to inmates in a cluster of prisons in one area in the region. This is likely
to_rework an existing "action planning" scheme already managed by the TEC (See § 5.2) and link it (with
additional Home Office Probation fuming) into existing structures involving both Careers and Prison
Education Services. In this scheme, similarly, inmates would plan their intended programme of activity (for
training, employment, further education etc.) whilst awaiting release. This plan would go to the "outside"
Probation Officer as part of the sentence plan. It would also go to the Servia, (Training Programme,
College etc.) making the provision required. Support to the client and monitoring of outcomes would then
form part of the post-custody supervision programme and could be realistically followed up. (Such action
plans might also contribute to bail reports).

Other Sources of Funding

9. Finally TECs were asked whether and whence they had received additional funding for any of their
actual or planned work with offenders/ex-offenders. Two only replied affirmatively. TEC III had TEED
National Development Funding for its feasibility study, and reported that Raleigh International had received
'matched funding' from TEED for its Outward Bound Programme for Young Offenders (no details available).
TEC VII had funded its seminars with heip from TEED National Development Fund.

Respondents

10. Once again all the workers who completed this questionnaire have different job titles - only one
actually having the named post to which letters were addressed which was the "Equal Opportunities
Manager'. Other job titles include "Development and Equality Manager" "Development Consultant"
'Education and Training Adviser' "Project Team".
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LOCAL EDUCATION AUTHORITIES

Havaso

1, Only 3 local education authorities (LEAs) have responded to the questionnaire. There are 11 such
authorities in the region. The questionnaires received tell similar stories in rather different tones of voice.

Special Staffing Arrangements

2.1 Tile first section of the questionnaire was focussed on the year ending 31st August 1992. In
response to the first questions, which were about staffing, two services indicated that liaison with criminal
justice agencies had been the responsibility of an Adult Education Officer. Authority A indicated that from
September 1991-May 1992 one day per month had been dedicated to this wort( in conjunction with the local
Forum for Educational Provision for Ex-ofenders. This post was also responsible for cross-departmental or
joint officer group meetings which included criminal justice agencies, and for workwith offenders in the
community.

2.2 From Authority B the Adult Education officer wrote "I have in the past been very committed to this
area of work and done my best to promote it ... we have been flogging a dead horse as far as Probation are
concerned and my time, energy and scarce resources are best used elsewhere". This authority also funded
a .7 teacher post employed by the local FE College for work with offenders/ex-offenders in the community.

2.3 In Authority C liaison with criminal justice agencies and any associated cross-departmental meetings
was the responsibility "by implication"(sic) of the Principal Social Worker. No one in this authority had any
designated responsibility for educational work with offenders/ex-offenders in the community.

2.4 No one in any of the authorities had any responsibility for work with offenders in penal
establishments.

Provision : targeted at offenders in the community

3.1 The second question sought information about provision of education. educational guidance or
training in the community. All three LEAs made provision, including guidance which was exclusively for
offenders in the community. All contributed in this way to educational provision in Probation premises.

3.2 In one case Authority A provided 71/2 hours per week Basic Communication Skills in a schedule IA
setting i.e. compulsory attendance for about 50 clients required to attend a Probation centre by Court order.
Urban programme paid the major teaching costs with the Probation Service providing teaching materials and
premises, there was also direct contact with the local FE College. The description of this programme
illustrates the educational contribution here "The framework for the programme provides the resources for
participants to explore vocational interests and link these to Job Skills. Wider opportunities are also
explored, be they training, further education or voluntary work. The concepts of planning for change and
self empowerment are introduced at a level relevant to individual skillsenabling the development of self
esteem and confidence. Individual counselling and action planning sessions help to provide direction and
support throughout the process'.

3.3 Authority A later contributed an additional 15 hours per week teaching in Basic Skills and 15 hours in
Job Search skills for vofuntary attenders at this Probation Centre and at a Probation Job Club - again paid
for through Urban programme. 42 clients attended for Basic Skills provision and 73 took advantage of the
job dub.

3.4 In addition Authority A also had input (not quantified) into a large centre where residence was a
condition of a court order for younger male offenders. This had funding from and links with Social Services
as well as the Probation Service and although educational provision for the 16-17 year olds was not
compulsory `most choose to do ir. This catered for 340 young people in a year - though it was unclear how
many were over 16 years old.
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3.5 Authority B similarly provided Basic Skills (for 8 hours per week) together with Educational Guidance
about other education education and training opportunities and vocational guidance, job-search etc. in a
Probation Centre where attendance for some clients was compulsory and for others voluntary. This
provision was funded jointly by Authority B and the local FE College. No numbers were given for
attendance.

3.6 Authority C had similarly funded joint provision with a local FE College, for Assessment, Educational
Guidance and Basic Skills. This was initially in an open centre then in Probation Offices for Probation
clients who attended voluntarily. No quantification, of teaching hours or attenders, has been provided.

Provision : targeted generally at the non-traditional learner

4.1 All three LEAs believed that some of their provision targeted generally at the non traditional learner
was parliculady helpful in facilitating use and attendance by offenders. Authority A cited its Educational
Advice service for adults, and B pointed to the locally provided courses in the community, for example in
their centre for the unemployed. It was noted by Authority B that some offenders made use of TEC and
ESF funded courses at the local college. Authority C indicated that the confidentiality of its Advice and
Guidance Serices, and the flexibility ("drop in arrangements, individual programmes") of its ABE provision,
were particularly helpful in facilitating use by offenders.

4.2 Two authorities did not ("could not') monitor offender usage of this provision, targeted generally at
the non-tracktional learner. One simply confirmed "Attendance monitored"without further explanation.

5. Asked to describe anysgagi.aaangemitn12 the LEA was involved in to work with offenders in the
community Authority A wrote "Strategic Planning Forum"without any explanation. Authority B wrote
"generally a poor response from the ACPO and his team. Some Seniors keen but generally response from
Probation poor". Authority C wrote of present organisational difficulties: "We have tried a number of
initiatives with Juvenile Justice, Probation and Voluntary Groups. In terms of adult learners our provision is
now limited to Non-Schedule 2 work and we frankly do not have staff to deal even with the strategic
implications for Further Education or Adult Education".

Monitoring and Evaluation

6. The third question asked Education Authorities what (shared) arrangements there were for
monitoring progress and outcomes where Probation clients were known to be making use of any education,
training or guidance provided by LEAs. Authority A responded that "under Urban programme a monitoring
system was developed between the Probation Service and the local FE College". Presumably this applied
to its contribution to the educational provision in the Probation Centre and the Job Club. A response to a
later question provided information about monitoring and evaluation at the residential centre. The
respondent wrote that there was "some record keeping, assessment for internal purposes - nobody ever
asks for monitoring or evaluation". This centre "receives no previous information on the clients, unless
specifically asked for, information does not follow the young person, just the charge sheer Authority B did
not answer this question. Authority C wrote "The only effective work in this context has been X College
(Adult Basic Education department) and the (Probation) Special Projects Team; - monitoring arrangements
were rather casual".

Interagency Links

7. Interagency links during the year ending August 1992 were the focus of the fourth question.

Some sizedjip.mapkaanisa were endorsed by two of the authorities (A and B) : both "routinely provided
information about all LEA post-16 provision", both "provided significant information to individual Probation
officers"and both 'offered opportunities for visits or open days to the Probation Service or Probation clients"
but whereas Authority A 'had visits from individual POs and clients"Authority B comments that these
facilities were "offered to Probation but not taken up". Authority C commented only that there was "casual
contact inspired by regional attempts at joint working". Only Authority A refers to any formal interagency
structure "Forum for Education Provision for ex-offenders", though this is not explained here it is referred to
again (13.6).
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Work with Penal Establishments

8. Only Authority C responded positively to a series of questions relating to links with andworic with
penal establishments for authorities not involved in penal education.

None of the authorities acknowledged past or future provision of courses for individual prisoners on day-
release, or any contribution to pre-release or temporary release courses. Authority C indicated a continuing
guidance provision about education and training opportunities in the community for prisoners nearing
release.

Arrangements Post-September 1993 - policies and strategies

9.1 Section II of the questionnaire requested information about arrangements and activities after 1st
September 1993 i.e. when the incorporation of the FE Colleges was expected to be complete and when
LEAs would be clear about their own rotes and strategies for the Post-16 sector. .

9.2 The first questions in this section explored LEAs' policy statements in relation to post-16 education
and offenders. Neither Authority A's strategic plan nor its Equal Opportunities policy refer explicitly to
offenders. However, this authority was very explicit in explaining its perception that offenders/ex-offenders

(a) have specific/additional learning needs:-

`They often need basic skills of survival in the community, socialisation Wills, group skills,
confidence and self-esteem".

(b) and that offenders/ex-offenders have particular barriers to returning to learning and training

"Prejudice, lack of confidence, they feel that training is inappropriate, venues for training
may be intimidating, ... they may see themselves as failures ... have experiences of
rejection, they undermine themselves. Subculture - drugs, music language etc. may be
barriers".

9.3 Authority B has a policy statement which does explicitly recognise/refer to offenders, and it doe, see
offenders/ex-offenders as having specific/ additional needs, but comments "Prepared to commit resources
but poor response".

9.4 Authority C has a strategic plan and mission statement, but neither these, nor the authority's equal
opportunities policy refer to the needs of or provision for offenders. But "many" offenders/ex-offenders are
seen as having some learning difficulty, in practice - but the specific one has to do with re-integration and
overcoming stigma" 'The key barrier, as for everyone, is the lack of a clear path from 'training'to
employment. This is outside our control".

Arrangements for delivery. of Schedule 2 and Non-Schedule 2 Work

10. All three authorities have arranged to deliver Non-Schedule 2 woric via colleges though A indicates
that this contract is only until March 1994. In both Authority A and B, such arrangements include
mechanisms for previous "adult education" organisations or institutions to bid for Schedule 2work, and in
both these authorities Schedule 2 WO* will continue to be provided by the LEA - at community based
centres/community colleges. However in Authority C the contract is for FE "to run integrated vocational/
non-vocational programmes'and LEA adult education-funded services/institutions will ns2 be bidding for
Schedule 2 WO*, nor will the authority be involved in provicfing this in any way.

EfIftS

11. Concessionary fees will be available in all three areas. `Covering adult education, low income and
non- non-vocational courses"(not specifically for offenders/ex-offenders) in Authority A. `Free to anyone on
benefit and free in community-based centres"in Authority B. A `Priority Passporrin Authority C gives full
fee remission for tuition (but not exam fees) to any resident on means-tested benefits in this area, for all
Further and Adult Education classes.



Other Changes

12.1 In the last section LEAs were asked what changes)n work with offenders/ ex-offenders in the
community they now expected (after September 1993) coMpared with the situations they had described in
earlier questions.

12.2 Thus, in respect of changes or developments in staffing arrangements, Authority kreported that
there would be "reduced input from the Community/ Adult Education Officer", who now had "new areas of
responsibility". Authority B indicated in the letter accompanying the questionnaire that the officer's limo,
energy and scarce resources are better used elsewhere". Authority C's response to this was "none".

12.3 In terms of changes or developments in relation to the provision previously described, Authority A
reported positive developments at the residential centre to "provide more Careers Guidance, work
placements, and to provide a vocational package"for the 16+ group; input to the Probation Centre Job Club
is not mentioned directly but concern is expressed at the loss of Urban programme fuming which had
supported this work. Authority B suggested that a question mark now hung over the continuance of the
Associate Lecturer Post, and the provision so offered, as this post, (originally funded by the LEA, though
employed by the College), was now fully the responsibility of the College. Authority C indicated no changes.

12.4 When asked about any changes now in_staff development and training in respect of work with
offenders and ex-offenders Authority A said it no longer has control or responsibility for its "own"staff (as
they once were) in the post-16 sector, and so training and staff development for those staff is no longer its
responsibility. LEA B did not respond to this question. LEA C again responded "none".

12.5 Finally education authorities were asked about any anticipated *lenges in interagency links, andany
plans or possibilities for partnership funding. Authority A recorded that "There is potential, particularly with
the TEC and other voluntary agencies. We intend to re-establish the Forum and support the Probation
Service to identify further funding". Authority C wrote local authorities will be increasingly limited in their
ability to contribute because of reduced staffing, linked to withdrawal of revenue support for post-16
education". Authority B did not reply.

Respondents

13. Four people completed the questionnaire from Authority A - the Policy Development Officer Equal
Opportunities, the Continuing and Community Education Officer, a worker from the residential centre, and
the Employment Officer of the Probation Service. Respondent B was the Adult and Community Education
Officer of that Authority who, in an accompanying letter, apologised "for this rather depressing and scanty
response'. From Authority C the Education Development Officer (FE) replied.
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VOLUNTARY ORGANISATIONS

1. It was originally agreed that because of

(a) the difficulty of identifying the appropriate organisations
(b) the cidficulty of identifying ascrete "education, training or/and guidance" activities (ina
residential situation for example)

no questionnaire would be designed for information-seeking from voluntary organisations.

Rather, an attempt would be made to track, via the responses of other agencies, the voluntary organisations
involved with them in delivering ETE services.

2. As a result of this "tracking" seven voluntary organisations heve been iikinitm as having an
involvement in this work. It seems likely that there may be more. For example a voluntary organisation will
be woridng with Probation Service S on HELP (the Housing, Employment and Leisure Project) but it was not
known whether this was just the name of the project, or of the organisation.

3. There are relatively few voluntary organisations in the region. Whilst all were happy that their work
should be factually recorded there was a lot of anxiety about how attributablecomments on that work and on
partnerships might be. Several organisations felt that their work wasvery distinctive and therefore
recognisable, several workers expressed a sense of vulnerability or unwillingness to speak for their
organisations. To ensure the promised anonymity this account is therefore much bdefer, less obviously
rooted in evidence and inevitably blander than previous reports on findings.

Wodc in Prisons

4. Two national and one local voluntary organisation are woricing in prisons, sometimes in partnership
with each other, or with statutory organisations (primarily the Probation Service). All three projects focus on
transitional guidance, in terms of employment, education and training for prisoners on release. All three
provide employment related skills courses (Job Search skills, etc.) - one also provides Basic Skills. One
such project works exclusively with YOls and is a feasibility study for the extension of such work. All three
are looking to development or/and extension in the near future. They are funded by Employment Services,
TEC or TEED.

Work in the Community

5. Four localised and two national organisations work with offenders hitheslomniudy. Two provide
three Training and Employment Projects in partnership with Probation Service 0, offering Guidance,
Employment related skills and Basic Skills, funded by,Home Office with some additional Employment
Services resources. One national organisation provides an offender-exclusive Training for Work and Youth
Training facility for Probation Service R and will also be working in partnership with Probation Service P on a
new employment related project. A local voluntary organisation will be doing the same.

The other national organisation, which provides 'supported" Job Clubs in one city with monthly 1/2 day wurses
specifically for Probation clients also reported a new initiative for this region: the "Employee Volunteer
Programme'. In this scheme employees seconded by their employer will spend time in a prison, in a
Probation Centre giving support from their own area of expertise to anyone on a course, applying for jobs, or
starting work. All the projects were exclusively for offenders on probation (or past clients of the Probation
Service).

Other work with offenders

6. Two voluntary organisations, one local, one national, provide opportunities foranyone, but have
special links to the Probation Service. One is a very large centre offering a range of occupational, basic and
personal development educational skills. It has acted as partner to the Probation Service in work fora
Community Service Order scheme, but currently works with offenders on an indMdual, referTal basis, for
example on a 'Confidence for Men' course.



7. In addition the project officer has made some personal contact with most of the organisations
involved, including some extensive discussions. --The focus in these enquiries has been on the relationship
with the contracting or partnership,agency

in terms of the shared activity
perceived benefits or difficulties
for the organisation, for workers, for clients.

Relationship in terms of tasli

8. Some of the respondents felt that their work was based on a clear partnership statement in which for
example aims, objectives, action and evaluation procedures were dearly laid out, and that they were able to
provide "an integrated, very specific and focussed service;

9. Others, (some of whom overlapped with the above) lett that, jn practice, partnership was
(nevertheless) not dear. Their experience pointed more to the organic nature of such a relationship. They
felt that perhaps insufficient time had been given to "understanding each other"and "achieving mutual
respecr in the early, planning stages. Then as projects had developed and unanticipated difficulties had
arisen for example to do with nomenclature, attitudes, procedures - there had been no adequate strategies
or trust for these issues to be openly and realistically dealt with.

10. Concerns were expressed by some that policy makers set up partnerships. Practitioners were
expected to use them/making them work. This could result in "conflict" or "unrealistic expectations; which
then had bad repercussions for the project and the voluntary organisation.

'11. One respondent explicitly and others implicitly queried how far it was a real partnership, or whether
the statutor! organisation was in fact a contractor of voluntary organisation services. One respondent felt
that this would certainty be the case when Probation Services were holding their own budget for
partnerships. "The group providing the specialist service will be redefined as an independent charitable
organisation"and would then be contracted to.continue existing work. Probation Service trustees to that
charity would ensure that work done "is under their control".

12. However other organisations spoke of very positive relationships where the voluntary organisation
has 'the trust of Probation Officers ... we can see all the files"and maintained a close relationship with them
providing feedback on clients". One worker contributed actively to a specialist practitioner group, another
spoke of "the contribution of this resource to the whole supervision programme;

Difficulties and benefits

13. There were further insights offered into both the difficulties, and the ad,:antages, for worker and
client of the voluntary organisation involvement. Some workers had experienced cold shouldering end
possessiveness - in terms of work, and clients. Work on "offending behaviour" had not been shared:
"Clients are sometimes suspicious"(because they don't - or do know the name of the voluntary organisation)
"Some people seem to see us as coming in to do part of their job" "I don't think they realise that my skills are
essentially complementary to Theirs" "do they think we are forcing ET down people's throats?" "They
(Probation Officers) tend to look down on our, supposedly, non-professional attitudes, because we're
working for a voluntary organisation". 'They (the Sentence's) don't want to sentence people to education
because education is not controlled by the Probation Service;

14. Again, however there were many positives identified.

"Because of the mixed funding there's no restrictions on the range of guidance we can give".
"They may envy my freedom"(i.e. not part of the criminal justice system)
"They've welcomed my skills and learnt from them".
"Clienis know we're noi their PO and sometimes that's useful to them".
"We have far more experience and opportunities for networking".
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15. As far as their organisations we concerned some wodcers were anxious lest the voluntary
organisations priorities and values should become subservient to the rush kW money.

7here's a danger of it skewing the voluntary organisations' original and true ethos"
"Partnershtp, collaboration etc. - They're the triggerwords to release the money - but they don't think about
why or how they'll do it"
"We've come to use the idea of partnership without thinking as if we believed it was defect° useful, easier
in a way, probably cheaper - it may well be useful, and when it works well is better than what a single
organisation can provide - but easier and cheaper never"
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INFORMATION SEEKING FROM AND ABOUT RELEVANT SERVICES IN PENAL
ESTABLISHMENTS

Responses

1. Penal establishments' regimes, education and training in prisons, and the relevant transitional
arrangements to support offenders' release into the community provided by prisonscome whin the remit of
this project to the extent that these arrangements do (or do not) support education andtraining for offenders
oast - custody - i.e. in the community. Information on this derives from both interviews ane, questionnaires.
When the project began (April 1993) the Competitive Tenderingprocesses for Prison Education were still not
complete. It was recognised that after a year of acute anxiety many E0s might still not know who had been
awarded the contract for the delivery of education to "their" prison, and that, although, supported by.the
European ruling, their own post might be secure, the future for colleagues and long establishedwork might
be in doubt. In this context any additional work, stress or cfistress was to be avoided. Initial interview
requests then, were made to Heads of Inmate Activity (HlAs)in three penal establishments, rather than to
the Education Officers (now called Education Co-ordinators or Managers). Discussion with HIAs was also
very positively welcomed to the extent that, in the new prison education contractual arrangements they
would have a key rote in the management of these contracts on behalf of the prison.

2. At the same time a section of the questionnaire sent to FE colleges was addressed to those 7
colleges which used to, or/and would continue to, provide education in the 15 prison establishments in the
region. Returns on this were low, so towards the end of October information was also directly sought from
and offered by Prison Education Co-orcinators (See § 1430).

Altogether some information has been provided about twelve of these fifteen prisons.

3. Prison Designations

Prisons are categorised according to the degree of risk posed by the most difficult prisonersthey are
required to hold.

The twelve prisons represented here include

Young Offender Institutions 2
Maximum Security/long-term prisons 2
'Closed' prison 1
Low Security 4
'Open' prison 2
Community Prison 1 (may contain wide range of risk categories)

Two of these prisons also hold people on remand, and there are two prisons for women amongst the group
represented. These designations have to be taken into account in interpreting the findings.

INTERVIEWS WITH HEADS OF INMATE ACTIVITY IN PRISONS A, B AND C

The place of education and training within the "positive regime"

4.1 Earty in the interview the H.I.A. in HMP A (pre)echoed the view expressed by 'Judge Tumin that
prison should be 'one long pre-release 'course' from the start". To this HIA education and training were an
'integral part of a positive regime': providing `opportunities for confidence building, personal change and for
the recognition and achievement which are particularly important to those in prison". At the same time
education and training could contribute to another aspect of the purposes of the positive regime in
maintaining "links with the outside"and preparing the inmate for the future practicalities of domestic
responsibilities or/and employment careers beyond the prison.

'Response to NACRO report on resettlement of prisoners 3.8.93
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4.2 The HIA from HMP C alio underlined the prison's task in preparing inmates for release and keeping
them in touch with *the real world'. The positive regime should "enable prisoners to identify their strengths
and build on them, recognise weakness and agree ways of countering offending behaviour". He believed
that with its focus on individual needs, education could help this development of a prisoner's responsibility for
himself. Education and training were also valuable in providing a skill base, including core skills, which
could be built on, for survival or for employment: He added that such elements were a very important part
of sentence-planning which provided the framework of activity for the inmate within the prison and as a link
to the real world and to Home Probation Services.

4.3 The third HIA interviewed expressed rather different views, both on the purpose of the regime and of
the contribution of education and training. For him the prison should 'condition inmates to do something
different; to get up, to get shaved, to wash and get breakfast"and the regime "should keep prisoners
occupied or they will destroy the prison". Education "gives inmates a chance, but they don't want to know,
don't see the relevance, don't want to do anything". He felt that accreditation might 'spark interest', though
with average sentences of 3-4 months there was insufficient time for much to be achieved, he also felt that
inmates were offered opportunities to learn 'multi-skills for all kinds of useful purposes outside"but that the
education/training provision was "too good for those in here". He felt serious concern as to whether
"education and training could now help to prepare prisoners for the world they will be in on release".

Transitional activities

5. By fir the greater part of these intervieWs was taken up in cfiscussing the arrangements and
activities within the prison (prior to the new contractual arrangements) which did or would support education
and training for offenders after their release - characterised here as `transitional activities'.

Sentence planning arrangements

6.1 The Prison Service Statement of purpose declares that "Her Majesty's Prison Service serves the
public by keeping in custody those committed by the courts. Our duty is to look after them with
humanity and to help them lead law abiding snd useful lives In custody and after release" (my
italics).

Sentence-planning is one of the processes in which the prison regime addresses these latter two of its
purposes. Discussions or/and interviews (usually of a multidisciplinary kind) with the prisoner identify a
programme of activity - to help the prisoner cope with his sentence, to reduce the likelihood of re-offending
and to prepare for resettlement post-custody. These decisions are then recorded into the "sentence plan'.
Until recently only Young Offenders and adults with lor,jer sentences have had this opportunity.

6.2 Prisons A, B and C each hadlo some extent distinctive sentence-planning arrangements because of
their category of intake, though it was understood that the sentence-planning documentation provided by
Establishment A was used commonly. In prisons A and C a range of departments within the prison,
including education, were involved, "to decide how the inmate can benefit from the time inside IA). An
induction-week programme which induded educational assessment then led to a 'comp Act, agreeing what
the prisoner can expect/givelA) which is reviewed after 6 months (A).

6.3 In Establishment C the agreed initial plan (if it involved the Education Department) took the form of a
contracted timetable stating clearly that 'this can only be changed by negotiation or if circumstances
demand", and that 'unauthorised absence from class leads to loss of pay". This plan would be reviewed
yearlY.

6.4 In Establishment B the sentence plan focussed on "basic elements for thiu-care - names, and
accommodation for release' it would also identify problems to work on and what was needed to maintain
home links for the inmate. It could include the continuance of training if the inmate was already on a
course, it did not plan for his education in prison.
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Inmaje Development and Pre-release courses

7.1 These are closely related to sentence planning and may fill a similar function - especially where
prisoners have not been held eligible for sentence-planning. Dip 2, the Through Care Section of the Home
Office, describes the overall aims of such courses as "to help prisoners to cop. with imprisonment and
to increase their desire to resettle themselves in the community on release". Potential modules of
such courses include for example "the relationship package", "the accommodation subject package",
"the drugs subject package", "the time on your hands subject package".

7.2 In Establishment A the HIA explained that these courses were run by Prison Officers with additional
outside help but that although they were intended to run monthly they were not fully active. Discussion on

-the extent to which education and training issues might be addressed in any of these courses, was
forestalled by the Education Officer (who was present at this point), interjecting that the Prison Officers
needed to "have their fingers prised off these courses"and "give an opportunity for others to be involved".
Concern was expressed at Prison Officers' responsibilities in these courses after only 3 weeks training for
this task and at the potential confliC, between their usual controlling role, on the wing, and a personal
counselling role within the course.

7.3 In Establishment 13 the courses were run by the education department and were described as "very
good"- no details were provided as to content.

7.4 In HMP C the HIA explained that the courses were Prison-Officer-led and additional expertise could
be bought in or required of the prison education contractors, in order to tailor-make a course for a specific
group. The Education Officer, who was seen separately, said that in fact there were very few pre-release
courses as many inmates were transferred to other penal establishments, but that departments woriced well
together on courses dealing with offencfing behaviour.

Day parole to attend a course

8.1 A third area of questioning relatec; to the availability and use of day parole, allowing an individual
prisoner to leave the prison for a specified time during the day to attend a course. This might be provided
by the contractor college, or by other Further, or Higher Educ:lion Establishments. This possibility was
welcome to Establishment A, where 6 inmates had taken advantage of this facility in the previous year, 4
going to the FE College in the nearby city responsible for the education in the prison, 1 attending the
university, anc1,1 going to a specialist course in another FE College in a city much furtheraway. These
activities were financed by a mixture of money from charities and contribution from the individual (with
concessionary fee policies helping).

8.2 Establishment B said that day parole could be arranged, and he thought there had been one
example in the previous year.

8.3 In the last establishment (C) day parole was not regarded as a reasonable possibility because of the
risk factor. However, the HIA reported that once an inmate's release date had been fixed, if he were to be
released cfirectly into the community, day-release for an interview (for work or training), might occasionally
be arranged. The Education Officer remembered that 3 lower-risk prisoners following 0.1.3. courses had
been allowed to attend an O.U. summer school, the previous year.

Temporary release weeks

9. Temporary release weeks or a 'home' week for those nearing the end of sentence were common to
all three establishments but did not involve the Education departments. The HIA in prison A felt that this
was /he best form of pre-release because it gives realistic opportunities to look at the 'home' situation for
accommodation, for jobs, training and education, and for re-establishing relationships and family life".
Numbers were not available.

Inmates left Establishment B to go on structured Probation temporary release courses to which social
workers might also contribute. Numbers involved were not known.
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10. The HIA of Prison A reported that they made use of various guidance services: there were
occasional visits from Careers Advisers from the local city funded through the European Sodal Fund;
guidance and counselling were provided by Prison Education staff; they made use of the fairly local "Bridging
the Gap" Service, and inmates could themselves go out to the local FE College Guidance worker. He felt
that as inmates were released to so many locations the prison needed good networks, and that it was
regrettable that the TEC would only be concerned withthe very few who would be released locally.

The HIA of Establishment B indicated that there was not much call for such provision and that when needed
it was provided by Prison Education Department staff.

In Prison C there were occasional links with NACRO, but the majority of inmates were transferred on to
another prison, rather than released.

Job Clubs "Return to work" or "Job search skills" etc. courses

11. None of the three prisons had a job club, or return to work/job preparation courses, though A hoped
to start a lob club before the end of the year, and in B the Education Department was unusually involved in
employment issues, usually, in individual work with inmates.

Computerised guidance systems

12. None of the establishments used or provided computerised guidance systems (including Campus
2000) for this area of work. In Establishment C only, use was made of Employment Services information
about work in prisoners' home areas. Inmates at Establishment A could use the "good programmeein the
city Careers offices, supported by the Education Department.

Potential changes to these transitional arrangements

13.1 The next group of questions moved the focus from existing transitional arrangements to any
changes to them which might arise, firstly from the new contractual arrangements for prison education, and
secondly from any other organisational or legislative changes.

It was difficult to maintain this focus, and all respondents highlighted a whole range of potential advantages
and concerns from a range of changes.

13.2 Conflicting views about the new contractual arrangements were expressed by HIAs and Education
Officers where they were present. Thus the HIA of Prison A said that "all existing services would have been
recognised as part of f. existing curriculum and bidders would have to ensure their continuance and cost
them into any bid"ana the HIA in Establishment B thought the same. However the Education Officer at
Establishment A felt that there was nig provision in the contract for adequate non-teaching time, and that
this was all important for supporting the educational progress of inmates inside, and providing counselling
and advice for their futures outside. The Education Officer in Prison C echoed this, but welcomed what
might prove to be closer links between the prison education sector and the College.

13.3 A concern shared by HIAs and Education Officers was the new position of the Education Officer as
Education "Co-ordinator responsible to the supplier and no longer part of the prison Senior Management
Team. There were fears that this Education Co-ordinator would be marginalised, particularly since it would
now be regime responsibility to identify prisoner needs for education via the sentence-planning process.

13.4 In one establishment there was concern for the continuance of NVO development both inside and
outside the Education Department - currently co-ordinated by the Education Officer. Whilst there was some
doubt as to the 'currency' of NVO both inside and outside prisons (induding a rejection of any training in
Textiles as `women's work in one prison), there was also evidence from both Establishments A and C of
systematic and cross- departmental work on NVOs and GNVOs and of developing opportunities. For
example the inmates in Establishment A on a Business Administration course were to provide reception
facilities and support the new inmates during their induction programme as part of their `work experience".
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13.5 Asking what other changes might impact on this work produced replies related to much broader
penal or educational issues. For example Establishment A pointed to recent changes which allow Id it to
recruit its own staff and so ensure staff commitment to its desired ethos.

Establishment B recognised the importance elsewhere of NVOs, but not for their short-stay population.

"An explosion in the prison population"was anticipated by the HIA of Establishment C when the Criminal
Justice Act was amended.

INFORMATION FROM COLLEGES AND PRISON EDUCATION CO-ORDINATORS

Responses

14. Information in the form of answers to a questionnaire was provided for the project by:-

(a) Four Colleges which used to provide education in penal establishments, or which had
applied for, or been awarded such contracts.

(b) Six Prison Education Co-ordinators/Managers.

In addition four co-ordinators provided further material in brief interviews.

These sources of information are combined in the following accounts which refer to nine prisons.

Transitional Arrangements

15. Respondents were asked about the contribution of the Prison Education Department to 'transitional
arrangements" during the year prior to the new contractual arrangements.

Sentence planning arrangements

16.1 Two establishments provided no information. Of the remaining seven, six affirmed some kind of
contribution, though these varied enormously. Prison M commented that their contribution was "brief
interviewing". In Prison E and D the "education department was fully involved". "Everyone that comes in
has a meaningful programme, and the Education Officer takes a full part in the week long induction
programme which looks at Training, Work or Educational needs". Some contributed to a programme of
activity (J,K,L) one to a Sentence Planning Board (D). where the prison itself was "not into this yer
"there is sentence planning within the education deparfmenr (Prison H).

16.2 Criteria for prisoners' access to sentence planning facilities seemed to vary from prison to prison in a
way not clearly related to the designation of the prison.

'Sentence planning here has been only with 'lifers or those with over four years sentence. It Ng come in
for anyone with over a year's sentence".
'This prison is still catching up to ensure sentence planning for men with long sentences convicted before
the 1991 Criminal Justice Acr
"There is sentence planning for all convicted now with 18+ months of sentence".
'They are not into (sentence planning) yet here".

pre-release courses

17.1 Eight of the nine educational departments were involved in Pre-release courses. The ninth implied
that such courses were not seen as relevant to that establishment since many men were transferred on to
other prisons, rather than released.

17.2 There were wide variations in the responsibilities of the educationalists in these courses. Of the
eight, two departments indicated that they Lan the courses.
One respondent provided information about courses delivered jointly with Probation Services.
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"Pre-release courses used to be run successfully by jfgat efforts between Education and Probation with
officer input. Since they have been officer-led they are far from multi-disciplinary and we no longer have
any input whateverr).

Ave described some kind of 'input" into courses which were prison officer led. One spoke of good "multi-
disciplinary team delivery"(H) one that "the induction programme, the sentence planning and pre-release
processes are the vehicle to project them (the prisoners) forwardlK).

17.3 Prison Education departments were involved to very different degrees in these activities.
Establishments G and K contributed to 9 and 12 courses respectively during the last year; Establishments J
and D were involved fortnightly (26) and Establishment L weekly for both pre-release and induction courses
(45 and 45 in the year). Establishment H was involved in "all", but did not put a figure to this. No figures
were given by the department from Prison M.

Day parole for course attendance

18:1 Seven of the nine education departments gave some evidence about their support or involvement in
such arrangements.

The education department of Prison D had made arrangements for 10 men to attend courses in Colleges in
the nearby city or at tfie University. The Prison Education Department paid fees and examination fees.
The co-ordinator said he could send out 10 more, but for the financial constraints. "The Colleges are
always absolutely superb in taking prisoners, even when they have had negative experiences".

Two inmates from Establishment G had been involved, one to the *pmviding*college, and the other to
another local college. Funding had come from NACRO and the Princes Trust, and an outside Probation
Officer had arranged for 'Wider Opportunities" budget support. Establishment H indicated that 10 inmates
had been involved and that "fees were waived", when the College had also been the suppliers of education
in the prison, but that that concession had now been withdrawn. The Manager surmised that the prison
education department might have to pay full fees whilst the men were still in custody - although as
individuals they would qualify for concessions on release. This might have impossible cost implications.

A similar situatiOn faced Prison M education department °Fees were waived, this no longer continues, and
there is no provision for these fees in our budget". The Co-ordinator from Prison E echoed these concerns
and added another "if he is 'safe' enough to be released for a day class, should he be in our prison?".
Someone suggested that this fees situation was now a matter for Prison Governors to consider.

Establishments J and L commented rather enigmatically that "all students are linked to college external
provision'. Establishment L suggested that "approximately 12"inmates had taken part in such
arrangements last year.

Temporary release weeks

19. No prison education departments were involved in temporary release week arrangements.

Guidance facilities for 9duca1ion and training post custody

20.1 All respondents confirmed some education-department involvement in providing guidance on
education/training post-custody, or with an external agency suth as the Bridging the Gap Service, and there
is further detail from eight establishments.

The Department in Establishment D in addition to its own strong links with local colleges had made extensive
use of the Bridging the Gap Service since 1985. This had been funded by the LEA to provide 3 hours
contact time kl the prison and to allow for the information seeking work, or contact with ex-prisoners outside
the prison. In the previous year 120 inmates had made use of this valuable service. This provision had
also been used by Prison E where it was pointed out that men could arrange to use this facility through their
Prison Probation Officer, or on their own initiative as well as via the education department. No figures were
given.

20.2 Establishment H also had use of an external agency; the Prisons Rehabilitation Employment and
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Education Support Services - this day-a-week facility had been funded out of the education department
budget, with considerable support from a Fa worker in the department.

20.3 Guidance was given at Establishment F through its provider college with "approximately 4 visits of 2
hours each per yeartor 6 inmates. Establishments K and L hadset up a new post since September 1992
using a Careers Adviser (from the local Careers Service) funded by the College through the Prison
Education department This provided Prison K with 2 days and Prison L with 1 day of contact time per
week throughout the year. Since September 270 inmates in all had made use of this guidance facility. In
Establishment J 5 hours guidance per week was again funded by the priton education department (with 3
visits per year from the Bridging the Gap service) and a total of 230 inmates used these services.

20.4 The prison education department at M wrote of locarfunding (source not named) for about 20
inmates per year and infomial contacts. A voluntary organisation provides Establishment G with a "weekly
surgery"

Job Clubs and employment-related skills courses

21.1 Provision of these facilities seemed most closely linked to regime considerations in that some
departments without them pointed out that inmates are moving on from there to other prisons, or that "there
are not enough inmates released to the community each month".

21.2 Two establishments were just developing such provision - one (now due to have begun) involved
education department funding as well as some from Employment Services. The other would be fully funded
by Employment Services but would also involve NACRO and Apex (See Probation Services § 8.1 and §
8.6). Three establishments had already established either a "job dub" or job-search skills courses. The
Co-ordinator in Prison K explained that there was a pilot job-search course run in co-operation with Prison
Officers. Establishment L wrote that job-search and interview techniques were taught as part of the pre-
release courses attended by 450 inmates each year, and Establishment J described a monthly 2 day input to
a prison job-club, together with subsequent help with Action Plans etc. This facility was funded by
Employmen1 Services.

Computerised guidance systems

22.1 Two departments confirmed substantial use: K "used Kudos and microdoors", at Establishment M
"all had access to computer-aided guidance last year".

The Manager in Prison H said that "Campus 2000 is something to think about".

Other activities relevant to transition and release

Infomiation from Prison Education departments

Departments were asked about the availability of information

(a) fo inmates

23.1 Six of the sevsn prisons releasing prisoners into the community also provided them with records of
their education or/and training - or these were forwarded on. Such records included the National Record of
Achievement books, NVO and other qualification certificates.

"they have access, too, to anything the Education Department writes about them".

(b) to the external Probation Officers (where they are not in receipt of discharge reports under
sentence planning arrangements).

23.2 This question seemed to evoke considerable surprise We've: never been approached about this".
It's very rare for the 'Home' Probation Officer to show interest in education". "Home Probation Officers do
not know what the men do in this way". 'We've never seen a discharge report".

However, from Establishment H it was noted that "the men often want finks to the external Probation Officer"
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and "inmates are informed by education staff that education reports on be provided if the Home Probation
Officer makes contact with the departmenr (Prison G).
Brit it "relies very much on individual officers"(L)
"Nothing is sent directly ... under sentence planning the discharge report hill include records of educational
achievement"(G)

NVO involvement

24.1 All the prison education departments had been involved to some extent in the development of NVO
training for inmates. But the degree of involvement clearly varied enormously. Establishment F reported
that "on6, recently has the prison taken on board the idea of introducing NVOs into the workshops", "the
education department has given support and advice when requested". On the other hand in Establishment
J the Education Officer co-ordinates the work on NVO prison-wide and: "All courses were now working
towards NVO and GNVC) accreditation where possible. Feasibility studies were going on, examining the
possibility of offering different study areas". The local (provider) college had paid for both the college and
the prison staff to have assessor training at Establishment G where NVas in Business Administration,
Hairdressing, Commercial Horticulture and Catering were running or ready to run".

Anticipated changes

25.1 Information was sought from these respondents as to the possible impact on transitional work
arising from a range of measures affecting their own and related organisations.

The first question focussed on the results of the new contractual arrangements for Prison Education

26.1 Respondents were asked what financial arrangements (if any) were written into the bid to facilitate
the transitional work already described.

Only one respondent affirmatively in the exact terms of the question, explaining that the bid "included a F/T
guidance worker, but at ATTC rates and a 5 worker for the job club".

College 7 which continued to provide the education in Establishments J, K and L was increasing that support
by providing Establishment J with a careers adviser from September 1993 to parallel the existing posts in
Establishments K and L. However one of the workers concerned expressed anxiety about amessing
"external funding for the guidance project to continue in all three prisons".

26.2 Establishment G explained that Bridging the Gap, the guidance service which they used so much
was not in the bid price (per contact hour) because the College had not previously funded it. `The formula
(for non contact hours fundng) will not really pay for such (transitional support) activities either, but we will
always do them". Several respondents had not seen the bid proposals by "their colleges.

27. Respondents had a lot to say about the wider implications of contractual arrangements which could
all, in various ways influence this area of work:

27.1 Six respondents indicated that their department had lost F/T staff (or F/T equivalents) and pointed
out that it was such staff who often had the time and therefore the responsibility to support and encourage
inmates to make use of guidance facilities and to continue their education or training on release. One
respondent noted the loss of a deputy Education Officer and 2 Fir staff.

At the same time it was lett that non-teaching time for remaining Fn. staff would be more occupied with
administrative work and form-filling.

27.2 Several respondents were concerned that, because the prison education tender was to be "re-bid
tor some in three years', some in five years' time, there would be a greater reduction in sharing -
information, curriculum development, ideas - between prison education departments where they felt issues
of `commercial in confidence"might be at stake. "One consequence is the setting of Prison Education
Departments against each other. I shall be anxious or unwilling to give information about this department to
just anyone because that contractor might. be in competition for my department at the next round". This was
seen as having potentially damaging effects where a prisoner was hoping for continuity or progression (ii his
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education or training programme) in seeking a move from one prison to another, for example in looking for
an appropriate "open' prison to complete a sentence passed in high security prisons. That prisoner might
have much more difficulty in finding out exactly what another establishment could offer in the way of
education or training.

27.3 The same concerns could inhibit openness and sharing in staff development contexts "Wit/ there be
a copyright on ideas?". However one Co-ordinator lett that "Currently people are very sensitive because
they've recently been threatened. They'll relax in 6 months or so - then in 23/2 years time the shutters may
come down again when it's contract-time".

27.4 One Manager foresaw similar inhibitions on openness in the new arrangements withina prison
where 'there is a great need for honesty to solve problems on a multi-disoplinary basis"- but the contractual
relationship made this more difficult. However another Co-ordnator asserted that "We shall be doing Me
same things as ever we did. CEOB wants to force the 1.11As into a false role, but the Governors appreciate
someone elsa doing things for them. CEOB don't understand these internal dynamics; They've written
themselves out of Prison Education in any purposeful way".

27.5 There were however several positive comments too. Some Co-ordinators saw positive benefits
from closer links now with "their" contractor/college. Quality assurance strategies, staff support systems
and more effective and efficient management were hoped for. One respondent thought that some of the
present difficulties could be temporary "especially where the Governor is supportive of education".

28.1 Respondents also reflected on the impact of the current policies for `positive regimesin penal
establishments.

Some pointed to improvements in the criteria for pay whereby 'everyone is attached to a work party and so
is paid for work". No one had a F/T Educational programme but an inmate "might be doing a University
course in Russian but attached to the industrial Cleaning Unit - perhaps that is realistic"or "the inmate may
be released from work for 2 sessions per week without losing work pay"so there is no disincentive to
education. It was, however, pointed out, that Governors still have discretion to weight payments according
to the prison's needs.

28.2 Another positive development mentioned was a scheme to "awarcrinmates points for every hour of
satisfactory "work"- this was seen as a great change of perspective focussing on "the good' with the
intention of creating motivation rather than only noticing "the bad"for punishment.

28.3 However Co-ordinators also felt that there was a need for regimes to "practice what's proclaimed"
and avoid moving men to other prisons so arbitrarily (under pressure for cell-space) so destroying
constructive work. 1p/carded for an individual to be able to stay at x just long enough to complete his
course - which he probably wouldn't be able to do elsewhere - but he was still shipped out willy-nilly".
Another Co-ordinator spoke of the problems of inmates transferred to that prison from training prisons,
'unable to complete what they may' have started years ago'. alt can make nonsense of a sentence plan".

29.1 Respondents felt that the 1991 Crininal Justice Act might be very beneficial to inmates in respect of
post-custodial supervision. One co-ordinator suggested that where thru-care plans and aims were
developed in conjunction with 'home' Probation Officers it might be useful for inmates to begin regularwork,
training or education outside, in their own communities before release. New definite arrangements for
parole and release were also welcomed in helping prepare effective release action plans, taking examination
dates and course-start dates into consideration.

30. The allocation and use of Employment Services funding in penal establishmentswas welcomed -
with ...nervations:

(a) that new employment-orientated provision should be integrated into present opportunities- not
duplicate or bypass them.
(b) that those funding - and those employed - should have "a proven track record of interest and ability
with this client group".

There would be great concerns if "providers"simply "delivered"- with little understanding or awareness of
the. prison establishment - or simply regarded it as a "market possibility".
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APPENDIX I

SOME VIEWS ON VOLUNTARYISM/COMPULSION

The discussion around voluntaryism and compulsion for ETE seems to merit more space than can be
provided in the main body of the repod.

There are strong cases put on either side.

Arguments against compulsion are probably well-,known, and reflect the views of practitioners in both
Education and Probation Services. Probation Officers' concerns are that clients should not be constrainod
by more intervention than is absolutely necessary, especially where such additional conditions are likely to
lead to breach action and re-sentencing, possibly with higher penalties than for the original offence. They
also point out how inequitable it might be that offenders in one area, where *compulsory" ETE was an
acceptable sentence of the court, could then suffer consequences whicil would not happen for offenders in
an other area. Moreover there is some evidence that sentencers themselves are not willing to use this
concfition - not so much for the reasons given above, as that Education and Training are seen as not within
the control of the Probation Service, and as basically a *soft option".

Many working in educational/training agencies would also reject compulsion, partly on the tenet that *you can
lead a horse to water but you cannot make it drink". They also share concerns with other professionals that
there is an essential contradiction (and hypocrisy) in enforcing activity which itself claims to encourage
autonomy. Others in this field would argue that educational struntures and attitudes should be doing
everything possible to avoid the perceived power divide which so alienated many during their time of primary
or secondary education.

Some workers and a number of services feel that these are rather simplistic arguments. Some would
dispute whether there was such a stark dichotomy between compulsion and voluntaryism in practice, given
that the recommendation of such a condition would have been thoroughly discussed beforehand. (Critics
object that one might agree to almost anything if that made custody less likely.)

Hensman wrote "that a requirement to attend, e.g. a Day Centre, may help by putting limits round the
student/client and getting him into the classroom, but that, once them, the principles of adult
education require freedom for the student to make choices about his own studies, goals and
participation". Colin Thomas comments on this that "the distinction between the setting of limits and
the content of what takes place within those limits seems entirely right". Some wouldargue that it is
too important to leave to voluntary choice when the choosers do not fully understand the value. Jones in
Bridgebuilding (Spring 1993) asks Probation Officers "to relate the importance of education and
employment In the lives of offenders and their own experience" A pragmatic approach points to the
value of compulsion in getting someone started, and to the experiences ofmany offenders (in prison and
out) who find themselves thoroughly enjoying something they began with suspicion, to get out of their cells
or to please their POs. "Many prisoners in the UK no doubt enter Open University studies with half
an eye to forthcoming parole reports, but they continue because they enjoy the
intellectual stimulus, the contact with outsiders, the meaningful structuring of their time" Williams
(2). A twist to this argument suggests that, for young men in particular, compulsion ("Well I've gotta go.
haven't /?), would allow attendance, even enjoyment and benefit from, education or training, but permit
them to keep "street cred' with their peer group.

Melanie Phillips, quoted by Colin Thomas, points out that "control" is required in Probation Work and that
"offenders know it clearly enough". She suggests that POs should see themselves as "people whose
skills depend on an element of control, but who need that control to achieve their primary aim of
guiding individuals towards knowledge, growth and development of their potential".

In the present climate for law and order issues, these may no longer be academic arguments.



APPENDIX 2

EXCERPT FROM "WHAT IS EDUCATIONAL GUIDANCE?" BY JONATHAN BROWN
IN ADULTS LEARNING VOL 2 NO 10 JUNE 1991

1. WHAT IS EDUCATIONAL GUIDANCE?

Elucational Guidance is:

a helping process which overlaps with personal and vocational guidance

a process of clarifying options

the seven activities of guidance

informing
advising
counselling
assessing
enabling
advocating
feeding back

informed by five values

client-centred
confidential
open and accessible
independent
freely available

undertaken at all stages of learning.

2. Educational guidance is a process of clarifying options (in which four phases can be
identified)

What the adult learners should encounter within the guidance process is that as their options become
clearer, they have the opportunity of choosing a learning route which is appropriate to their educational and
training needs. This process involves four phases. Obviously, the process is easier to understand if the
phases are more or less sequential and linked in time. Progression may not, however, be linear: many
clients do not move directly from one stage to another and even when they do it may be over a considerable
period of time.

The four phases of clarifying options are identified as those of exploring, understanding, choosing andacting

Exploring

involves both self exploration and context exploration. The self exploratio.4 involves
questions like 'What are my needs?" whilst context exploration involves trying to find out
what is available in terms of learning opportunities ('What education and training is available
to me?')



Understanding

may be more appropriately called the phase of the new understanding that comes from a
review of the eiploring phase.

Choosing

occurs at the point where the options are clear and should lead in to an

Acting phase

of involvement in a chosen learning process.

3. Educational guidance Is the seven guidance activities of informing, advising,
counselling, assessing, enabling, advocating and feeding back. .

The process of clarifying options by the client is closely related to the activities undertaken
jointly by guidance worker and client. The seven activities wholly or partially undertaken are
separately identified to assist understanding and analysis. In practice they form part of a
guidance process in which one activity merges into another. The seven-fold identification of
activity is the most frequently quoted and helpful section of 'The Challenge of Change'. The
strength of the listing is that all are in the -1NG form, stressing the dynamism of the process.
Concerns have been expressed about some aspects of this formulation. It has been
argued that using 'guidance' as an umbrella term is unhelpful in practice, that it suggests a
directive position and that 'counselling' is an overarching concept which should encompass
the others. This is a fascinating debate; which will continue to illuminate both practice and
theory. It is enough to note here that the use of the guidance umbrella with the seven
activities has gained wide acceptance and is now the common usage within the educational
guidance field. It provides a framework for explanation, the planning of services and for
staff development.

4. Educational guidance is Informed by five values

The location of educational guidance within the framework of related helping processes,
together with the understanding of the process of clarifying options and the identification of
the seven guidance activities, are all helpful to an understanding of the nature of educational
guidance. They do not, however, state the values of the process upon which service
standards so depend. A value system is necessary to underpin services, to set objectives
and to determine standards. Five values can be identified:

Client-centrod

in that the primary concern of the service must be the learning needs, wishes and interests
of the client.

Confidential

information received or recorded about clients and their personal circumstances and
teaming needs should be treated as confidential and not be conveyed to third parties without
agreement.

Open and accessible

As far as possible the service should be accessible to adult clients at times and places
convenient to them.

Independent

Any guidance given should be based on the needs of the client and.not distorted by the
needs of the service or any other institution.
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Freely available

Charging would be yet another barrier to access so that guidance should normally be free to
the client.

These values are not easy to achieve and maintain. They do run up against the agendas of
funding bodies, limits of resources,, the professionalism and training of staff. However, in
tenns of practice they are an essential part of educational guidance.

5. Educational guidance is undertaken at all stages of learning.

The final part of the answer to 'What is educational guidance?' deals with time. In a sense
the chronology is implied in the phases of the clarifying of options. The major development
of educational guidance and the discussion of it has concentrated on one of the four stages
where educational guidance is needed by the adult learner (or potential learner).

That one phase is the pre-entry but it is also needed:

at entry (enrolment)

within the learning process Ion the Course)

at exit (whether this is at the appointed end of the process of learning or whether it is 'pre-
mature').

In short the student or potential student should be supported with an appropriate educational
guidance fadlity at all stages in the learning process.

9
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GLOSSARY

ABE
AE
ACK;
ACOP
ALBSU
AT
AOL
BB
BBNDU
CEOB
CPO
DES/DFE
E01
EO/EC
ES
ET
ETE
ESF
FE
FEFC
FEU
F/T
GNVQ
HIA
HO
ICG
IDPR
LA
LEA
MSC
NACRO
NAEGA
NIACE
NETTS
NVQ
NRA
OU
PSR
PO
SPO
SOVA
SUGS
TEC
TEED
UDACE
YlIAFHE
Yol
YT

APPENDIX 3

Adult Basic Education
Adult Education .

Assistant Chief Probation Officer
Association of Chief Officers
Adult Literacy and Basic Skills Unit
Adult Training
Acaeditation of Prior Learning
Bridgebuilders
Bridgebuilders National Development Unit
Chief Education Officers Branch
Chief Probation Officer
Department of education and Science - now the Department of Further Education
Educational Opportunities Initiative Liverpool
Education Officer/Education Co-ordinator for penal establishment
Employment Services
Employment Training
Employment, Training and Education
European Social Fund
Further Education
Further Education Funding Council
Further Education Unit
Full-Time

'General National Vocational Qualification
Head of Inmate Activity
Home Office
Institute of Careers Guidance
Inmate Development and Pre-Release
Local Authority
Local Education Authority
Manpower Services Commission
National Association for the Care and Resettlement of Offenders
National Association for the Educational Guidance of Adults
National Institute of Adult Continuing Education
National Education and Training Targets
National Vocational Qualification
National Record of Achievement
Open University
Pre-sentence Report
Probation Officer
Senior Probation Officer
Society of Voluntary Associates
Supervision Grants Scheme
Training and Enterprise Council
Training, Enterprise and Education Directorate of the Employment Department
Unit for the Development of Adult Continuing Education
Yorkshire and Humberside Association for Further and Higher Education
Young Offender Institutions
Youth Training
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HO 1990
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NIACE
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NIACE
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